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Abstract 
This thesis discusses the optimisation of motion platform simulators and was motivated by 
Loughborough University's acquisition of a low cost six strut moving platform vehicle 
simulator. Historically, we see that automotive vehicle simulators are more generally used for 
human factors experiments that examine driver behaviour during low severity manoeuvres or 
short events e.g. obstacle avoidance. The purpose of this thesis is to examine the potential for 
the simulator to be used for vehicle handling experiments where the vehicle is free to explore 
the limits of the vehicle for sustained periods of time. 
This research has a significant emphasis on vehicle handling models. In particular, we examine 
data acquisition systems and testing methods before investigating potential optimisation and 
identification techniques for estimating vehicle model parameters that have the potential to be 
implemented on the simulator. Here we examine the possibility of producing high quality 
vehicle models within a short space of time with a view to rapid identification of different 
types of vehicle directly from vehicle testing. This includes the data acquisition process and 
addresses the significance of the sensors and equipment used to measure the vehicle states and 
the importance of the recorded vehicle manoeuvres and test track characteristics. 
The second phase was carried out once the simulator was installed and functional. Clearly, the 
simulator is a piece of experimental equipment and as with any engineering experiment, the 
equipment should be well understood. Consequently, the accuracy to which it adheres to the 
real world, i.e. its fidelity, is assessed by investigating the simulators capabilities and 
limitations and is achieved by analysing the raw performance of the motion platform and 
conducting driver-in-the-Ioop experiments; this work proves valuable as it is used to optimise 
how the motion platform responds to vehicle dynamics and provides the motivation behind 
conducting a driver-in-the-Ioop handling experiment for the final section of this thesis. Here, 
the simulators potential to be used as a tool to assess race car driver skill is investigated. After 
conducting various tests in the simulated and real world, the correlation between the subjects 
simulated and real world performances are used to critically assess the simulators 
performance and draw conclusions concerning its future potential for handling based research. 
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This thesis shows it possible to use an Inertial GPS Navigation System for capturing vehicle 
data to good effect and describes how a comprehensive set of new vehicle dynamics 
measurements can be collected and used for model tuning and optimisation within a relatively 
short space of time (approximately one day). The work presents substantial evidence that 
shows how dominant the influence of steer ratio and toe compliance is on the accuracy of the 
handling models and that they are a likely source of modelling errors. The importance of 
vehicle slip angle measurement is a particular point if of interest and is examined concurrently 
with the driving manoeuvres, where some guidelines for test methodology and data collection 
are established. A novel identification process is also presented with the Identifying Extended 
KaIman Filter. It has been shown possible to identify separate front and rear tyre models as 
well as a single tyre model. 
The thesis also describes the relative importance of motion for vehicle simulators that are to be 
used for handling based experiments. It appears more valuable to emulate only those vehicle 
motions that are within the platforms capabilities and limitations in a quest for quality over 
quantity. Finally, this work demonstrates the simulators potential to be used as tool to 
evaluate race car driver skill, which also fundamentally assesses the fidelity of the simulator. 
This is achieved by examining the correlation between a simulated and real world experiment, 
where we see a positive correlation which indicates high fidelity. Further analysis shows the 
importance that adequate driver training is being administered before beginning 
experimentation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
This thesis has been motivated by Loughborough University's acquisition of a low cost six 
strut moving platform vehicle simulator, described in Section 1.3. The motivation behind the 
simulators' acquisition is two fold; primarily it is to be used as a teaching tool for 
undergraduate students and secondly as an instrument for research purposes. Therefore, the 
overall objective is to analyse the capabilities and limitations of the simulator to evaluate how 
it can be used as a valuable asset in the context of student education and engineering research. 
Traditionally, vehicle simulators tend to be used for human factors work [1] concentrating on 
driver behaviour and their reaction to single events, e.g. obstacle avoidance. Typically, the 
research could cover such aspects as elderly driver performance and the effects of drink 
driving and driver fatigue [2,3,4]. More recently, as vehicle stability control (for example) is 
becoming widely available, various designs and control strategies are developed using vehicle 
simulators as they provide repeatable experiments in a safe environment. Evidently, this type 
of research has been successfully carried out as described in [5] & [6] where driver responses 
are used to evaluate potential control strategies, demonstrating that vehicle simulators can be 
useful tools for system design within the Automotive Industry. 
However, although this research is well documented, its architecture tends to follow a similar 
pattern, concentrating on the driver-in-the-loop experiment itself by presenting the objectives, 
the test specification and the results. Developing a complete understanding of the 
tools/instruments that can effect the results of any given engineering experiment is clearly 
good practice as it provides the foundation for the conclusions. This philosophy appears to 
have been forgotten in virtually all cases as the driving simulator's fidelity and the driving 
experience is rarely discussed. Its is likely that this type of work has been largely overlooked 
as it requires large amounts of time and resources to examine and understand all aspects of a 
driving simulator due to the complexities of human interaction. Although, it is likely that 
throughout the simulator industry, based on driver feedback, simulators are constantly 
improved in an iterative manner but without motivation to publish any progression. 
Nevertheless, this consideration is poorly documented. Furthermore, the effect of the vehicle 
model on the simulated driving experience is poorly documented; the majority of papers 
simply present the vehicle model with some validation plots and rarely is the consequence of 
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model fidelity and structure discussed . Finally, it is apparent that little research takes place in 
the field of vehicle handling where the experiments have high dependency on the accuracy of 
the vehicle model. 
Therefore, tllis research aims to address these omissions by concentrating on vehicle handling 
ana lysis. The suitability of low order model structures for implementation on the simulator 
wi Ll be investiga ted with particular focus placed on data acquisition and tile model parameter 
optimisation/ identification process. Furthermore, the simulator will be criticised with 
emphasis put on the simulated driving experience, particularly how the simula tor provides 
driver feedback and how this feedback is affected by tile set-up, capabilities and Iinutations of 
the simulator itse U. This will be performed before conducting a limit handLling driver-in-the-
loop experiment d esigned to prove that the simulator is a suitable tool. 
1.2 Motivation 
1.2.1 Simulator components 
It is clea r tllat there are inherent deficiencies with most motion based driving simulators due to 
their limited actuator stroke, w hich reduces excursion boundaries. Consequently, sustained 
high amplitude accelerations are impossible to replicate. This issue has three solutions: either 
increase the length of the actuators, use alternative cues to inUtate the perception of motion or 
employ the ea rths gravitational forces by tilting the platform. 
Figure 1.1: The University of Leeds Driving Simulator (UoLDS) 
The construction of dynamic bases that provide freedom for the simulator to accelerate in the 
longitudinal, lateral and yaw degrees of freedom (DoF) has been accomplished, Figure 1.1 
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Figure 1.2 & Figure 1.3 [1,7]. However, the costs associated with such a rig are high and the 
solution remains suboptimal, since any prolonged accelerations require impractically large 
transla tions. 
Figure 1.2: The National Advanced Driving Simulator of The University of Iowa (NA DS) 
Imitating the perception of motion is also problematic. A typical solution is to apply forces to 
the body through a G-Seat [8] which applies force to the body using pneumatic diaphragms to 
emulate accelerations. However, any forces applied to the driver will require an equal and 
opposite reaction to prevent displacement taking place. Hence, the driver will experience a 
disconcerting squeezing, rather than unidirectional force. 
4 
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Clearly, the earth's gravitational forces can be used to provide accelerations up to 9.S1m/s2 
(gravitation constant) by tilting the platform. However, the driver would experience additional 
centripetal and coriolis accelerations during transient driving manoeuvres as the simulated 
environment rotates to achieve steady state tilt [9]; hence, the simulated experience is 
fundamentally flawed. Furthermore, higher platform rotational velocities exaggera te these 
accelerations; its value can be realised if we restrict tilting to emulate low frequency dynamics 
only, e.g. road undulations 
Figure 1.3: Toyota Driving Simulator 
However, there are many aspects of a driving simulator that it can perform accurately (e.g. 
steering feedback and cockpit replica tion) and perceptual validity of steady state cornering, 
accelerating or braking is increased with coherence of visual, tactile and haptic sensory 
information, which contribute to the drivers' perception of motion. 
Driving simulators are notoriously poor at convincing a driver they are in a genuine real world 
environment, partly due to inherent limitations such as the motion boundaries described 
above, and partly due to the generally high sensitivity of humans. However, constructing 
perfect simulators is not necessarily the goal. Simulator configuration should rather depend on 
the types of experiments the simulator will be used for. The simulator can be split up into the 
components that combine to provide the overall simulated experience and clearly, if 
distinctive experiments were considered, and a list of all these components pu t in rank order 
of importance for each, they would show significan t variation. For example, vehicle ride 
evaluation would be highly sensitive to vertical motion and on-centre s teering evaluation 
would be highly sensitive to the quality of the steering feedback. Therefore, the simulator 
application should be considered foremost allowing one to critically assess the suitability of 
any given simulator construction for specific experiments. 
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Unfortunately, this type work is poorly documented; numerous experiments have been 
conducted using driving simulators with little or no discussion concernmg the quality/ realism 
of the driving experience; the only indica tion of how the simulator would feel is based on its 
specification/ description [1,6,10]. Although it is understood that this is a difficult task, without 
a thorough understandmg of the human-simulator interaction, it is hard to justify the 
foundations of any given driver-in-the-loop experiments. 
Furthermore, the l'elative effects of the overall simulator configu ration are poorly documented . 
Almost nowhere are identica l experiments performed and compared on a variety of 
simulators; the likely cause bemg the unavailabili ty of multiple and diverse simulators. Only 
one such example was found [11] which discusses how driver training is affected by the 
fidelity of the simulator; it shows that the novice driver training efficacy varied with 
simulation fidelity but examines the effects of graphical and cockpit variations only without 
assessmg motion. This subject is loosely addressed through discussion of the simulated motion 
perception in a limited number of cases [9,11,12] but these only represent a small fraction of 
the body of research that has been carried out using driving simulators. 
1.2.2 Funding and publication of driving simulator research 
One should also consider that driving simulator resea rch is predominantly shaped by sources 
and magnitude of funding. Motion base driving simulators are, historically, expensive and 
consequently we see the majority of rigs being funded by either tl1e government (e.g. NADS, 
UoLDS) or prosperous automotive manufacturing companies (e.g. Renault, Daimler-Benz, 
Toyota & Ford) that are largely interested in human factors research, especially concerning 
passenger safety. Some subjective handling research has been carried out [13] but only 
represents a tiny proportion of the total number of experiments, not only because of funding 
but also because of the simulators in!1erent limitations described above, that become more 
significant during limit handling manoeuvres. 
The design specification of driving sin1ulators tends to be driven by the available budget and 
as more funds are made accessible, the simulator becomes more complex and technologically 
advanced. This usually improves the simulator's capabilities and consequently a wider range 
of experiments become applicable. However, CaTe must be taken with tl1e design of more 
advanced simulators; as they attempt to achieve' total immersion' with su ch additions as CaT 
body shells, cockpits and dom e enclosures, theil' weight and inertia is significantly increased 
requiring greater power to achieve any given accelera tion. Consequently, we see tl1ese laTger 
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simulators tend to induce more nausea because the motion cueing isn' t perfect even though 
the budgets are large. This is potentially part of the reason why simula tors are rarely used for 
subjective handling experiments. 
Nevertheless, these simulators attract great interest from various associations and automotive 
companies and frequently the vehicle dynamics mod els are updated and developed to 
p roduce ever higher fidelities. Consequently, we see a wide ran ge of driving simula tors used 
for automotive research including PC based static simulators with and Witllout cockpit 
replication (Figure 1.5 & Figure 1.4), static bases w ith short or long s troke actuator motion 
platforms (Figure 1.6 & Figure 1.7), short range dynamics pla tforms (Figure 1.8), state of the art 
large scale X-Y and yaw OoF d ynamic platform simulators (Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2 & Figure 1.3) 
and numerous variations in between . Currently, the most advanced driving simulators in the 
world typically have 9 OoF with a yaw OoF ran ge of approxima tely 3300 using a yaw ring 
between its 6 OoF hexapod and the dom e containing the vehicle. The X-Y motion covers 
approximately 20m2 for horizontal excursion as described in [14]. 
Figure 1.4: PC based simulator with n O cockpit replication (VRX Mach 4) 
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Figu re 1.5: PC based s imulator with cockp it re plica tion (Carleton University) 
Figure 1.6: Short stroke fixed base motion platfo rm s imulator (VIRTIEX - Volvo) 
Figure 1.7: Long stroke fixed base motion platform simulator 
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In particular a considerable amount of interest comes from the US Department of 
Transportation's National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and is invested 
within the facilities at the University of Iowa. Consequently they work on projects such as 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) a.nd Automated Highway Systems (AHS) and are 
interested in areas such as traffic safety and human factors investiga tion. Furthermore, 
engineering based studies tend to support improved vehicle safety and quality, and new 
simulation technologies which could improve economic competitiveness [15]. The NADS, the 
most advanced driving simulator in tl1e world (at the time of writing) provides a safe, efficient 
tool for driver impairment studies, for driver workload and adaptation studies, and it can be 
used to support development of automotive safety regulations [14]. This type of approach 
appears to be adopted by virtually all driving simulators; with the majority of published 
research detailing human factors, safety or vehicle control related subjects. It is clear that limit 
handling experiments are rare and that vehicle objective handling analysis, if performed at all, 
using driving simulators is undocumented. 
Figure 1 .8: Short stroke dynamic platform driving s imulator (Renau lt) 
1.2.3 Modelling and Validation 
The sensitivity of driving simulators to the vehicle dynamics model is also poorly 
documented. The vast majority of experiments simply present the model witl10ut discussion 
and proceed to examine the results, treating the model and whole simulator as a 'black box'. A 
significant number of papers present some of the fundam ental capabilities o f the simulator but 
fail to discuss the effect of model fidelity on tl1e simula ted driving experience o r any model 
validation work that had taken place, e.g. [6,16]. It is felt tha t this approach is similar to 
presenting experimental results without discussing tl1e sensitivity of tl1e sensors used to take 
tl1e measurements, which is considered poor engineering practice. 
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We also see significant variation in vehicle dynamics model architectures used in driving 
simula tors, from simple 2DoF bicycle models [17,18] to 14 DoF full vehicle m odels e.g. CarSim 
[19] and beyond [I ]. High order models have been compared in [20] but the conclusions 
maintain tha t their performance is s till substandard and for example, tha t aspects such as 
variable roll centres should be included . These models are commonly used for vehicle 
handling studies without any detailed validation work [21] . We also see tha t low order models 
have been used to good effect for objective hand ling performance [22] . Therefore, it is difficu lt 
to draw conclusions about the required model order fo r the driving simulator application. 
Generally, valida tion work is cond ucted more thoroughly by well funded simulators. 
Development of the NADS took over a decade, wi th ongoing development of the vehicle 
d ynamics model. Validation of its princip le vehicle dynamics models was time consuming as 
test man oeuvres often become numerous (e.g. cond uction of slowly increasing s teer, step steer, 
p ulse s teer, double lane change, straight line braking and s traigh t line accelera ting 
manoeuvres) an d the appropriate data acquisition system was convoluted [16]; the entire 
process of model parameter estimation is clea rly a time consuming task fo r this applica tion 
[16,24,25,26,27,28]. Also we see that for this top level research project, w hich requires high 
model fidelity, the vehicle measurements were ou tsourced as they had a la rge budget and 
little/no support from a vehicle manufac turer [29]. 
Clearly, au tomotive companies that heavily invest in driving simulators a re reluctant to 
publicise their research due to its sensitive na tu re. Simula tors tha t are funded by human fac tor 
and safety related associations tend to show little interes t in assessing the simulated 
experience, again simply discussing the results without any simulator valida tion. The common 
approach is to place emphasis on quantifying the simulators vehicle dynamics model response 
whilst failing to include any qualitative driver feedback both in state of the ar t simula tors [30], 
low cost simula tors [31] and those tha t lie in-between [11,14,32,33,34,35]. 
Unfortunately, it is also conunon that driving simulator li terature focusing on the vehicle 
model presents fairly limited evidence of valida tion work, even with well fw, ded simula tors 
such as the NADS [14]; here we see that only a small number of vehicle measurements are 
used for model fitting and limit performance manoeuvres Were only expected to get relatively 
close results as they are difficult to model reliably. Furthermore, the presented results seem 
very limited and do not present highly accurate model fidelity suggesting tha t the model 
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predictions are believed to be acceptable for the NADS without any justification or analysis. 
This is conunon throughout the driving simulator industry and it is clear that it is appropriate 
to change the desired model fidelity depending on the experiment. 
However, it is well documented that for limit handling analysis, good model fidelity is 
paramount [36]. To achieve this we must match the models outputs to measured vehicle data 
as well as possible. Naturally, some of the models parameters are more difficult to es timate 
than others. In particular the tyre model characteristics will have the grea tes t influence [36] 
and are amongst the most difficult to find as to capture the full range of vehicle stability 
characteristics, tyre models must include the interaction and saturation characteristics of side 
slip and camber angles, and properly account for the load variation of key parameters; 
consequently, the testing methods are time consuming and usually require a special tyre test 
rig [38,39] to generate the data that is later used to fit a model. An alternative to this method 
would be to identify tyre models using data from full vehicle test manoeuvres as in [40,83], 
offering a potential less expensive option should all the necessary measurements be taken. 
Tyres have some fairly generic load sensitivity characteristics that can be used as guidance and 
which play a dominant role in vehicle handling and are considered essential for a useful 
vehicle dynamics simulation model [37] but for highly accurate simulations, we require a more 
complete tyre model. Finally, we see that tyre models are not the only sensitive modelling 
criterion; steering feedback is highlighted in many research projects as an important factor in 
driving simulators; in particular [41] & [42] show how capturing the characteristic suitably is a 
difficult task due to the complexity of the system and the sensitivity of the driver [35,43,44]. 
Therefore, it becomes clear that a model optimisation or identifica tion process would be highly 
beneficial as they can help find optimal parameter configurations for matching the models 
outputs with m easured vehicle data. 
1.2.4 Model optimisation and identification 
The subject of vehicle model optimisation is an important area for vehicle driving simulators. 
Much attention should be paid to the formulation of the optirrrisation problem. We must be 
sure that all important constraints are considered, otherwise the calculated optimum may be 
unrealistic, a result of [45]. 
Optirrrisation using numerical algorithms can be done in a reasonable amount of computing 
time [45] e.g. deterministic optimisation approaches such as sequential quadra tic 
programming [46] and simplex algorithms such as Nelder-Mead [47]. However, they have 
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their disadvantages; sequential quadratic programming, often gets stuck in local minima if 
applied to multibody system dynamics and the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm rescaling 
operation can lead to inappropriate termination of non-optimal points, as described in [48]. 
Alternative optimisation techniques exist whose development was focused on obtaining global 
minima in situations where multi-modal error surfaces easily lead to local minima and often 
incorporate learning automata [49,50] . Simulated annealing and Genetic optimisa tions are 
examples of algorithms that avoid local minima during optimisation. Gene tic Algori thm work 
is a particularly attractive option as it requires little experience for the user to operate it 
correc tly [51]. However, usually many iterations are required in order to find a global 
optimum [46] resulting in undesirably large computational times. 
Parameter Identifica tion techniques are very helpful for the improvement of the modelling of 
vehicle systems. They combine the theoretical knowledge of the system with the direct 
matching to vehicle measurements. Furthermore, they have been intensively investigated in 
the fie ld of control theory and as most methods developed are based on linear, time-discrete 
models, they are w ell suited for vehicle systems. Thus we see more emphasis, in the field of 
vehicle dynamics models, being put into a variety of identification based teclmiques as 
demonstrated by [52,53,54,55,56]. 
There is clear evidence that system identification is a powerful technique for maximising the 
accuracy of any given model structure. It does however require knowledge of the 
mathematical expressions tha t make up the model rather than treating the model as a ' black 
box' as typical wi th parameter optimisation methods. As a result, this teclmique becom es more 
appropriate for simple model structures, as high order model equations can become 
sufficiently large to cause difficulties during construction and require a large am ount of 
computational power. If identification techniques are to be used we will need to make sure 
that all the measurements are in place. Consequently, to fully model the vehicle dynamics we 
require an estima tion of all the vehicle states. TI'lis potentially causes an issue as historica lly, 
one of the fundamental states, lateral velocity, has proven difficult to measure accurately. 
The ability to accurately measure or estimate vehicle sideslip and absolute longitudinal 
velocity is a critical determinant in the performance of vehicle models in a var iety of contexts 
[56,58]. In particular, for tyre model identifica tion, side slip information is essential as tyre 
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forces are generated by slip angles. However, production cars have no such measurement 
device due to pTactical issues such as cos t, accuracy, and reliability in current sensor 
technology and so alternative methods have been investigated that estimate the side slip value 
using models [59]. 
There are three common solutions using alternative sensors (indirectly) tha t demonstrate a 
natural evo lution. Firstly and most fundamentally, inertial sensors (gyroscopes) and 
accelerometers are integrated to give the vehicles position and velocity information for side 
slip estimation. Direct integration methods can suffer from poor performance as they do not 
account for low frequency road undulations and suffer from cumulative integration errors. 
However, this method is improved by using a vehicle dynamics model that can help correc t 
any errors based on a simulated response [60,61] . This also can suffer from poor performance 
as it relies on the model's fidelity and the model can be sensitive to chan ges in the vehicle 
parameters . Finally, the most modern and reliable solution which avoids these estimation 
errors relies on a Global Positioning System (GPS) [62]. These systems can use single or dual 
anterma systems; dual antelUla systems can more accurately es tima te side slip. However, the 
differences are considered small in modern systems whilst the cost variation is high [63]. 
Research has been conducted that accounts for loss of the GPS signals showing that short term 
accuracy is still possible [64,65] and we see that the system has advanced significantly in recent 
years to rival any existing sensors [63,66,67] . We are often lead to believe that the handling 
man oeuvre and data acquisition system/ track description is included but discussion of this 
area is neglected on a regular basis [55]. 
1.3 Loughborough Simulator Specification and Discussion 
During procurement of the Loughborough University driving simulator there were some 
fundamental desirables that significantly restricted tl1e number of suitable options. The 
predominant factor was the budget, limited to approximately £200,000. Secondly tl1e simulator 
had to have a turn key solution to provide a flight simulator for a sinlliar teaching applica tion 
on the Aeronautical course at Loughborough University. The most important differences 
between tl1e two simulations is tl1e cockpit environment and the dynamics model. The vehicle 
dynamics model required an open architec ture allowing Loughborough University to 
implement their own models. As tl1e University is predominantly interested in handling 
research and teaching vehicle dynamics, the investment concentrated on high quality motion 
and steermg force feedback, a naturally important aspect of vehicle handling simulators. The 
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visual feedback and cockpit replication were secondary considerations as these aspects could 
be improved when more funding becomes available. The solution that was most attractive 
provided a modifica tion of a driving (motorsportjracing) sin1Ulator resulting in the driving 
application having greater similarity with a driving cockpit rather than a flight cabin. 
The simulator, Figure 1.9, is mounted on a Stewart platform providing all six degrees of 
freedom. The struts (1) are high fidelity electr·o-mechanical motored devices and the motion 
platform (2) has a O.8m stroke in translation, 20mj s' acceleration, 15° rotation and 25Hz 
bandwidth as quoted by the manufacturer. A cogging free direct drive servomotor provides 
the steering feedback (3) with a maximum 30Nm torque (far exceeding typical maximum 
torque values for motorsport and automotive applications). The pedals (4) have no controlled 
force feedback; the brake pedal is linked to two motorsport master cylinders (filled with brake 
fluid) and throttle resistance is provided by a linear spring; tl1ese offer a realistic and hence 
familiar control environment for motors port applications. Three 20" wide screen LeD 
monitors (5) provide visual feedback. The environment road surface information is taken from 
polygon da ta (Virtual Reality Modelling Language tracks), and splines are used to smooth out 
the track surface, Figure 1.10. Road surface noise is then superimposed, to combine large and 
small-scale road undulations through the modification of tl1e localised track height variation. 
® 
.-J.--- @ 
Figure 1.9: Vehicle simulator at Loughborough University 
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Figure 1.10: Illustration of spLine locations (used to smooth out the simulator track surface) 
The simulator has inbuilt stand alone software (1400f model 2.1 .4) . However, the vehicle 
dynamics simula tion can be performed 'externally' on demand. The 1400F model has a 
dedicated dynamic link libra ry file allowing communica tion between itself and a compiled 
Simulink model. The 1400F model' s source code is designed with alloca tion of specific 
outpu ts and inputs a llowing the driver controls and environmental informa tion to be fed into 
the external Simulink based vehicle dynamics model that feeds back essential informa tion as 
described in Table 1.1. 
OUTPUTS INPUTS 
1400F -> Simulink Simulink -> 1400F 
Steer Position 
Throttle Orientation 
Brake Velocity 
Clutch Rotation Velocity 
Handbrake Accelera tion 
Gear change commands Rotational Acceleration 
Tyre penetration depths Steering Torque 
Surface identifier Wheel position 
(for different road friction) 
Wheel Rotational velocities 
Engine speed 
Curren t gear 
Table 1.1: Input/Output of Racer models vehicle dynaDllcs 
It has been made clear in Section 1.2 that there are inherent difficulties with using driving 
simulators for handling based research due to the limita tions of the motion pla tforms 
boundaries. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the simulator should be constructed and 
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set-up wisely to ensure it is appropriately configured for the particular experiment so as to 
maximise its potential. Naturally, one would also consider the possibility of restricting the 
experiment to ensure that any platform excursions requested by the simulation software 
remain within its physical bow1daries, e.g. examining subjective handling performance during 
an ISO lane change, the simulator requirements would be reduced i.e. we know that the 
maximum lateral deviation would be approximately 3m, therefore if the simulator had a 
lateral excursion boundary of over 3m in a similar arrangement as seen in Figure 1.8, it is 
conceivable that it could provide a good solution as the rig could emulate the desired lateral 
acceleration on a 1:1 scale [12,68]. 
However, the physical boundaries of the Loughborough Driving Simulator are so limited that 
even an ISO standard double lane change requires too great an excursion; this is clearly 
demonstrated by comparing the lateral acceleration histories using this manoeuvre for a real 
and simulated vehicle case as shown in Figure 1.11. One might suggest an experiment with 
lesser excursion boundaries e.g. on-centre feel evaluation which keeps the vehicle within a 
single lane where various steering configurations could be subjectively assessed for their 
performance under straight line driving scenarios (e.g. motorway). However, this type of 
experiment is not related to handling performance as the lateral accelera tions al·e minimal. 
Consequently, we see that restricting tl1e simulated vehicles deviations witllin tl1e modelling 
software for the Loughborough Simulator would be too deh·imental for the application of 
handling experiments due to its highly limited excursion boundaries as d escribed in Section 
1.3. 
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Figure 1.11: Comparison between the lateral acceleration of a real vehicle and that of the simulator 
platform during an equivalent but separate double-lane change manoeuvre 
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Instead we must concentrate on tuning the simulator to perform optimally, i.e . considering the 
motion cueing, it is tempting to use the platform to emulate all 6 degrees of freedom, but we 
know that there are inherent problems with this strategy as it is difficult to avoid supplying 
fa lse or rrtisleading cues (as a result of having to return to the centre) that distract and confuse 
the driver. lnstead we adopt a strategy of quality not quantity by concentrating on tuning the 
aspects of the simulator that perform well and elimina ting or res tricting the effect of any 
aspec ts that the simulator performs poorly. 
1.4 Aims & Objectives 
This work examines the simulator as a useful tool for engineering research by examining the 
entire system in component form in as much isolation as possible. The aim is to build a clearer 
picture of the important factors in driving simulator handling research . Driver-in-the-loop 
experiments are performed in an attempt to prove its usefulness with the primary goa l of 
using the simulator for teaching handling dynamics. 
Unfortunately, the simulator arrived late within the timeframe of this research and 
consequently the work is separated into two phases. The objecti ves set out within the first 
phase were developed without prior knowledge of the simulated driving experience and 
before the simulator was operational. So in this phase we concentra te on data acquisition, 
modelling an d model optirnisation and identification, Section 1.4.1. 
The second phase, once the simulator was in working order, exarrtines the simulator directly 
before conducting a variety of human-in-the-Ioop experiments to assess any potentia l value 
the simulator rrtight have for research purposes, Section 1.4.2. The aim of this phase is to prove 
that the simulator can be useful for handling based research. Clearly, the higher the fidelity of 
the simulator, the greater the chance of it becoming useful. Therefore, if we can quantify how 
well the simulator is performing, we will gain a better unders tand of what we need to perform 
useful handling research. To achieve this, we look at the relationship between the subjec ts 
performance on the simulator in relation to their rea l world performance th.rough execution of 
a novel experiment. 
Exclusively for this experiment, we m ove away from the Automotive Industry application for 
two reasons. Firstly and regrettably, the potential to implement Loughborough University 
handling models was unrealised and due to time restrictions there was no choice but to use the 
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built in softwa re ' Racer' for this experiment as described in Section 1.3 and detailed in (14Dof 
model 2.1.4). Consequently, the modelling architecture was inaccessible, making it impossible 
to conduct an y parameter identification and hence difficult to produce a high fideli ty and well 
unders tood dynamics model of any given vehicle. Therefore, an experiment was required tha t 
does not have high dependency on the accuracy of the dynamics model. As a result of this and 
to maintain our objec tive to conduct experiments tha t suit t11e simulators capabilities, the focus 
was turned to the Motorsport Industry. After a ll, the simula tor is a racing simulator and 
consequently has a race car style cockpit comp rising a racing sea t, steering wheel and pedal 
box an d the software has variety of race tracks an d p re-tuned race cars. 
1.4.1 Phase 1: Vehic\e test and model optimisation and identification 
It is clear that a variety of readily available modelled vehicles would be beneficia l fo r both 
research and educa tional applica tions; these would allow drivers to experience the relative 
differences of a variety of veh icles in a safe and inexpensive environment. Therefore, the first 
objective was to develop a ra pid model op timisa tion technique. Model optimisa tion requires 
relevant measurem ents acquired from a rea l test vehicle under suitable d yna mic cond itions. 
Therefore, d uring t1us phase, ways of ensuring we get accura te data are a lso in ves tiga ted. 
Furthermore, as there is the desire to perform useful handling expe rin1ents in a well 
w1ders tood environment we require reassu rance tha t t11e fidelity of the vehicle d ynanucs 
model is sufficiently accurate and understood. Considering these two points the fo llowing 
objectives were set out 
i) Investiga te the potential to acquire vehicle d ynamics data from a variety of vehicles in 
a short space of time w ithout the need to modify the vehicles 
ii) Develop a rapid mod el parameter optimisa tion tecluuque tha t reliably provides lugh 
quality model responses 
ill) Keep the model structure sufficiently simple tha t it can be easily understood and 
identified 
This phase is detailed in Chapters 2, 3 & 4. Chapter 2 presen ts the various models an d data 
acquisition systems used throughou t the research and if they are able to provide a solution to 
objectives i) to ill) above. Furthermore, how the accuracy of the measured da ta is influenced by 
t11e test manoeuvre is discussed before presen ting a design suitable for model optimisation. 
Chapter 3 presents some preliminary results, which lead on to various m od el optimisation 
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experiments that provide motivation for the final Chapter 4, which details a novel model 
identification technique that aims to provide a solution to objective ii) above. 
1.4.2 Phase 2: Simulator evaluation 
During this phase we adopt an approach that is rarely found in any literature. Firstly, the 
motion and steering range and bandwidth is validated, to establish the raw performance 
boundaries of the rig. Afterwards some driver-in-the-loop experiments are carried out so that 
we may develop an understanding of the important factors in providing a good simulated 
driving experience for vehicle handling based research; in particular the effects of tuning the 
various motion filters are examined. All of this information, contained within Chapter 5, is 
then used to design the final driver-in-the-loop experiment and ensures the simulator is 
sufficiently tuned to provide a validated and meaningful set-up. 
This final experiment, described in Chapter 6, was designed to assess the ability of the 
simulator to be used as a tool to evaluate race car driver skill. Essentially, subjects are asked to 
drive in two lap time minimisation exercises in the simulated environment and in the real 
world to see how well their performance correlates. The experiment clearly belongs to 
handling based research as it depends on the driver's ability to use the vehicles handling 
qualities to optimise their performance. Therefore, accurate correlation would suggest that the 
simulation correlates well with the real world environment using a quantifiable measure, 
proving it can be used as a useful tool for handling based research. 
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2.1 Introduction 
This section details all the vehicle dynamics models used throughout this research, all of which 
follow the vehicle axis coordinate and sign convention shown in Figure 2.1. With reference to 
the objectives set out Section 1.4, we must keep the model structure sufficiently simple that it 
can be easily understood and identified. The models presented are being used in an 
unorthodox fashion as traditionally we see that vehicle handling models are developed to 
provide engineers with a tool that can predict the effect of objectively altering vehicle 
parameters for the purpose of vehicle development; here, the models are intended for 
integration with a driving simulator and consequently involve a driver-in-the-Ioop within a 
simulated environment. At first, the relatively simple models presented within this section are 
meant to provide the driver with a realistic experience i.e. an accurate simulation. For this it is 
clearly sensible to begin with simple models that match the most influential vehicle states 
(using measured data) before examining the effects of higher model order. By doing this we 
will gain a better understanding of the important factors that influence a drivers perception of 
the quality of a simulated driving experience. There is the temptation to use complex models 
that may include, for example, suspension kinematics, non-linear dampers, vehicle 
compliances and finite element tyre models; however, it is felt that exploring such avenues is a 
task for future research once the fundamental requirements of the simulator are fully 
understood. 
Naturally, by developing the vehicle model in house from first principles, the model structure 
can be more easily understood giving the user greater confidence in the validity of its outputs 
than if one were to adopt a third party model. Hence, this strategy is adopted here as we start 
with the 'bicycle' handling model and develop its code methodically adding relatively simple 
but significant sub-models. Sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.3 detail the development of these low order 
models which are used in phase 1 of this research (Vehicle test and model optimisation and 
identification). Section 2.2.4 details the model used to conduct driver-in-the-Ioop simulator 
experiments during phase 2 (Simulator evaluation). 
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Figure 2.1: Definition of vehicle axis coordinate system (arrows indicate positive) 
2.2 Internally developed models 
2.2.1 Axle Tyre 2DoF model (AT2) 
This model consists of the simple 2DoF 'bicycle' model [17] with the addition of a non-linear 
Pacejka tyre model [36] and will be referred to as the AT2 model (Axle Tyre 2DoF) 
(summarised in Table 2.1). The two degrees of freedom are sideslip (2.1) and yaw (2.2). 
v=(F)f +Fy, )/M -ur 
r = (bF)f-cFy, )/1" 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
with front and rear IJIr) tyre forces aggregated over the two tyres at each axle the tyre model is 
taken from [36] based on normalised slip angles, 
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(2.4) 
also taken from [36], where front / rear axle slip angles are given by 
SJf = (-v-br}/u+o, Sy, =(-v+cr}/u (2.5) 
Inputs 
u Forward velocity (m/s) 
8 Steer angle (rad) 
States • 
r Yaw rate (rad/s) 
v Lateral velocity (mjs) 
Parameters 
M Mass (kg) 
In Yaw moment of inertia (kgm2) 
Fp Peak lateral tyre force (2 tyres) (N) 
Bf'B, Tyre force gain (cornering stiffness) 
Cf,C, Tyre model shape parameter 
Df,D, Peak tyre force multiplier 
Ef,E, Tyre model shape parameter 
L Wheelbase (m) 
b Longitudinal distance from front axle to centre of mass (m) 
c Longitudinal distance from rear axle to centre of mass (m) 
Ca Cornering stiffness (2 tyres) 
Table 2.1: AT2 model summary 
This 'bicycle' handling model is considered the most elementary vehicle handling model; with 
the addition of one of the most popular and well recognised tyre models, the Pacejka Magic 
Tyre Formula (MTF), also in its simplest form, the AT2 provides a measure of how well the 
simplest nonlinear model can match real vehicle measurements and provides the freedom to 
examine the near linear response of the model at low lateral accelerations (approximated by 
the near linear nature of the model below approximately 4m/ s2) as well as the limit handling 
case which is described by the saturation of the tyre model at high lateral accelerations. The 
purpose of AT2 is to provide a simple and well understood model that can later be compared 
with higher order models and hence give us a better understanding of the benefits of model 
development. Furthermore, it provides a sensible starting point for the validation of the 
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optimisation and identification techniques investigated later in the thesis, as it is 
computationally efficient and its equations of motion are easily manipulated. 
2.2.2 Single Tyre 3DoF (ST3) and Front Rear Single Tyre 3DoF (FRST3) models 
This model contains a state-space S-function for the vehicles motion and utilises the three basic 
dynamiC handling equations (2.6) - (2.8) and will be referred to as the ST3 (Single Tyre 3DoF) 
model (Table 2.2). The three degrees of freedom are lateral (2.6), roll (2.7) and yaw (2.8). Pitch, 
longitudinal and vertical degrees of freedom are not included [17]. 
M(v+ p" +ru) = Fy (2.6) 
(2.8) 
The same non-linear Pacejka tyre model used in Section 2.2.1 for the AT2 model is 
implemented here, see equations (2.3) & (2.4). However, unlike the AT2 model (separate 
front/rear axle lateral force models) the tyre model is universal and lateral load transfer is now 
included. The peak force and cornering stiffnesses are now dependant on the vertical loads; 
these are pre-calculated using equations (2.9) & (2.10) for each independent wheel before 
calculating the individual tyre forces using (2.11) & (2.12) where i denotes the four tyres 
1,2,3,4 relating jl,fr,r!,rr. 
Fp; = /-l,.F,;(l + (fc.~; / W)h) 
Ca; =ca·(l-exp(-cb·~;) 
Fy; = Fp;.Dsin[Carcsin{Bk; -E(Bk; -arctanBkJ)}] 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The four lateral tyre forces are calculated separately using each tyre's vertical load and side 
slip values calculated using equations (2.13) - (2.20). 
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(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
( 
v-c.r ) 
Sy" =- u+(tr,.r)/2 (2.19) 
( 
v-c.r ) 
Syn- =- u-(tr,.r)/2 (2.20) 
The road wheel steer input is modified to account for front steering compliance and rather 
than using a precise function of aligning torque at the road wheels a direct proportion of the 
vehicle lateral acceleration is preferred to maintain the models simplicity (221). 
(2.21) 
After the front tyre lateral tyre forces are generated they are resolved back into vehicles lateral 
direction to account for steer angle (2.22). 
Fy(jllj,) = Fyt(jllj,) cos(8(j/IM) (2.22) 
Finally, tyre lags are introduced to simulate relaxation within the tyre, 
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(2.23) 
The influence of longitudinal tyre forces is neglected at this stage as the model 
optimisation/ identification is performed with minimal braking/ accelerating. The FRST3 
(Front Rear Single Tyre 3DoF) model is a slight adaptation of the ST3 model; it is identical with 
the exception of the tyre model as shown in (2.24) - (2.26). Here the front and rear tyre models 
have separate parameters, denoted by (f I r), giving freedom to tune the front and rear 
behaviour independently. 
Fp; = j.J,.F,;(1 + (leu"j.P';I W/'(f"') (2.24) 
Ca; =caul,j.(I-exp(-cb(fl,j.F,;)) (2.25) 
Inputs 
u Forward velocity (m/s) 
a Steer angle (rad) 
States 
r Yaw rate (rad/s) 
v Lateral velocity (m/s) 
rp Roll angle (rad) 
p Roll velocity (rad/s) 
AdditionalJ)arameters to AT2 model (Section 2.2.1t 
mf,mr Front/Rear mass (kg) 
k'f ,k., Front/Rear roll stiffness (Nm/rad) 
b.f , b., Front/Rear roll damping (Nms/rad) 
hire I hrrc Front/Rear roll centre heights (m) 
trf , tr, Front/Rear track (m) 
Ixx Roll moment of inertia (kgm2) 
Ixy Roll-Pitch moment of inertia cross product (kgm2) 
hg Centre of gravity height (m) 
hg, Centre of gravity height above roll axis (m) 
T Time constant for tyre relaxation (s) 
ca,cb Constants for cornering stiffness variation with vertical load (-) 
Ie,fd Constants for peak tyre force variation with vertical load (-) 
j.J, Coefficient of friction between road and tyre (-) 
SC Steering compliance gain 
Table 2.2: ST3 model summary 
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The purpose of this model is to provide a structure that maintains relative simplicity but 
includes some highly influential modifications, in this case, Lateral Load Transfer (LLT), 
variable tyre forces vectors (as a result of steer angle) and steering compliance; these factors 
are considered simple to implement whilst being significantly influential as they require only 
one additional DoF (body roll) but Significantly affect the lateral tyre forces. We concentrate on 
the tyre model particularly, as this is one of the most difficult vehicle components to model 
accurately, since its nonlinear characteristic depends so critically on its orientation and vertical 
load (and other factors). Consequently, it is hypothesised that a vast majority of model 
inaccuracies may be as a result of poorly estimated tyre parameters and therefore the influence 
of their values is an area of particular interest. 
2.2.3 Single Tyre 4DoF model (ST4) 
This model is a development of the ST3 model in Section 2.2.2, to include the longitudinal 
degree of freedom (2.27) and will be referred to as the ST4 (Single Tyre 4DoF) model. 
(227) 
The Pacejka formula (2.3) is again carried forward but is modified for combined slip by 
calculating the longitudinal and lateral normalised slips separately (2.28) to calculate 
independent lateral and longitudinal tyre forces before applying a friction circle that uses the 
same function of vertical load (2.9) [69]. 
k = sxCa 
x F 
p 
SyCa k=-
y F 
p 
(2.28) 
Resolving the lagged tyre forces (2.22) now accounts for the longitudinal lagged tyre force 
(2.29) 
F:;flIM = F:;flIM cos(oeflIM) - F,,;flIFJ sin(oeflIM) 
F;efllM = F;efllM cos(oeflIM) - Fx;fllM sin(oeflIM) 
(2.29) 
The longitudinal load transfer is approximated using (2.30) and used appropriately to adjust 
each tyres vertical load. 
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Finally the wheel rotational dynamics are modelled using (2.31). 
dJ, = (7; - R,Fu ,) / I w 
In uts 
u Forward veloci 
a Steer an le (rad) 
States 
r 
v 
rp 
p 
(J) 
7; (Nm) 
Parameters additional to ST3 model Section 2.2.2 
R, Rolling radius of tyre (m) 
Iw Nominal wheel inertia (kgm2) 
Table 2.3: ST4 model notation 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
This model was developed following the same logic as used for the development of the ST3 
and FRST3 models; a relatively simple but significant modification is made which is an 
advancement of the tyre model. Once again the model only requires the addition of a single 
DoF (longitudinal), but allows the tyre model to capture the effects of combined slip which is 
an important consideration according to Pacejkas own modelling development process as 
described in [36]. 
2.2.4 Model comparison and validation 
This section presents some key model responses for the 2DoF, 3DoF and 4DoF (AT2, ST3 & 
ST4 respectively) models. These are presented to provide some evidence that their behaviour 
is sufficient to describe some of the most important vehicle dynamic behaviour and hence 
justify their use. Furthermore, comparison of the models will provide an indication of how 
influential each development stage is. Note that, for a fair comparison, the models are 
executed using identical parameter values (where possible); consequently, the FRST3 and ST3 
responses are identical and so we exclude FRST3 from this analysis. 
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Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show the responses to some nominal speed and steer 
inputs. Figure 2.2 is a constant speed ramp steer test, Figure 2.3 is a step steer test and Figure 
2.4 is a constant steer varying speed test. We can clearly see that all the models describe some 
important vehicle behaviours such as linear cornering stiffness at low lateral accelerations, 
under-damped overshoot, tyre sa turation and stability due to the vehicle having a positive 
USG. More interestingly we see a large discrepancy between the AT2 and ST3 models which 
provides evidence tha t the effect of lateral load transfer is indeed large. Furthermore, we see 
that there are significant differences between the ST3 and ST4 models even w hen there is no 
direct acceleration or braking demand (Figure 2.2 & Figure 2.3); this occurs because a small 
amowlt of longitudinal slip is required to overcome the longitudinal component of the tyres 
lateral forces, once they are resolved, to maintain the vehicles speed. Again this suggests that 
the longitudinal OoF is a worthwhile addition to the model considering its relative sin1plicity. 
Although, comparing the addition of the fourth OaF to the third, we can clearly see that the 
models sensitivity is diminishing. 
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Further results could be presented here, and a full investigation could be carried out to 
determine the relationship between a variety of potential model developments. However, we 
must remember that these results are generated principally to provide some basic validation 
work that ensures the model configurations can serve as a sound basis for testing potential 
optimisation and identification techniques. In this context, these results provide sufficient 
motivation to move on. 
2.3 Supplied Simulator Model (14DoF/'Racer') 
This model was supplied by a third party and is used to run the simulator we see in Chapter 6 
and will be referred to as the 14DoF or 'Racer' model. The precise detail of this model is 
proprietary, but essentially the model has 6 DoF for the body, 4 for vertical wheel motion, and 
4 for wheel rotations. Simplified driveline dynamics are emulated including engine 
power/ torque mapping, engine braking, gear box, clutch and a limited slip differential. The 
model has independent suspension for all wheels featuring springs, dampers, anti-rollbars, 
rollcenters, anti-pitch characteristics, bump-steer, camber variation, caster effects and kingpin 
inclination. The wheel model includes camber and toe angles along with wheel vertical 
degrees of freedom. Tyres are modelled with a Pacejka 96 combined slip tyre model including 
tyre lags, rolling resistance and a relaxation length. Driver aids can be switched on or off and 
include an automatic gearbox, traction control and anti lock brakes. The aerodynamics model 
includes body drag as well as front and rear aerofoils for downforce. 
2.4 Data Acquisition 
This section details all the tools used to generate test vehicle source data and discusses how 
their design and implementation caters for the objectives set out in Section 1.4.1 "Investigate 
the potential to acquire vehicle dynamics data from a variety of vehicles in a short space of 
time without the need to modify the vehicle". During this investigation, three data acquisition 
systems and two test vehicles were used. Vehicle A (1994 Ford Mondeo 24v) was installed 
with the systems described in Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.3, and Vehicle B (2002 Jaguar XJ8) 
with the system described in Section 2.4.4, their suitability is examined within this chapter. 
Furthermore, we consider how sensor position and driving manoeuvres influence the accuracy 
of the core signals required for the model validation work to be carried out in Chapters 3 and 
4. 
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2.4.1 Sensor position 
Sensor position is a fundamental consideration for data acquisition systems. If the sensors are 
positioned inappropriately their outputs can be influenced by subsidiary dynamics resulting 
in misleading outputs. In particular, the data acquisition systems used here rely heavily on 
accurate· gyroscopes and accelerometers to produce estimations of vehicle states that have no 
direct sensor measurement. Therefore, knowing the accelerometer positions is particularly 
important here as it influences all the signals used later for model validation work (note that 
gyroscope position is insignificant providing it remains in the desired plane). 
Sensor error is minimised if the accelerometers are placed at the vehicles centre of gravity 
(CG). This is difficult to achieve as we can only estimate the position of the CG and the sensor 
locations are physically restricted by the vehicles design. However, we can calibrate the 
acceleration signals to give an estimate of the CG dynamics if we know the vehicles body angle 
(relative to the earths surface) and angular velocities, which can be measured using triaxial 
gyroscopes but this will inherently induce further error from these additional senor 
measurements. 
Using the vehicle axis coordinate system, Figure 2.1, the earth coordinate system (E) is fully 
fixed at a nominal point in space. The origin of the body coordinate system (B) is at the 
vehicles CG. The origin of the ground coordinate system (G) is directly below the body 
coordinate system at a point on the ground. Both the body and ground coordinate systems 
have complete freedom to translate and rotate with respect to the earth coordinate system and 
can only translate with respect to one another. Model outputs follow the body coordinate 
system and the vehicle sensors for angular and linear velocities (which are free to rotate in all 
directions) are at a point away from the vehicles CG. Therefore there is a requirement to 
translate the source data into the body coordinate system for comparison with the model 
outputs (or visa versa). Illustrated in 
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Figure 2.5, the vehicle sensors are positioned at A which have an angular vector OJ. We wish 
to acquire the dynamic states at B (equivalent to vehicles CG position) which has a position 
vector rb, relative to A. For this we must utilise the rigid body velocity and acceleration 
transformation equations (2.32) & (2.33) respectively. In this example the. ground axis (G) is 
equivalent to the vehicle axis coordinate system explained above. 
(2.32) 
• 
aB = aA +OJX Ib, +OJ x(OJ x Iba) (2.33) 
Figure 2.5: Rigid body movement 
Assuming roll, pitch and yaw rotational positions and velocities of the vehicle body are 
measured, the rotational velocity vector of the body can be defined with respect to the ground 
axis (2.34). 
• • 
rp-lj/.sinB 
• • 
B.cosq:>+ lj/.sinrp.cosB (2.34) 
-0. sinrp + Ij/.cosrp.cos(} 
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However, as pitch and roll angles are small for the flat-road handling manoeuvres performed 
within this thesis, the products ljf.sinB, ljf.sintp.cosB & e.sintp become small and costp and 
costp.cosB can be approximated by unity (2.34). This suggests that the rotational velocities 
can be taken directly from the sensors hence, 
" 
(2.35) 
Substituting (2.35) into (2.32) & (2.33), and using Ibm = [Xbm'Ybm,zbmt, produces the velocities 
and accelerations at the desired point, B, (2.36) & (2.37). These equations are used in 
combination with the data acquisition systems we see in Sections 2.4.2 - 2.4.4. 
" " 
v'" + B,Zba -Ij/'Yba 
" . (2.36) 
" " 
v'" + tp'Ybm - B,Xba 
(2.37) 
Baz +tp'Yba -B,xba + tp.1j/ ,xba + Ij/.B 'Yba - tp'+B' ,xba "" "" ("") ("") ("") 
2.4.2 Conventional Data Acquisition System 
This system consists of a set of separate sensors integrated into a single data logging system 
and was installed in Vehicle A, Table 2.4. It is considered relatively inexpensive 
(approximately £2000). However, this low cost carries large penalties due to the significant 
amount of time required for installation and calibration (approximately one week) and the 
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requirement to modify the vehicle for steer angle and wheel speed sensors. The systems details 
are included here for three reasons: 
i) A considerable amount of the preliminary model tuning was carried out using data 
from this system 
ii) Research using this system/vehicle combination developed this author's vehicle 
modelling philosophy which influences the ST3 model structure described in Section 
2.2.2 
Hi) The system was used partly as a validation tool for the Oxford Technical Solutions 
(OXTS) CP2000 system outlined in the following Section 2.4.3. 
Steer angle was measured at the hand wheel using a rotary potentiometer and a geared drive 
off the steering column. Vehicle forward velocity was measured using the two rear wheel 
speeds. Front wheel speeds were unavailable as it was considered unsafe to interfere with the 
ABS (Anti Lock Brake) wheel speed sensors and the system itself restricts access to install a 
secondary set. Before any of the acceleration measurements can be compared with the vehicle 
models presented previously, we must use the sensor position theory presented in Section 
2.4.1 to resolve the raw accelerometer signals into the ground axis convention (Figure 2.1, 
X G' Ya, Za) and modify the resulting signals to account for the sensors being positioned away 
from the vehicles CG location. 
Channel Measured Variable Sensor Range 
0 X-axis Linear Acceleration Accelerometer +2g_ 
1 Y-axis Linear Acceleration Accelerometer +2!t 
2 Z-axis Linear Acceleration Accelerometer +2!t 
3 X-axis Rotational Acceleration Gyroscope +500/s 
4 Y-axis Rotational Acceleration Gyroscope +500/s 
5 Z-axis Rotational Acceleration Gyroscope ±500/s 
6 Steer Angle Potentiometer Lock to lock 
7 Vehicle Forward Velocity Hall effect -
8 Accelerator Pedal travel Potentiometer 0-100% 
Table 2.4: Standard set of sensors 
2.4.3 OXTS CP2000 
In combination with the standard set of sensors (Section 2.4.2) an OXTS CP2000 differential 
Global Positioning System (GPS) was installed in Vehicle A. It comprises two instrumentation 
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sets, the rover station and the base station. The rover station is part of the GPS instruments 
which are installed in the vehicle. lt consists of two antennas, receiver unit, inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) and a data logger. The two antennas are installed on the vehicles roof 
parallel to the x-axis. They acquire signals from GPS satellites and pass these to the receiver 
unit giving the absolute positions, velocities and Euler angles of the vehicle. The IMU contains 
three accelerometers which measure longitudinal, lateral and vertical accelerations, and three 
angular velocity sensors which measure roll, pitch and yaw rates. The IMU is installed close to 
the centre of the vehicle axis system for the reasons discussed previously in Section 2.4.1. The 
acquisition system logs signals from both the GPS receiver and the IMU. It then processes both 
signals into a single rover station file. The base station is part of the GPS that is installed at a 
fixed location near the test area. It consists of a base station antenna, a receiver unit and a PC to 
log the data. The receiver unit processes the signal from the antenna and logs the processed 
data onto a base station file. At the end of the test, the rover station and base station files are 
processed together by the post processing software to obtain the final result. The post 
processing software utilises a Kalman filter and uses the systems sensors to estimate vehicle 
states that have no direct measurement such as roll/pitch/yaw angle and 
lateral/longitudinal/vertical velocity. 
This acquisition unit itself is considered as a low cost under the category of IMU/GPS 
measurement systems. As such it has a low cost GPS receiver and suffers the inability to 
receive signals from a vehicles Controller Area Network (CAN) bus system. For this data 
acquisition set-up the standard vehicle sensors were recorded separately and synchronised for 
every test - a significant drawback of this configuration. Additionally, the system was time 
consuming to set-up and proved unreliable in poor weather conditions. These reasons 
provided the motivation to acquire a new system to suit the needs of this research more 
accurately. 
2.4.4 OXTS RT3200 
This section describes a Significantly different approach as we introduce a new vehicle in 
addition to a new data acquisition system. Vehicle B is installed with an OXTS RT3200 Inertial 
and GPS Navigation System, which is a development of the CP2000, Section 2.4.3, and 
consequently estimates corresponding vehicle dynamics. Unlike the CP2000, the RT3200 has 
no requirement for a base station - offering reduced installation/ set-up time, (approximately 1 
Hr). Additionally, the RT3200 uses a survey grade GPS receiver that offers more accurate 
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positional information, improving its estimation of processed vehicle states e.g. lateral 
velocity. Furthermore, it is designed for the automotive industry and subsequently has the 
ability to output its signals using CAN protocol. This method of data transfer! communication 
is becoming conventional in modem vehicles. A laptop is set-up with a dual input CAN card 
allowing the user to link both the RT3200 and the vehicles CAN (given one has access to the 
CAN database file for the specific vehicle), synchronously acquiring the desired channels at 
100Hz. 
2.4.5 Validation and discussion of RT3200 
Acquisition of the RT3200 was largely motivated by its ability to estimate lateral velocity using 
a combination of gyroscopes, accelerometers and GPS information (explained in detail later 
within this section). Traditionally, this measurement has proven difficult to record accurately 
and is a point of particular interest as it is used to determine the tyres slip angles, Section 1.2.4. 
The RT3200 lateral velocity calculation is a function of lateral acceleration, yaw rate and 
forward velocity according to (2.38). 
(2.38) 
Most of the signals from the RT3200 are generated by feeding accelerometer, gyroscope and 
GPS information into a Kalman filter for vehicle state estimation (processed signals). The body 
angular rates are the only exception as they need no adjustment to account for body dynamics. 
Therefore, their error is simply sensor error which is considered accurate in the context of this 
section. Consequently, the accuracy of the lateral velocity is dependent on the mechanism that 
produces the processed signals (specifically lateral acceleration and forward velocity). The 
processed signals have some common characteristics. Essentially, the gyroscope signals are 
integrated to find body angles; these are then used to modify the accelerometers, giving the 
vehicle CG accelerations relative to the ground plane; these are then integrated to obtain the 
vehicles forward and lateral velocities; finally, these are compared to the GPS information to 
compensate for sensor integration drift errors (GPS in this case provides positional XYZ 
location). The value of the GPS is clearly seen in Figure 2.6, where the RT3200 lateral velocity 
signal is compared to a signal generated with Matlab using equation (2.38) that shows a 
significant amount of drift. 
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The accuracy of the processed signnls is dictated by a combination of the sensor integra tion drift, 
RT3200 installation inaccuracies, GPS accuracy and the Kalman filter design. It is difficult to 
estimate how these elements couple as their details a re closely guarded secrets of the 
manufacturer. The only valida tion data provided is shown in Figure 2.7 which suggests that it 
has similar accuracy to that of an optical sensor for a limited and controlled man oeuvre [82] . 
Understanding this process is paramount as it leads to a critical, however simple, characteris tic 
of the RT3200; the processed signnl. error turns out to be approximately cons tant, rega rdless of 
the magnitude of the signal, and this means that, unlike traditional sensors, the signal to noise 
ratio therefore decreases as the signal increases; the higher the magnitude of the dynamic the 
more accurate (proportionally speaking) the processed signnls will become. 
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Time (5) 
Figure 2.7: Optica l sensor vs. RT3000 (from manufacturers website) 
For this reason the accuracy of the lateral velocity carries great uncertainty as it is small for 
typical passenger vehicles rela tive to the forward velocity; errors could potentially become 
massive resulting in inaccurate tyre models. Therefore, we must ca refully consider the types of 
driving manoeuvres we use in order to produce high quality lateral velocity information, a 
subject discussed in the following Section 2.4.6. The accu racy of the forward velOCity is a 
secondary consideration as the driving manoeuvres are in general performed at constan t 
speed. Furthermore, the signal can be valida ted against the test vehicle's wheel speeds. 
Some correlation work was ca rried out using the Parallel stra ights a t MIRA proving ground. 
The vehicles were driven over a 1km distance with varying speed. The sign als from the OXTS 
systems performed very accura tely; the speed was continuously within 1 % of vehicle' s wheel 
speeds and the total distance h·avelled was within 0.1 % of the 1km sh·aight (as indica ted by the 
markers on the test circuit) - Hence its accuracy is trusted and investiga ted n o fur ther. 
2.4.6 Driving Manoeuvres for RT3200 
This section considers the forward velocity of the vehicle and how this effects its lateral 
velocity. The principles of Ackerman steer dictate that the vehicle body la teral velocities will 
point into the circle (positive for positive steer) during low forward velOCity (negligible body 
slip angle) steady state manoeuvres. At high forward velocities, high lateral accelerations can 
only be achieved by generating side slip at the tyre contact patches in the opposite direction to 
that of the lateral force. This is depicted in the context of the AT2 model, in Figure 2.8. The 
lateral velOCity, v , is by definition identical for points along the vehicle centre tine; in order for 
the rear lateral tyre force to act to the right, the lateral velocity of the vehicle must be to the left. 
TIms the lateral velocity of the body transfers from a positive value at low forward speeds to a 
negative value at high forward speeds. Section 2.4.5 explains how the error in the lateral 
velocity measurement is reduced with its magnitude. Therefore, accurate la teral velocity 
measurements will be found only during conditions away from this transition point, where 
significant lateral velocities are present. In order to understand the conditions under which the 
vehicle has negligible lateral velocity the AT2 model, Section 2.2.1, is again used and equations 
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are developed based on a linear tyre model, under steady state conditions (2.39) and the yaw 
balance equation (2.40) whilst considering Figure 2.8 & Table 2.1. 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
This shows that the lateral velocity transition is dependent on tyre characteristics, wheel base, 
mass, forward velocity and longi tudinal position of the Cc. Of these, the only available 
parameter to alter during a driving manoeuvre is the forw ard velocity. Therefore we substitute 
(2.39) into (2.40) to give (2.41). 
b(m.u.r-Ca,a,) = c.Ca,a, (2.41) 
This can be simplified to give the defini tion of the forward velocity at which the latera l 
velocity is zero, (2.42) . 
u= 
L.Ca, ·c 
b.m 
(2.42) 
We can demonstrate this theory using the simulated data genera ted using the AT2 model. By 
using parameters that approximate typical passenger vehicles we can predict the forward 
velocities that may result in low lateral velocities (Table 2.5) . 
Parameter 1--------= 
Rear axle cornering stilfness, Ca, (N / rad) 
Wheelbase, L (m) 
1---.,,---,--
CC distance to front axle, b(m) 
CC distance to rea r axle, c(m) 
Mass, m (kg) 
Value 
195,000 
3 
1.45 
1.55 
1800 
'-:::-:-:--:-:--::--Table 2.5: Parameters used for AT2 model demonstration 
Substituting these values into equation (2.42), we obtain a forward velocity of 18.64m / s . To 
confirm this value a range of forward velocities were used to generate lateral velocity 
responses using the AT2 model and a positive (right hand) step s teer input. The results, Figure 
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2.9, clearly confirm this theory as under steady state conditions at a forward velocity of 
18.64 III / s the la teral velocity settles to zero. Additionally, lesser fo rward veloci ties settle to 
positive values and higher forward velocities se ttle to nega tive values of la teral velocity. A 
forward velocity of approximately 18 In / s is not uncommon during vehicle handling 
man oeuvres. Considering this is only an approximation, there is sufficient motiva tion to 
perform some rea l vehicle experiments to gain a better understan ding o f the influence of 
forward velocity on the accuracy of the RT3200 la tera l velocity estimation. 
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-- u =3m/s 
-- u=10 m/s 
-- u = 17 m/s 
- - u =: 18.64 m/s 
-- u = 19 0'1/5 
-- u =2001/5 
u = 23m/s 
0.8 
Figure 2.9: AT2 model lateral veloc ity output after a right hand step steer at va rying forwa rd velocity 
The test vehicle was driven at 5 distinct forwa rd veloci ties, 8, 11 .5, 15.5, 18.5 and 21.5 m I s in 
one continuous test, Figure 2.10. Step steers were carried out immediately followed by a short 
(approximately 3s) steady state section aiming for constant la teral accelera tions 
(approxima tely 5 m I s' ). Clearly, at lower veloci ties, the la teral velocity is high and U1 phase 
with the steer angle. As the forward velocity mcreases, the magnitude of the lateral velocity 
decreases and no tably at 18.5 m I s there is negligible la teral velocity. At 21.5 m I s the la teral 
velocity, although small, clearly becomes ffc out of phase with the steer ang le. 
However, before any conclusions are drawn we also consider another important pomt; the 
lateral velocity m agnitude at 21 .5 m I s is small compared to tha t at 8 m / s. One might 
reasonably suggest that 8 m / s is a sensible forward velocity for testing based on this fact. 
However, low forward velocities result m low peak lateral accelerations. This da ta is to be 
used to help model the vehicle w1der limit handling conditions as described U1 Chapter 1, 
hence the drivmg manoeuvres must ensure tha t the tyres sa tura te, approximately 5-9 m / s' . 
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--u = 6 m,1s 
-- u = 11.5 m,ls 
-- u = 15.5 m,ls 
-- u = 16.5 m,ls 
-- u = 21.5 m/s 
80 100 
80 100 
80 100 
Figure 2.10: Va riation of latera l velocity magni tudes with forwa rd velocity (NB same tes t but 
conca tenated onto the sa me ax is) 
To find the optimal forward velocity, a series of separate manoeuvres were conducted at 
increasin g fo rward velocity. Step s teers were carried ou t d uring each manoeuvre (as before), 
but this time with increasing magni tude and constant forward velocity, aiming to achieve peak 
lateral accelerations. A summary of the test fo rward velocities and results are shown in Table 
2.6. It is clear tha t the forward velocity should be above approximately 11 m / s to genera te 
peak lateral accelerations. However, as the forward velocity increases from this value the 
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lateral velocity magnitude reduces. Forward velocities hig her than 18 m 1 s are required to 
der tha t the higher the forward 
usly explained. Therefore, in tile 
ble and accurate lateral velocities. 
return equivalent lateral velocity magnitudes. Also consi 
velocity, the higher the accuracy of the RT3200 as previo 
general case, higher forward velocities result in more valua 
Another important consideration is vehicle stability and 
inspecting the test track and conducting various handling m 
the previous analysis - the vehicle forward velocity target is 
the RT3200. 
the size of the test track. After 
anoeuvre trials whilst considering 
24111 1 s for tes ts conducted using 
Forward Lateral Acceleration Lateral Vel oeity 
itude 
In Phase 
With 
Steer? 
Velocity Peak Magnitude Peak Magn 
(m l s ) (tn 1 s' ) (111 1 s ) 
7.8 5.0 0.78 
11.5 8.4 0.64 
12.7 8.6 0.48 
14.7 8.6 0.30 
15.5 8.6 0.20 
18.0 8.7 0.50 x 
21.1 8.8 1.00 x 
23.9 9.0 1.80 x 
Table 2.6: Summary of effect of forward velocity on lateral velOCity 
25 Discussion 
This chapter has described the various dynamics models tha t have been used Hlroughout this 
ctives set out in Chapter 1 and are 
ry vehicle dynamics knowled ge. 
research. Clearly they are sufficiently simple to meet the obje 
well understood as they have been developed from elementa 
Additionally, the potential to acquire vehicle dynamics dat a from a variety of vehicles in a 
e has been realised tluough tile 
Furthermore, the quality of the 
tllis chapter; the quality of tile test 
provides the model with greater 
short space of time without the need to modify the vehicl 
application of an OXTS RT3200 data acquisition system. 
models response has benefited from the work carried out in 
vehicle source data has been optimised which inherently 
potential to produce high quali ty simulations. 
The remaining Chapters 3 and 4 that complete phase 1 of till s resea rch specifically address the 
n technique that reliably provides final objective: Develop a rapid model parameter op timisatio 
high quality model responses. 
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3.1 Introduction 
In the modern world we see ever more complex vehicle models being developed such as 
ADAMS, VeDyna and CarSim [19,70,71 ] which inherently have large numbers of va riable 
parameters. The fixed parameters (that are considered known) are usually acquired using a 
combination of design data and expensive test equipment such as K&C and Inertia test rigs. 
The va riable parameters are often populated using measurements taken from test vehicles; it is 
common fo r these vehicles to be instrumented with some of the most sophistica ted and 
expensive sensors available to the Automotive industry often resulting in lengthy installation 
periods. Here we take a different approach. The philosophy is one of simplicity and speed, 
adopting low order models. These models are more capable of demonstra ting the 
fundamentals of vehicle dynamics and can be executed and optimised relatively quickly due 
to their small number of parameters. With deta iled consideration of measurement systems and 
real vehicle testing, the possibility of producing valid vehicle dynamics models (resulting in 
accura te tracking of the vehicles fWldamen tal states) in a short period of time (approximately 
24 Hrs) is explored. This chap ter utilises Vehicle A only. For the trial optimisation we will see 
in Section 3.2 the vehicle was installed with the standard da ta acquisition system only, Section 
2.4.2. For the advanced optimisation, Section 3.4, the standard system is used in combination 
with the OXTS CP2000 in Section 2.4.3. All optimisation work is ca rried out on the ST3 model 
only. 
3.2 Trial optimisation 
Initial optimisation of the ST3 model 2.2.2 was carried out using data collected on the MIRA 
proving groW1d (Steering Pad and Handling & Stability Circuit) wi th the conventional data 
acquisition system, Section 2.4.2. Na turally, any meaningful investigation of optimisation 
routines begins with the quickest and simplest solutions available. Hence, trial optimisations 
were carried out using the easily configurable MATLAB fw1Ction ' fminsearch '. Based on a 
simplex search method, this function finds the minimum of a scalar function of several 
variables, using w1Constrained nonlinear optimisation - Nelder-Mead method [47]. 
This specific optimisation case represen ts a common problem, where model parameters of an 
W1known dynamic system a re estimated from the compaJison of simula ted and real test data . 
The minimisation of the mean squared error between these data sets is often attempted using 
iterative search techniques, such as this. However, in this case, the optimisation surface is 
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multi-modal because severa l parameter combinations would give near optimal solutions, 
which results in least-squared and gradient-based methods often failing to converge to the 
global minimum and giving local minima solutions only [46]. 
To further simplify the process therefore, the number of parameters for optimisation is 
minimised. A vehicle dynamics model inherently depends on far fewer parameters under 
steady state conditions. This motiva tes a two stage process; firstly, a steady s ta te Under Steer 
Gradient (USG) tes t, in this case, increasing vehicle speed at a constant radius of turn, is used 
to optimise a set of parameters that neglect those that have no influence under such conditions 
e.g. damping and inertia. Secondly, transient source data is used to identify the remaining 
parame ters. 
3.2.1 Initial tuning 
As previously explained in Section 3.2, this section of work was carried out using the standard 
da ta acquisition system. As a result the optimisation is configured to minimise the Root Mean 
Squared Error (RMSE) between the model and source data for lateral accelera tion and yaw rate 
only (as lateral ve locity and roll angle were not measured). A nominal set of ty re parameters, 
B , C, D , a, and p'" were selected for this experimental parameter tuning exercise based on 
en gineering knowledge; their initial values were approximated using some Pacejka magic tyre 
formula coefficien ts for a 205/60RR15 road tyre from [36] and were then optimised to fit an 
increasing speed USG tes t (steady state manoeuvre). The result was surprising as al though the 
optimisation produced a better result and clea rly showed that the RMSE was being reduced, 
when one conside rs tha t a large amount of itera tions were carried out and that the parameter 
variation was high, the magnitude of the RMSE reduction was insignificant. 
The expectation was tha t the varia tion of these tyre parameters should be able to p rescribe the 
USG as they clearly affect the tyres cornering stiffness which clearly influen ces the USG based 
on its definition (3.1), and therefore produce a accurate result from well optimised parameters. 
(3.1) 
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However, after further inspection it was clear that it was the radius of turn, R, that was being 
predominantly affected by the parameter variation and this is confirmed by plotting the 
vehicle path, Figure 3.1. Consequently it was now clear that this optimisation was poorly 
constrained and that these tyre parameters are unable to synchronously match the measured 
data at both high and low slip angles. Instead, the optimisation requires an alternative set of 
parameters to complete the task successfully and the significant variation of tested parameters 
was possible as the optimisation had the freedom to alter the lateral velocity Witllout penalty 
(Its signa l is not included within the RMSE as it was unmeasured) . Consequently, tl,e ty re 
model can adopt highly unrea listic characteristics, shown by the difference between the 
original and optimised tyre models within Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1: Steady state simulated constant speed and steer test with low and high cornering stiffness 
Therefore, it is clear that correct op timisation of tyre parameters requires a latera l velocity 
measw-ement to produce a realistic model - this may seem an obvious result but is presented 
here to provide the motivation behind the acquisition of the CP2000 that measw-es lateral 
velocity, documented in the following section. Importantly, the analysis above also suggests 
that any inaccuracies in the lateral velocity measurement will not only produce poor tyre 
models but will a lso result in poor path following. These aspects are important in the context 
of the objectives set out in Chapter 1 and they provide the motivation to not only ensure lateral 
velocity is measured but also ensure it is accurate. It has also become apparent tha t relying on 
engineering knowledge for selecting parameters for optimisation is unwise. This provides tl,e 
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motiva tion to perform a sensitivity study to help understand the formulation of the 
optimisa tion targets more deeply. 
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Figure 3.2: Difference between original (top plot) and optimised (bottom plot) tyre characteristics for 
trial simplex search method 
Finally and somewhat surprisingly, we see that at low speeds where the slip angles are small, 
a large discrepancy between the model and the real vehicle was also present. Considering the 
USG equation (3 .1) has a <5 / ay term, it is clear that at low lateral accelerations, the model has 
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higher sensitivity to the accuracy of the steer angle input. This provided motivation to 
investigate the modelled steer ratio which was initially taken as a linear (gain) factor from the 
manufacturer. 
Kingpin steer angle measurement was not directly available so an alternative solution was 
formed using a string pot, Figure 3.3, and elementary tri gonometry. For the purposes of this 
exercise we consider castor settings as negligible due to their relatively small va lues and the 
simplicity of the vehicle model. Using this information, the previously constant steering ratio 
was replaced with separate left / right hand look up tables, Figure 3.3. The result was good, 
Figure 3.4, showing near perfect tracking of the lateral acceleration and yaw rate at low lateral 
accelerations. This is considered elementa ry analysis, however, it is often overlooked and is 
presented here to demonstrate how importan t an accura te steering ratio is as it effects the 
accuracy of any o ptimised / identified front tyre models from whole vehicle test da ta. If it is 
neglected, the differences we see in Figure 3.4 will resul t in the tyre model being skewed in the 
slip domain and inherently result in poor performance when applied to the rear. Furthermore, 
it provides an insight into one significant characteristic that is also often modelled incorrectly 
and is seen as a likely source of error in most vehicle dynamics models - s teering compliance. 
Steering compliance is a characteristic of typica l passenger vehicles and va ries significantly 
dependin g on the vehicle type/model and its age (steering components naturally wear down 
with use) . Afte r collecting some approximate va lues from literature and vehicle 
manufacturers, it is clear that this effect is large at high lateral accelerations. Typically, we see 
2_40 (example data supplied by Jaguar Cars Ltd. for their XJ8 models) of toe reduction at the 
road wheels at 8 m/s2; considering that at speeds over 50 km/ h the steer angle only needs to 
be approximately 5-100 to achieve 8 m/s2, this phenomenon, if modelled incorrectly, is likely 
to dominate the model error. 
For an accurate model of the steering system, experimental data from a Kinematics and 
Compliance rig with the steering compliance expressed as a function of the torque around the 
vehicles kingpin axis would be required. Unfortunately, this luxury was unava il able in the 
contex t of this project and it is considered here simply to ensure that its importance is made 
clear and provides justification to include it characteristics within any model optimisa tion or 
identification. 
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a. Steering wheel to LH kingpin angle look-up table b. Steering wheel to RH kingpin angle look-up table 
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Figure 3.3: Steering ratio validation 
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Figure 3.4: Steady state manoeuvre results after steer ratio modifi cation 
3.2.2 Parameter sensitivity 
The sensi tivity of a mechanical system to changes of its parameter value is an influential factor 
in the identification of models. An understanding of how parameter variation aHects the 
simula ted sta tes can lead to more eHicient optirnisation routines and more meaningful 
parameter selection. Tractitionally, sensitivity to parameter variation is explored analytically 
[72] . However, time domain sensitivity is used here as it is beneficial for strongly nonlinear 
dynamic systems such as the ST3 and ST4 models and is comparable with the numerical cost 
function seen in Section 3.2.1. 
The ana lysis is ca rried out in the time and frequency domain for steady sta te and transient 
handling manoeuvres respectively. Each manoeuvre is simulated repeatedly with a given 
parameter being altered by a small amount (0.01 %). The sensitivity is quantified by calculating 
the root mean square of the difference (or error) between the base line and altered model key 
response variables (RMSE). Next, the data is passed through a low pass «5Hz) filter to ease 
visual examination. Only the yaw rate, lateral acceleration, lateral velocity and roll angle 
sensitivities are presented in the following results as these signals are used in isolation for the 
optimisation work in section 3.3. 
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The selection of parameters is based on the expanded versions of the equations of motion, 
Section 2.2.2. Those that only affect transient handling dynamics were considered for the 
transient sensitivity ana lysis. The remaining parameters were used for steady sta te analysis. 
An exception exists for hg' which affects both steady state and transient dynamics and is 
presented for transient manoeuvres only. 
3.2.2.1 Steady state results 
Steady s tate sensitivity was analysed using a constant radius increasing speed tes t. The model 
inputs, speed and steer, along with the outputs of interest are shown in Figure 3.5 and the 
resultant sensitivity plots aTe presented in Figure 3.6. 
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Figu re 3.5: Data used for steady state pa rameter sensitivi ty 
The lateral accelera tion, yaw rate and roll angle sensitivities all exhibit similar b'ends (which is 
an entirely expected result as these dynamics have similarly linear dependence on the lateral 
tyre force) and show that; 
i) Tyre curve shape parameter E has negligible sensitivity 
ii) Tyre curve shape parameters B & C are generally low across the range and becoming 
insensitive at saruration 
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iii) Front weight, >VI ' becomes increasingly sensitive towards peak lateral acceleration and 
becomes one of the dominant parameters at the limit. Rear weight, HI" has low 
sensitivity at the limit but dominates for mid range lateral accelerations. 
iv) Road friction, )1" and the tyre curve magnitude parameter D have similar trends, 
sensitive a t low la teral accelerations, reduced sensitivity thereafter and become two of 
the dominant parameters at sa tura tion 
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Figu re 3.6: Steady sta te para meter sensitivity 
The lateral velocity sensitivity exhibits a different trend and shows that; 
i) Tyre shape parameter E has negligible sensitivity 
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ii) Tyre shape parameters B , C as well as the tyre curve magnitude parameter D have 
mid range sensitivity across the ran ge of lateral accelerations 
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iii) Tyre load sensitivity parameter a, is dominant fo r the majority of lateral accelerations 
and only after 5 Ill/52 do other parameters become more sensitive 
iv) Tyre vertical load variation parameter b, is relatively insensitive 
v) The remaining parameters follow similar trends - low at low lateral accelerations and 
increasing towards saturation 
Considering parameters B, C, D and E govern different pa rts of the tyre curve, we would 
have expected influence over certain parts (i.e. E being negligible is not surprising, an d B & 
C govern corneri.ng stiffness so should influence the linear part of the tes t mostly) . We would 
also expect weight factors D and 1', to be most sensitive near the peaks (which are defined by 
them). Weight factors have a normalising influence over the whole range though, so should be 
sensitive throughout. 
3.2.2.2 Transient results 
Transient sensitivity was analysed using a random steer input, generated from 300 seconds of 
random data with a normal distribution of mean zero and unit variance, at 100 J-/z. This data 
was then filtered using a 4 J-/z low pass filter (the maximum frequency input a driver could 
typically gen erate) in the frequency domain using FFTs and scaled to ensure the vehicle 
approaches its handling limits, Ul this case with a fo rwa rd speed nominally set to 15 m/s the 
steer angle was in the range ±5°. The error between original and new (altered parameter) 
simulated signals was recorded. Finally, the PSD of the error is divided by the PSD of the 
original signal to genera te the results seen in Figure 3.7. In comparison to the steady sta te 
results, each simulated signal exhibits a very different response to the small chan ges of 
parameter with some particularly notable fea tures; 
i) The lateral acceleration is sensitive to the B , C, D, a, and I" parameters around its 
resonance freq uency of approximately 1.5 J-/z . As the frequency increases beyond this 
the hg' k, and I" parameters become dominant 
ii) The yaw rate shows a large sensitiv ity variation for two groups of parameters at 
frequencies above 0.7 J-/z and simila r to la teral acceleration is dominated by the B, C, 
D , a, and parameters 
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iii) The lateral velocity has a variety of parameters having a significant sensitivity across 
the frequency range. In particular the f.i.." E and b, parameters showed little 
sensitivity across the range 
iv) The roll angle shows the dominance of the hg and k. parameters at low frequency 
values. As the frequency approaches 1.5 Hz the same lateral accelera tion dominant 
parameters are amongst the most sensitive 
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Figure 3.7: Sensitivity of model parameters under transient conditions 
3.2.2.3 Discussion 
To help clarify the results and give justification as to which parameters should be fixed and 
which should be optimised a summary of each parameter's sensitivity is generated. By 
inspection of Figure 3.7, the overall sensitivity of each parameter is assessed. For each 
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simulated signal and parameter combination a score is allocated (0 for insignificant, 1 for 
significant and 2 for dominant) for the sensitivity across the frequency range, Table 3.1. 
Parameter Simulated Si :nal 
ay r v tJ Parameter 
Score 
Ps 0 0 0 0 0 
/.'l:X 1 0 1 0 2 
I" 2 2 2 0 6 
b. 1 0 1 0 2 
hg 2 0 2 2 6 
k. 1 0 1 2 4 
B 2 2 2 1 7 
C 2 2 2 1 7 
D 2 2 2 1 7 
E 0 0 0 0 0 
a, 2 2 2 1 7 
b, 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 3.1: Overa ll sens itivity of model parameters (0 = inSignifica nt, 1 = significant sensitivity & 2 = 
dominant sens itiv ity) 
Sensitivi Condition Parameter 
Very low (score = 0) 
Med ium (score 1 - 5) 
Very High (score> 5) 
Table 3.2: Summary of overa ll sens itivity of model para meters 
These scores are summed to give an impression of the relative sensitivity of all the parameters 
in the general transient case, Table 3.2. This information, a lon g with the steady sta te analysis, 
is used as a guide fo r the parameter choices made in the following optimisation Section 3.2.1. 
In particular we see that caution is required if the E and b, tyre parameters are included in 
the optimisa tion due to their lack of sensi tivity under a ll conditions. Also, w e see that the 
highly uncertain tyre parameters B, C, D and Q, are in general considered amon g the most 
sensitive. 
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3.3 Model optimisation 
In this section the CP2000 replaces the standard data acquisition system providing the 
desirable lateral velocity and roU angle measurements w hich are included within the RMSE 
cost function. The optimisation or identifica tion of the tyre model requires the lateral velocity 
measurement and the roU angle is essential for transient analysis due to its influence on lateral 
load transfer, which effects optimisation of the tyres cornering stiffness and peak force 
variation models. Again the B , e, D , a, and p, parameters were optimised but with the 
addition of steering compliance, se , due to the models high sensitivity at low lateral 
accelerations and the uncertainty associated with its es tima tion. 
3.3.1 Steady state 
The optimisation was conducted with over 400 function evaluations for a constant radius 
increasing speed manoeuvre using the Nelder-Mead method. The results, Table 3.3, Figure 3.8 
& Figure 3.9 were good, demonstrating realistic parameters and accurate tracking of all signals 
with an average RMSE reduction of 64% from a nominal set of initia l values approximated 
using a combination of two data sources; some Pacejka magic tyre formula coeffi cients of a 
205/60RR15 road tyre from [36] and some large front-wheel drive saloon parameters from 
[73]. The lateral velocity ca rries grea test error but we consider how this would effect the 
overall simulation and encouragingly we see little variation in vehicle path, Figure 3.10. For a 
low order model of this type the high quali ty sensor tracking demonstra tes its potential and is 
considered accurate, at least in steady state conditions. 
Parameter Initial valu e Optimised value 
P., 0.85 0.83 
B 0.62 0.63 
e 1.71 1.75 
D 1.00 1.15 
a, 1200 1512 
se 0.1 0.31 
Table 3.3: optimised parameter values for steady state man oeuvre 
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Figure 3.10: GPS and model path co mparison 
The optirnisation was nex t performed with over 400 function evalua tions using a constant 
speed sine wave manoeuvre conta ining three distinct frequencies (low {0.6), medium {l .l Hz j, 
& h.igh {2.8 Hz)) so that we can see clearly the consistency of magnitude and phase errors 
(which might be less clear in the frequency domain) . Initial parameters were nominal values 
adopted from using a combination of Pacejka [36] and Genta [73] example coefficients as 
before in 33.1. The results, Table 3.4 & Figure 3_11, show good tracking of the lateral 
acceleration and yaw rate signals_ The roll an g le has good magnitude and phase replica tion 
but exhibits some low frequency drift with the mean value error peaking at 0.5° dw-ing high 
frequency steer inputs_ However, considering the roll damping is non-linear and becomes a 
dominant influence at high roll velocities, it is not surprising that the roll angle tracking 
deteriorates at h.igh frequencies_ Encouragingly, at low frequencies the tracking is good and as 
the model contains only a simple linear roll damping coefficien t, there is scope for 
improvement. 
Parameter Initial value Optimised value 
J 
.U 
600 220 
J 4800 3210 
--
hg 0.500 0.589 
b. 1100 1790 
Table 3.4: opllmlsed parameter va lues for transIent manoeuvre 
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Again, the lateral velocity carries the greatest error. As the frequency increases, both the 
magnitude and phase tracking become progressively worse. At this stage there was concern 
that the parameter set solution was possibly sub-optimal due to the inherent nature of the 
optirnisation teclmique finding local mininla, Section 3.2. In an attempt to resolve this, a 
variety of initial parameter values were used and the simulation was run for large numbers of 
iterations, but no improvement was fOW1d. Keeping this in mind and remembering the relative 
simplicity of the model, it was considered that the model structure, rather than the 
optimisation technique, was most responsible for the poor lateral velocity tracking. Therefore, 
in an attempt to increase the accuracy of the lateral velocity tracking, the model structure was 
altered. 
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Section 3.2.1 has shown the simulated lateral velocity to be highly dependent on the tyre 
model parameters and section 3.3.1 shows the possibility of accurate la tera l velocity tracking 
for the steady state condition. Therefore, we turn our a ttention to replica ting the transient 
behaviour of the tyre model. Tyre lags are important [78] and are described within the model 
ST3 model, but were not included within the previous optimisations. Therefore, the effect of 
the tyre lag was investigated by optimising, in isolation, the tyre lag parameter, T (all other 
parameters being fixed to their previously optimised values). 
For first order lags, as its magnitude T is increased, the phase lag natura lly increases as 
desired. However, this variation does not occur in isolation; the secondary effect is a decrease 
in the magnitude of the response as the input frequency increases. Effectively there is a trade 
off between phase and magni tude as illustrated in Figure 3.12, and we see tha t in order to 
reduce the latera l velocity phase errors significan tly, the tyre force magnitudes become 
excessively small at the examined frequencies, thus having detrimental effect on the accuracy 
of alJ states. 
- Low magnitude Tyre ug 
- Medium magnitude Tyre Lag 
- High magnitude Tyre Lag 
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Figu re 3.12: Illustra tion of the effect of tyre lag on model response 
Therefore, a different approach was required. The tyre lags were reset and an additional 
steerin g lag was introduced which creates a lag between the hand wheel s teer input and the 
road wheel steer angles (modifying the slip angles before application of the tyre model 
algorithm) . Fu·st and second order lags were optimised both in isolation aJld in combination 
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with tyre lag in the pursuit of accurate lateral velocity tracking. However, the analysis still 
showed too great a trade off between accurate emulation of lateral velocity and that of the 
other states . 
Naturally one has the desire to investigate some alternative modelling phenomena. However, 
we reach here a philosophica l milestone in this resea rch. The journey to achieve accurate 
vehicle side slip characteristics through model development is one of great uncertainty - how 
much time will it take? How accurate can the results be? How physically representative will 
the model structu re be? How much error is there in the source data? One might reasonably 
expect it not to stop until we reach an ADAMS type model as this appears the modern day 
solution for the Automotive Industry. Therefore, it must be borne in mind that there is an 
overarching desire to keep the model sh'ucture simple. For these reasons we move away from 
the subject of model structu re. Even if the latest results show an optimal solu tion we must look 
at alternative op timisa tion techniques as the processing time of the simplex sea rch method is 
unacceptable (3-4 Hrs typically). Furthermore, due to this methods inherent issue with finding 
only loca l minima (section 3.2) there is reason to believe a superior solution might be fo und 
with a more appropria te technique. 
3.4 Continuous Action Reinforcement Learning Automata (CARLA) 
We seek a potentia lly more rapid method of parameter optimisa tion that w ill ensure we find 
the global minimum of the error (between the simula ted and tes t measurement da ta) more 
reliably than the simplex search method. The global optimisa tion properties of learning 
systems, such as genetic algorithms [79] and learning automata [80] have desirable p roperties 
as they explore the entire param eter space more openly than grad ient based algorithms. 
However, these alone are not amongst the most efficient optimisation routines available. 
Continuous Action Reinforcement Learning Automata (CAR LA) is based on learning 
automata but has been developed to increase its speed in an attempt to optirnise adaptive 
systems which require learning in rea l time. It was developed as an extension of the discrete 
s tochastic learning automata for applications involving searching of a continuous action space 
in a random environment [81]. Essentially, each param eter is se t randomly wi thin a predefined 
feasible range. The success of each random set is then observed (seen by a reduction in error), 
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and the chance of reselection is altered by appropriately reinforcing a parameter selection 
function, in this case a probability distribution curve. 
The automaton's discrete probability distribution is replaced with a continuous probability 
density function (PDF). This is used as the basis for parameter selection where successful 
parameters increase a performance eva luation, in this case to reduce model error. This 
provides a reinforcement signal that modifies the continuous PDF using a Gaussian function. 
This increases the probability of va lues nea r to successful parameter choices being selected in 
future iterations; Figure 3.13. If convergence occurs then the distribution at a single point 
obtained by the CA RLA will approach a symmetric Gaussian neighbourhood function centred 
on the optimal parameter, Figure 3.14 [81]. 
l Crea te a uniformly distributed parameter probability selection fWKtion ( /J ) 
[ Select a parameter using /J ] 
.. 
l Execu te the model J 
.. l Generate the new error between simulated and test data (model error) J 
l Update the performance evaluation J 
l Update probability function J 
I 
STOP 
If condition reached 
Figure 3.13: Flow chart of CA RLA cycle 
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Figure 3.14: Exa mple of optimal CARLA convergence 
If parameter selection p is defined over the range (Pm;",p"",), the PDF f(p, l1)at itera tion 
11 is updated according to the following rule; 
{
a [f(p , n) + f3(n)H(p , r)] f (p ,n + l)= 
o 
if pE (Pm;,, ' Pm,, ) 
otherwise 
(3.2) 
Where the parame ter a is chosen to re normalise the dish'ibution according to the condition 
Pmax f J Cp,n + l)dp = 1 
f3(n) is the reinforced signal from the performance evaluation and H (p, r) is a symmetric 
Gaussian neighbourhood function centred on r = pen) 
( (p r/ J H (p, r) = Aexp 2a2 
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Where A and (5 are parameters that determine the height and width of the n eighbourhood 
function and are defined as in terms of the range of actions 
A = ---",g-",,--
(Plllin - Pmax ) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The speed and resolution of learning are then controlled by the free pa rameters gw and g" . 
One advantage of CARLA over the simplex search method is tha t it genera tes additional 
information tha t can be used to analyse the parameter choices more thoroughly. The 
generation of a revised PDF every itera tion proves useful as its history crea tes the informative 
convergence plots seen in these results, Figure 3.15 - Figu re 3.18. A by-product of these plots is 
the sensitivity info rmation that is supplied through visual inspection; the POF magnitude is an 
indica tion of sensitivity. If a parameter is highly sensi tive, any deviation from the optimum 
will be highly punished and conversely, near optimal results will have high rewards; na turally 
this results in highly sensitive parameters having a d early defined peak. However, the 
resolution of the parameter range must also be considered . If the CARLA has fewer parameter 
choices it has a grea ter probability of reselecting any given parameter and so rewards good 
parameter choices on a more regular basis resulting in higher magnitude POFs. 
Seeki.ng a direct comparison between CARLA and the simplex search method investiga ted in 
section 3.3.2 the same parameters I xx ' I", hg and b. were optimised using the same data and 
cost function. The transient case was selected due to its previously unsatisfactory results. The 
tuning parameters are nominal values adopted from [81 ] where g" and gw were set to 0.2 and 
0.04 respectively. The results are shown in Figure 3.15 - Figure 3.18; a weB defined 
(clear/sharp) peak suggests that the parameter has high sensitivity as selecting only values 
near to the optimal, shown by the peak, will be rewarded and hence result in the peak 
becoming elongated adopting a high probably value e.g. Figure 3.18. In the opposite sense, for 
insensitive parameters we see more spread out distribution e.g. Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16. 
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It is clear that the centre of gravity height, h" has the highest sensitivity due to its POF being 
grea ter than the other parameters POFs by at least three orders of magnitude and it having a 
clearly defined peak, Figure 3.18. The roll inertia, I", has a higher magnitude POF (Figure 
3.15) than the yaw inertia, I", but considering how clear the peak of the I" PDF (Figure 3.17) 
is in comparison to l u and that l u has a much lower resolution, I" is considered the next most 
sensitive. Finally, the roll damping, b. , shows the lowest sensitivity as it has low resolution, 
low POF and a poorly defined peak, Figure 3.16. These results are encouraging as they confirm 
the validity of the sensitivity analysis presented in section 3.2.2.2. 
380 '100 
Iteration 
Figure 3.15: Convergence of l u for CARLA usin g transient manoeuvre 
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70 0 
Figure 3.18: Convergence of h" for CARLA using transient manoeuvre 
in terms of direct comparison we must look at the fi.na l error of the model and the speed of 
convergence. It is clear from Table 3.5 that the fina l parameters are very close and indeed the 
plots yield an almost identical solution (so are excluded here). This does suggest that the 
simplex search me thod seems to have found a nea r optimal global pa ramete r solution, c1ea ri.ng 
suspicion that the poor results in slip may be d ue to poor parameter optimisa tion as a result of 
local minima. Analysing CARLA has provided evidence tha t the simplex search method has 
value and tills a lso helps to va lida te the sensitivity an alysis section. 
Parameter Units Optimised value Optimised value 
CARLA SIMPLEX 
Ixx kgm' 222 220 
I 
= 
kgm' 3306 3210 
hg m 0.584 0.589 
b. Nsm- I 1627 1790 
Ta ble 3.5: Optimised parameter values fo r tra nsient manoeuvre usi.ng CARLA 
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3.5 Discussion 
This section has served as an introduction to model optimisation and proves useful as it has 
given rise to some important and fundamental considerations one must understand and 
implement before simple dynamic models can be employed to prov ide accurate vehicle state 
tracking. Furthermore, we have shown that typical optimisation algorithms are currently 
considered too computationally demanding for ti,e objectives set out in Section 3.1 and 1.4. -
the simplex search method and CARLA teclmique took over 500 and 3000 iterations 
respectively to p rovide solutions of acceptable accuracy. However, It is clear that these results 
are promising as accurate tracking of important vehicles states is achievable with ti,e simple 
ST3 model if the transients are restricted to low frequencies (below 1.1 Hz) . There are only 
three reasons why ti,e model could perform poorly at high frequencies (above 1.1 Hz ); 
i) The model structure is incapable of describing the highly non-linea r dynamics 
associated with high frequency steer input testing 
ii) The parameters selection is suboptimal 
iii) The test data is erroneous and as such does not represent the true vehicle behaviour 
It has previously been discussed tI,at the model structure should remain simple, Sections 3.3.2 
and 1.4.1 and so tJle possibility of making any significant modification to the model is erased. 
Therefore, the remaining objective is to ga in greater confidence in the test da ta and obtain 
furtJ,er knowledge about the vehicle parameters. Furtllermore, a faster optimisation technique 
is required to meet tJ,e objectives, Section 3.1 and Section 1.4.1. 
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4.1 Motivation & Introduction 
Chapter 3 has shown the ST3 model to have good potential and that some relatively simple 
numerical optimisation techniques can make significant improvements in the models state 
tracking. However, the results are not considered optimal as the confidence in the accuracy of 
the fixed parameters and source data is not at its utmost. Additionally, it appears that 
optimisation techniques are either time consuming or fail to guarantee a global minimum. 
This chapter represents a significantly different approach to parameter optimisation. Primarily 
to provide greater confidence that an optimal solution is found and secondly, to improve 
convergence times, a method based on system identification replaces the numerical 
optimisation techniques. Furthermore, the issues raised in Section 2.4 concerning the test 
vehicle, data acquisition system and test manoeuvres are addressed simultaneously providing 
a greater understanding of the entire model validation sequence: 
• Test Vehicle: Vehicle B replaces Vehicle A. This offers two major advantages as Vehicle B is 
supported by its manufacturer. Firstly, all the standard vehicle sensors are available as access 
to the vehicles CAN bus is granted. Secondly, essential technical data such as steering ratio, 
steer compliance and inertias are supplied 
• Data Acquisition: The RT3200 replaces the CP2000 which offers the luxury of synchronising 
with the vehicle sensors through the CAN bus 2.4.4 and has the advantage of increased 
measurement accuracy 
• Source Data: More accurate source data is generated by developing alternative test 
manoeuvres 
It is clear that Kalman filters are being used ever more widely for the estimation of the states of 
dynamic systems. Particularly, in the Automotive Industry these filters are often used for the 
ever increasing demand for vehicle control applications such as stability or anti-skid control. 
They are widely used as they offer two predominant advantages; the filter has a recursive 
nature and as such offers an efficient, and hence rapid, identification process and it is able to 
perform reliably in the presence of noisy sensor measurements. The extended Kalman filter is 
more widely used for real-time state estimation of vehicle dynamics, ensuring it can perform 
quickly, reliably and accurately enough using typical automotive sensors. Therefore, it appears 
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that Kalman filter theory could offer a desirable solution for parameter identification and as a 
result of proving its usefulness using a simple 'bicycle' model in [40] it is developed further 
within this section. 
In this chapter we explore a new use for the Extended, or nonlinear, Kalman filter, applying it 
in a modified form to perform the function of system identification rather than real-time 
estimation. The Identifying Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) operates in an unconventional way, 
in that its own internal model is restricted to prediction of the sensor set. The innovation 
sequence (modelled vs measured sensor errors) is then used to modify a state vector which is 
defined as the subset of parameters to be identified. The basic premise is that, provided the 
available sensors are assumed to include the full state of the vehicle, the best model 
parameters can be derived from this. This is a standard assumption in the process of system 
identification, but novel in its execution by using a Kalman filter. 
The method has one critical assumption - the state vector in the sensor set is fully available. 
The RT3200 provides this solution as the ST3 model states (yaw rate, lateral velocity, roll angle 
and roll velocity) are amongst its outputs. However, the accuracy of the measurements directly 
effect the ability of the Kalman filter to find an optimal parameter; this factor was the primary 
motivator for the work carried out in Section 2.4.5 that examines the accuracy of the 
contentious lateral velocity signal [40]. The IEKF design is first outlined in Section 4.2. It is then 
examined in the simulation environment, with the AT2 model, Section 4.4. In Section 4.5 the 
method is proven using data measured from a test vehicle using the AT2, ST3 and FRST3 
models. 
4.2 The Identifying Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) 
The standard extended Kalman filter (EKF) operates on nonlinear system and sensor models f 
and h, which relate the true state vector x, measured sensor set y, known inputs u and model 
parameters e at any instant k according to (4.1) & (4.2) (see for example [35]). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
0> thus describes the state propagation modelling error, and u gives the sensor error. u is 
often misleadingly referred to as the measurement error, when in reality it aggregates 
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measurement noise within y, and sensor modelling errors in h. An optimal filter can be 
derived if the error sequences obey equations (4.3) - (4.5), 
E(rok)=O, E(uk)=O, 'dk (4.3) 
E(roJroO=O, E(ujuO=O, 'd(j*k) (4.4) 
(4.5) 
where the error covariance matrices Qk' Rk and Sk' are assumed known. In practice they are 
difficult to estimate and their setting is a topic of continuing interest (see for example, [50]). 
They are often assumed to be time-invariant, and are approximated, or even set nominally, 
with S often neglected as approximately zero. In this application we will see only initial 
conditions required for these matrices, with the true covariances being identified within the 
algorithm. The EKF also requires model Jacobians to be evaluated at each time step, defined 
(4.6) 
and the full set of equations for the standard, real-time state estimation application are 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
where the filter sample time T is used to provide a simple Euler integration of the state 
derivatives. 
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Now the premise adopted in [66] is that an EKF can have its state vector augmented to include 
a subset of the model parameters. The resulting filter assumes no known model for the 
parameter variation, and simply ensures slow adaptation by adjusting the expectation of 
errors related to the parameter changes; so equation (4.1) becomes 
(4.12) 
and the covariance E (OOkO)OOkO)T) is then set as a tuning parameter to adjust the rate of 
adaptation, ensuring this is 'slow' compared to the state propagation dynamics. 
The proposed identifying Kalman filter, IEKF takes this formulation one step further; provided 
the state vector is entirely represented as a subset of the sensor set, xk E Y k we can form the 
state vector entirely as a set of the parameters, such that equations (4.1) and (4.2) become 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
where here the sensor equation is simply modified to include an Euler integrated propagation 
of each variable over a time step, to avoid identity equations. This reduces the system such 
that the entire model is represented within h alone. Note however that it also reduces the 
system to a form where the error covariance matrices can be determined from the noise 
sequences OOk and 1Jk, as these are now directly calculable; the form of equations (4.1) and (4.2) 
depends on the unknown xk ' so the error covariances cannot be explicitly determined within 
that filter. 
The IEKF propagates its own error covariances, so Qk' Rk and Sk are now time varying. 
Applying equations (4.13) and (4.14) to the EKF formulae of equations (4.7) - (4.11), and noting 
that now f = 0 and F = 0, we have 
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(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
where, 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
with 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
Apart from suitable nominal initial conditions for Qo' Ro and So' two tuning parameters are 
now required, a and A. a applies an exponentially weighted moving average to the 
propagation of the noise matrices in order to introduce an appropriate memory of the error 
history into the covariance. It can better be interpreted in terms of the filtering time constant, r 
it introduces, using 
T 
a=l-e' (4.25) 
A performs a similar function to the design covariance E( roi6)roi6)T), in [66]. Set in the range 
O<A<l, it diminishes the expectation of error in the change in parameters, stabilising the 
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identification. Put simply, the filter causes parameter adaptation which induces (a desirable) 
non-zero 9k • However, these changes are errors according to the zero model of equation (4.13) 
and if their total magnitude is interpreted as error, Qk becomes relatively large compared 
with Rk , which results in an increase in the feedback gain Kk to provide greater correction to 
the e. Subsequent parameter corrections are then larger, and this induces instability. A 
provides a means of balancing the filter such that changes in Qk are, correctly, not interpreted 
entirely as error. 
4.3 Identified and Source Models 
Here we seek a means of testing the method within a known environment to explore 
variations of tuning parameters and to define measures of success. A nonlinear identification 
model is clearly required, and we must logically test this method for a simple case, so the AT2 
model, Section 2.2.1, is used to illustrate the method. Table 4.1 lists default values for the 
model parameters, which are set to emulate an E class, large executive saloon (from an 
Appendix of [77]), and thus provide a test comparable to the vehicle identification we see later, 
in Section 4.5. Since the Kalman filter objective is minimisation of trace(P), selection of 
parameters of equal order allows approximately equal priority to be placed on each identified 
parameter. Therefore, throughout this experiment the identified parameters are normalised 
within the IEKF. All other values remain as their respective defaults. 
Parameter Description Parameter (default) value units 
Wheelbase L 3.1 m 
Mass M 2000 kg 
Yaw moment of inertia In 4800 kgm2 
Peak lateral tyre force (2 tyres) Fp 9320 N 
Cornering stiffness (2 tyres) Ca 227 kN Irad 
CC to front axle distance b 1.3 m 
Tyre force gain (cornering stiffness) EI,E, 1,1 -
Tyre model shape parameter CI,C, 1.4,1.4 -
Peak tyre force multiplier DI,D, 1,1 -
Tyre model shape parameter EI,E, -0.2, -0.2 -
Table 4.1: Identification model parameters emulating an executive saloon 
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From equations (2.1 - in model chapter) and (2.2 - in model chapter) the required definition of 
the IEKF model of equation (4.14) is 
(4.26) 
and for implementation, the H Jacobian is formed using the analytical Math toolbox (Symbolic 
Maths in Matlab), with the resulting expression copied into the Kalman filter code. 
The source data is generated using the 4DoF model, Section 2.2.3. Note that the detail of this 
model, and even to some extent the accuracy of the source data itself is of secondary 
importance; the study should reveal similar results for any suitably formulated high order 
model. It is the extent to which the identified parameters can approximate the source model 
within the context of the simpler identification model which is key here. 
4.4 Simulation Experiment 
In this section the aims are to explore the operation and tuning of the IEKF and conduct a full 
identification to test the method. First, note from equations 2.1 - 2.5 that the full parameter set 
cannot be optimised together; the system is over-determined, and the optimisation would be 
confounded by combinations of B, M and In' We therefore conduct a two stage process, 
starting with a Iow amplitude test to establish the 'inertia' parameter set, 
o = [M I" b r within the linear region of the tyres; the remaining parameters are set at their 
eo values in Table 4.1. Source model test data is generated on a random steer input at fixed 
speed u = 25m / s (Constant forward speed is maintained by a simple proportional feedback 
control on the applied engine torque in the source model). The input is 60 seconds of gaussian 
white noise with a sampling period T = 0.0 1 - also used for the lEKF. This is filtered in the 
frequency domain to remove all frequencies above 5Hz in order to restrict the input 
frequencies to those which a human driver could be expected to achieve in a real vehicle. The 
signal amplitude is then scaled to give an RMS steer angle aRMS = O.st, in order to achieve 
peak lateral accelerations of around 4m / s' . 
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The source data is applied to the IEKF, with no additional measurement noise - the signliicant 
differences between source and identified model structure comprise the only error sources at 
this stage. Four cases are considered, to explore the importance of particular choices of r, A, 
and 90; these are listed in Table 4.2. In all cases the parameter error covariance matrices have 
been initialised nominally, as Qo = 10-4, So = o. Ro is then set by calculating a time history for 
1Jk from equation (4.24), using the source and initial identification model, and setting Ro = 
case MolM 1"0 /1" bo Ib r A 
1 0.45 0.45 0.65 60 0.01 
2 0.9 0.9 1.3 60 0.01 
3 0.9 0.9 1.3 600 0.01 
4 0.9 0.9 1.3 60 0.1 
Table 4.2: IEKF Parameter and Initialisation Settings 
Given the recursive configuration of the IEKF, to establish an averaged result the source data is 
repeatedly passed through the filter with the free variables allowed to vary continuously 
throughout. Figure 4.1 shows the results over 30 iterations to illustrate convergence. Plots (a) 
- (c) show the parameter variation, whilst (d) - (f) illustrate the variations of selected, but 
typical components within the error matrices. It should be noted that values in P and Q reflect 
the filter's estimate of error, whereas Rk provides a more verifiable measure of performance -
the filter vs. source error in the measurements (the innovations). Trace(R) shows the 
aggregated performance over the two sensors. 
As an independent measure of performance, the converged parameter sets are applied in an 
open-loop validation of the identification model, with Uk and ~ provided from the source 
model, over a separate but similar band limited white noise test. Results are summarised in 
Table 4.3. The results are good, with an average 72% reduction in v error, and 48% reduction 
in r error in the successful cases 1 - 3. The identified parameters are close to the anticipated 
values; we do not expect a perfect match of course, as the identified values achieve a better 
match to the data, compensating the differences between the model structures. Trace(R) and 
plots (a) - (c) also show that convergence is possible within just 10 - 15 iterations. 
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Figure 4.1: Parameter and error covariance convergence 
Error variance (x 10-3) Identified Parameters 
v r M ,IM I,_o/ I~ bo / b 
Reference (90J 9.02 0.272 0.90 0.90 130 
case 1 2.89 0.146 1.28 0.97 1.49 
case 2 2.36 0.136 1.25 1.12 1.53 
case 3 2.33 0.141 1.25 1.13 1.54 
case 4 2.18 0.899 0.80 1.50 2.06 
Table 4.3: Identified Inertia Model and Performance 
-- case I 
-- ease 2 
- - case 3 
- - case 4 
25 30 
There is a small difference between the parameters identified by cases 1 and 2, which differ 
only in their starting points, 90. This is because the IEKF operates on the local gradient function 
Hk, and the sensor error is adapting multiple parameters to minimise the scalar, trace (P). The 
method will therefore find the local minimum from a given starting point, and uniqueness will 
also depend on the conditioning of the parameter space. Tuning of the IEKF does no t alter the 
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converged results, but the performance difference is reasonably small, and remains small for 
other s ta rting points which were tried . 
r = 60 has been set nominally to match the tes t duration, and case 3 considers an alternative, 
higher setting. The effect is twofold; the parameter convergence is slowed because T directly 
slows adaptation of tl1e error covariance mah'ices (plots (d) - (f)). This mainta ins Q at higher 
va lues for longer, causing more parameter variation within each itera tion, because grea ter 
expectation of parameter ('process') error increases the sensor error feedback by increasing tl1e 
Kalman gain K. The converged parameters in Table 4.3 are very sinular to case 2 however, 
(note that l,~ / 1= continues to increase beyond iteration 30 - no t shown) and provided r is not 
'small' it can be set nominally. Similarly tl1e initial setting of Qo can be set nominally, and I or 
adjusted to control the higher frequency parameter variations. Selection of A is more critica l, as 
this governs tl1e (fixed) proportion of parame ter changes which is interpreted as error. Higher 
settings of A have a similar effect on Q as high r or Qo, but here tl1is can lead to instability as R 
red uces. The effect is illush'ated by case 4, where A = 0.1 is very close to the linut of stability. 
The parameters still converge, but tll e time histories of P, Q and R all show the result to be 
invalid . As witl1 r, A does not need to be finely tuned, provided a suitably low setting is made. 
The identification is completed by now fixing the inertia parameters (from case 2) and 
optimising the four Pacejka tyre parameters governing lateral force at each axle, 
E I B, C, D, E, r 
To excite tl1e full range of force and slip, the same white noise process is employed, but now it 
is scaled up to aI/MS = 2.3' to induce peak lateral accelerations of 8 111 /5'. Witl1 T, A and Qo, Ro, 
So set as for cases 1 and 2, the lEKF results are given in Figure 4.3. A lugher number of 
iterations is now required, because of the increased order of the parameter space and tl1e inter-
dependence of the variables, but tl1e process is not computationally expensive - 50 itera tions 
take less than 3 minutes on tl1e mid-range PC running Matlab used here. Table 4.4 lists the 
fu1al identified model parameters and agai.n tl1e performance on independent validation data 
is considered; Figure 4.4 shows the ilutial and final model response over a typical section of 
this data . 
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Identified Parameters 
v r Mr!M Izdlzz /Vb Bf, B, Cf ,C, 
Reference !\. 783 4.89 o.g) O.g) 1.30 l.m,l.m 1.40.,1.40 
IEI<F 28.0 W1 1.25 1.12 1.53 0.%, o.~ W l, 117 
Table 4.4: Validation of identified model (simula ted) 
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Figure 4.4: Simulation Ex periment Va lidation 
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15 
It is interesting that both reference and identified tyre models over-estimate the tyre forces, 
when compared with the source model tyre data (Figure 4.3 (e) and (f)). The reference model 
error is largely due to neglecting load transfers which reduce the total tyre force in the source 
model (and in reality); the identified model generates lower forces (see 0 and B values in Table 
4.4), but s till seems to over-estimate. The model is consistent however, since it opera tes with a 
mass estimation 25% higher than the source model (Mo / M = 1.25). Hence both achieve 
similar lateral accelerations, and the states are accurately tracked as seen in Table 4.4 and 
Figure 4.4 of course, the tyre and inertia parameters are inter-dependent, so the inertia values 
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would be lower if B had been se t at a lower default value in the identification of 
0 = [M f " b r. In reality, tyre and inertia values would not be simultan eously w1known, 
or (more practically) the parame ters could separately be determined using other vehicle modes 
- e.g. ride or powertrain dynamics to determine mass, and longitudinal I lateral motion to 
determine tyres or alterna tive testing methods would fix these parameters before the IEKF -
e.g. using a weigh bridge for mass and CC longi tudinal position. 
4.5 Test Vehicle Experiment 
In order to prove it possible to use m easw ed lateral velocity to good effect wi thin the IEKF, we 
now apply it to measw ed data from a test vehicle experiment. It has been made clear that 
there is an overarching desire to keep the model structures simple and so examination is 
restricted to the A T2 and 5T3. H owever, we would also like to identify tyre parameters 
generica lly if possible, so the FR5T3 model is also considered. Further to this we examine the 
relative fideli ty of the identified models and discuss the influence of model structure. Finally, 
the IEKFs process speed and the significance of source data variation is discussed. 
4.5.1 Proving ground 
Section 2.4.6 suggests that the vehicle forward speed should remain high for good quality state 
estimation. The MIRA proving ground used in Section 3.2 is too small to ma intain high s peeds 
at large steer angles. Therefore, an alternative proving ground is used that benefits from a 2 
mile runway - Bruntingthorpe. The track is sufficientIy wide that short steady sta te 
manoeu vres are possible; which allows transient and steady state dynamics to be captured 
within one long manoeuvre resulting in a simpler and faster identifica tion process. However, 
this change of location comes with one significant cost; the test circuits' swface is scabrous, 
suffering from increased roughness, surface material variation and slight camber variations. 
The effect of this is discussed la ter in this section . 
4.5.2 Vehicle test manoeuvres 
Two tests were conducted; the first, Test 1, is used as the source da ta for the IEKF. This was 
conducted at 24 m / s and kept constant by the vehicle's cruise contro l. Steer inpu ts fo llowed a 
series of left and right hand steps with increasing magnitude from low to high lateral 
acceleration. Once the peak of each step was reached, the steer angle was held for a period of 
2-35 to capture the steady state characteristics of the vehicle. Between each step the s teer input 
was removed for 2-3s to allow the vehicle to settle and ensure the RT3200 zeros correctly. Steps 
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towards the end of the test were sufficien tly high for tyre saturation. Note that at very high 
steer angles the vehicle had a small amowlt of instability (track surface varia tion being the 
likely cause) resulting in oversteer, which required a reduction in steer input to prevent the 
vehicle from spinning. For this reason the source data is split into Test la, which includes all 
the data up to these limit cases, Test 1b, which includes these cases and comprises lateral 
acceleration events above 5 In I 5 ' only and Test 1c which is the enti re manoeuvre. The second 
test, Test 2, is used as the validation data, which was conducted between speeds of 8 and 
25 m I 5 . Here the steer input was such that the entire handling envelope was investigated in a 
random fashion including a small nwnber of combined acceleration and braking events. 
4.5.3 Parameter selection and tyre plots 
The ' inertia' parameter set is now considered known as access to vehicle manufacture data 
allows valid population of all the AT2 and ST3 parameters excep t those associated with the 
tyre model. Furthermore, the mass and CG longitudinal distance were measured and adjusted 
using a weigh bridge - accounting for additional mass of the passengers (and any subsid iary 
mass variation e.g. fuel). Therefore, to prove it possible to use the RT3200 and IEKF to good 
effect the parameter sets, () ,are restricted to tyre model parameters. 
In Figure 4.3 we saw how the sin1Ulated source data can be manipula ted to produce a 
normalised latera.! tyre force vs. slip plot and how useful it is in demonstrating the IEKF 
solution. In similar fashion the test vehicle's measured source data can be used to produce an 
estim ated lateral force vs. slip plot for each tyre. Firstly, the to ta.! estimated (denoted') lateral 
tyre force and yaw moment are calculated using (4.27). SeconcUy, front/rear axle lateral tyre 
forces are estima ted using (4.28); which are implemented along with the m easured roll angle 
into (4.29) to give es timates of lateral load transfer. 
Fr' =ayM (4.27) 
F,; = ( cF; + M; ) I L (4.28) 
(4.29) 
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With reference to the structure of the tyre model in Section 2.2.2; once vertical loads are 
estimated, each tyres peak load and cornering stiffness can be estimated using the relevant 
vertical load variation models, described be equations 2.24 & 2.25. Using the identified tyre 
parameters, the four la teral tyre forces F,., ~)', are found using equation 2.26. Finally, the 
normalised lateral tyre forces are found using the modelled estimation of peak tyre forces for 
the individual tyre and split using the proportion of left and right lateral forces, also derived 
using the modelled values as shown in (4.30) & (4.31), completing all the necessa ry 
components to produce an es timated lateral force vs. sljp plot, Figure 4.5. 
(4.30) 
( 
F J F' F _ yrl .~ y,, - F F F 
yr/ + ~ yrr prl 
- ( F J F' F _ yr, yr y" - . _ -
~.rl + ~Tf F prr 
(4.31) 
Once a plot of this na ture is produced, one might reasonably suggest that a ty re model could 
be genera ted using Ordi.nary Least Squares (OLS) to fit the tyre parameters directly. However, 
this method is unfeasible as the fundamental definition of the normalised slip and force (4.32) 
values contain parameters tha t are being identified; Ca and F" are dependent on the 
parameters tl1at define the slope (BCD) and peak (D) and consequently, very high or low 
values would cause the fitting to disappear into a singula ri ty. 
_ Ca tan(a) 
a = ---"'---'--"-
F ' 
p 
(4.32) 
This ensures that tl1e IEKF, as a process, is better equipped to find an optimal solution if lateral 
load transfer is included. Clearly tl1is is not an issue for the A T2 model. However, this work is 
excluded as the value of in1plementing tl1e A T2 model on the sin1ulator is limited due to its 
sin1plicity (particularly as it has no roll dynamics), consequently resh·icting the potential to 
perform meaningful subjective and objective limit handling experin1ents that explore non-
bnear dynamics including tyre saturation. The role of tl1e AT2 model in this context is to help 
w1derstand the re lative performance of the ST3 models. 
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The possible influence of tyre lag on simulated vehicle states has been discussed previously in 
Section 3.3.2, highlighting its relative insignificance and the problems associated with high 
magnitude lags. Figure 4.5 depicts the effect of including a low magnitude first order tyre lag 
within the equations used to generate the measured latera l tyre force vs. slip plots. Note how 
the unlagged plot has a hysteretic looking sca tter and if a tyre lag is implemented, in this case 
lagging the slip before the tyre force calculation, we can reduce some of the variability to 
produce a better model. Clearly tyre lag is worth including as it removes some of the 
variability, but not worth investigating fully as its influence on the vehicle states is relatively 
insignificant and the scatter still exists. This work suggests that tyre lag has a contribution to 
the errors seen in the unJagged plot but critica lly, not all the error; this reinforces the 
advantages of using the IEKF over OLS as manipulation of the measured data to crea te a tyre 
plot doesn' t represent the entire solution itself. 
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Figure 4.5: Estimated tyre force vs. slip plots and the effect of tyre lag 
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4.5.4 Identification - FRST3 
The previous sec tion, 4.5.3, has explained how the core of this investigation concerns 
identifying a tyre model. However, we now consider in more detail the task set for the IEKF 
and suggest that ' tyre model' is loose terminology. In fact, more precisely, the Pacejka Magic 
Formula is describing how the la teral force is generated at the vehk le contact patches. 
Therefore, as suspension kinematics a re not included within the vehicle dynamics model, their 
effects are absorbed within the 'tyre model' (However, this terminology will remain). 
Experience tells us the front and rear suspension characteristics will be significantly differen t 
as suspension designers rarely have identical geometric set-ups to account fo r variations in 
packaging restraints, weight distribution and han dling targets. The infl uence of steering 
compliance has been discussed in Section 3.2.1, concluding tha t its inclusion within the vehicle 
model is extremely important for accurate state trac king. Vehicle manufacture data suggests 
that front steer compliance is an order of magnitude higher than the rea r, hence providing the 
motivation within this section to identify the fron t and rea r ly re models sepa rately i.e. to apply 
the IEKF to the FRST3 model. 
The FRST3 model is an expansion of the AT2 model iden tifica tion in Section 4.4 and includes 
lateral load transfer and models fo r the variation of peak load and cornering stiffness. 
Therefore, the parameters associated with t11ese models are included within t11e IEKF, 
Note that, since the number of identified parameters is becoming larger, d ue to its relative 
insignificance, the tyre model shape parameter, E, is neglected a t t1us stage. 30 itera tions were 
conducted with T = 8, A. = 0.01, Qo =10", So = O. All model outputs are compared with the 
vehicle da ta to give a Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and are summarised in Table 4.5. 
Figure 4.6, Figu re 4.8 and Figure 4.7 show the parameter va ria tion, norma lised tyre plot and 
state trace results respectively. Note tha t only two measurements are used within t11e IEKF to 
keep t11e examina tion simple for t11e initial stages of investiga tion . Yaw rate and la teral velocity 
were selected as they are two of the elementary sta tes tha t allow estimation of the la tera l tyre 
forces and slip angles required for tyre modelling. The la teral acceleration and roll an gle are 
presented to complete the description of the vehicle sta te 
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The identifica tion is good for the majority of parameters. The source data is predominantly 
captured during low lateral load transfer conditions «Sms2); this results in the vertical load 
sensitive model parameters ca' Cb' J; and /, becoming insensitive compared to the more 
dominant B,C and D terms that describe the more critical basic force/slip relationship. This 
is clear as the i d, and Cb, appear to require a higher number of iterations before complete 
convergence. However, overall the parameter convergence is stable and rapid - running at 
approximately 1/6 times rea l time and also requiring only 270s for tl1e 30 iterations seen here. 
Furthermore, the majority of parameter varia tion appears to occur during the first few 
iterations especially for the more dominant 8,C and D terms. It is particularly encouraging to 
see that fue parameters do not deviate enormously, as expected, and that the identified 
parameters clearly provide a better estimation of the tyre model, Figure 4.8. From Section 3.2.1, 
there is some concern that a poorly constructed model would require highly w1fea lis tic tyre 
model to produce good state tracking. This tyre model is clea rly realistic and confirms tl1a t the 
IEKF is sufficiently effective to give a sow1d solution. 
The overall performance is very good as demonstrated by the average 66 % reduction in tl1e 
vehicle sta tes RMSE, Table 4.5. However, these figures are mostly dependent on the initial 
parameter sets; it would be insignificant to present umealistic poorly selected initial 
parameters and hence achieve exceptional relative performance (00 vs. 0 ). The real test is 
primarily the accuracy of tl1e identified model whilst considering the speed of parameter 
identifica tion. For a model of this simplicity, tl1e state tracking is clea rly very good, Figure 4.7. 
In particular, the la teral velocity tracking is very encouraging since, were tl1e IEKF to struggle 
to find an adequate solution, tl1e accuracy of tl1is sensor would be suspected as the route of the 
problem. Hence, the IEKF appears very attractive and fulfils tl1e criteria set out at the 
beginning of tl1is chapter. However, this is only one case under one set of circumstan ces. The 
desire now is to build a bigger picture of the usefulness of fue IEKF by exa mining the effect of 
model sh'ucture, the speed of convergence and the source data in more detail . 
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Parnmeters B!, B, C!,C, D! , D, caf ,car Chf, cbr i e!' i " id!,fd, 
00 0.62,0.62 1.71,1.71 1.00,100 1200,1200 7.le-',7.le-' 13),13) 3.00,3.00 
° IICKF 055,033 13),1.78 139,157 1052, 11A1 2re',1l.Qe4 033,1.41 3~, 2(B 
Dynamic RMSE 00 RMSE 0 IFKF RMSE Reduction (%) 
Lateral acceleration (m / s') 0.87 0.45 48 
Yaw rate (deg/ s) 2.73 0.68 75 
Lateral velocity (m / s) 0.64 0.11 83 
Roll angle (deg) 0.65 0.28 57 
Table 4.5: Results from FRST3 identification (Test Ja) 
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4.5.5 Model structure considerations 
Although we maintain that the model structure is to remain simple, to understand the relative 
performance of low order models it is sensible to compare them to a host of higher order 
models giving an indica tion of the relationship between model order and model accuracy. 
However, the va lidity of such an exercise would be highly dependent on ensuring all models 
had near optimal parameters - a task more difficult with higher model orders. Therefore, logic 
suggests the lEKF should be used to identily all the models to ensure a fair comparison is 
under taken. This leads us onto one very important consideration concerning use of the IEKF 
that has limited this inves tiga tion. 
As previously stated, the nature of the IEKF requires that the H Jacobian is formed using the 
analy tical Math toolbox (Symbolic Maths in Matlab), with the resulting expression copied into 
the Kalrnan filter code. This process is straight forward for the AT2 model but the 5T3 has two 
issues caused by the added complexity of the lateral load transfer definition. Firs tly, the 
additiona l equations required for the roll DoF results in very large, unwieldy symbolic 
expressions. Considering an advancement of the FRST3 to the ST4 model incorpora ting a 
combined slip tyre model causes mid ran ge PCs to crash, the model structure is severely 
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limited in size and requires great care during construction. Hence, the FRST3 is the highest 
order model used in this investiga tion. Secondly, the lateral load ca lcula tion is a function of 
the lateral tyre forces which ' drive' the state deriva tives - hence an algebraic loop is crea ted . 
Two measures a re taken to alleviate these issues. Firstly, the lateral tyre forces F,'J' & F YR are 
calcula ted prior to the deriva tive calculation and recorded allowing F YI"(k ) & F YII (k) to be 
determined using p revious va lues F,'J' (k - l ) & F,'II(k- I ) ' This is reasonable since the vertical load 
can be assumed approx imately constan t between 2 sample points. Second ly, differen tiation by 
parts is used to separa te the H Jacobian in to a more practicable set of equations; a symbolic 
variable F~ .. & F,;, can easily be introduced into the model definition such that the Jacobian 
can be redefined by parts, (4.33). 
(4.33) 
Three cases a re considered wi th the results being corn pared to the previous FRST3 
identifica tion, Section 4.5.4, Case 4. Case 1 and 2 are presented to investiga te model structure 
variation; they consider the effects of identifying fron t/ rear axle forces and a sin gle tyre model 
by using the AT2 & ST3 models respectively. The possibility, however fUl1damentaUy fl awed, 
of using the es timated tyre force vs. slip plots to improve the tyre model has been discussed, 
Section 4.5.3; Case 3 is presen ted to investiga te the manual tuning process of the FRST3 tyre 
pa rameters representing a prac tica l demonstra tion of the issues surrounding this method. This 
is an iterative process where the success of parameter selection is gauged solely by plotting the 
modelled tyre cu rves against the corresponding measured normalised lateral ty re force vs. slip 
plot; see for example Figure A8 within Appendix 1. Once the final solution is found, the final 
parameter set is used to genera te the manually tuned model response. This result is useful in 
ga ining a sense of perspective as comparing the results of the man ual tuning process with 
those of the IEKF would give a quantifiable, however approximate, estimate of the IEKFs 
influence. The IEKF settings are maintained (30 itera tions, T = 8, A. = 0.01, Qo =10", So = 0) 
with a sUl11ffia ry of the identified model performances shown in Table 4.6. The complete set of 
results are p resented in Appendix 1. 
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Model and Parameters RMSE 
ay (mls1 ) r (degls) v (mls) r/J (deg) 
Case 1 AT2 with OIHKF 0.52 0.78 0.14 N/A 
Case 2 5T3 with OIHKF 0.46 0.72 0.11 0.32 
Case 3 FRST3 with 0 malUm/ 106 3 08 019 0.70 
Case 4 FRST3 wi th 0 lliKI' 0.45 0.68 O. 11 0.28 
Table 4.6: Identified model performance co mparison 
These cases demonsh'ate two important points; Firstly it is apparent that the FRST3 in Case 4 is 
not substantially more accurate than in Case 1 and 2. On average, across the s tates, the RMSE 
of the AT2 and ST3 models are 19% and 6% higher respectively . These are considerable ga ins 
but if one were to use this information to question the va lue of increased model order, the 
accuracy benefit may well not justify the model structure change required . Secondly, Case 3 
shows that manual tuning of the tyre model parameters is not a viable op tion . Clearly it is 
possible to improve the fit between the tyre mod el a nd es tima ted force vs. slip plo ts, Figure A8 
(A ppendix 1), by manual para meter tuning and in fact produce a better looking fit than the 
lEKF result, Figu re 4.8. However, once they are used to populate the mod el the resultant state 
tracking deteriorates; thus confirming the issues ra ised in Section 4.5.4 as the manual fitting 
can appear to improve the tyre model by twling the B, C and D paramete rs alone whilst the 
remainmg vertical load d ependent model parameters remained constant, Table A3 
(Appendix1) hence supporting the use of the IEKF over a manual tunmg p rocess. 
4.5.6 Identification Speed 
The speed of parameter convergence is also important in the context of this investiga tion. 
Naturally, as the number of iterations increases the IEKF offers more improved solutions. 
However, an impression of the trade off between identified model accuracy and iteration 
number is clearly required to justify a sensible iteration target. For demonstration, the FRST3 
model was run in identical fashion to that described in Section 4.5.4, but with the iteration 
target increased to 50. After each iteration the current parameters were used to populate the 
model and generate a log of the RMSE's vs. iterations, Figure 4.9. Tt is clear tha t the IEKF finds 
a near optimal solution within the first few iterations even though trace(R) reduces far less 
rapidly. In fact, on average, 94% of the RMSE's reduction over 50 iterations occurs after the 
first even though the parameter variation is clearly w1settled, Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.9: RMSE's of FRST3 model vs. IEKF ite ra tions 
Here we must remember that R is the mean squared error of one Euler integration step on 
each of r and v (with the assumption tha t I, = I, and v, = v, ). Therefore, the first iteration 
shows the cumulative result of a small change after every sample point of the source data; if 
the two tuning parameters a and A. are set too nggressively, the convergence can initially 
demonstrate a rapid decent, as in this case, followed by a slow adaptation to find an optimal 
solution. This demonstrates a useful characteristic of the IEKF as, potentially, the tuning 
parameters can be set appropriately for applications that require a rapid parameter estimation 
e.g. estimation of the coefficient of road friction, and those that require optimal parameter 
selection that are not so time sensitive. 
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This is a highly useful ath'ibute for the purpose of rapid model identiJica tion, po tentially 
allowing a very good model to be developed in real time whilst off line identiJica tion could be 
used to ensure an optimal parameter selection. Although the results are not presented, this 
trend is similar across all the model structures investigated and can be tuned with appropriate 
selection of T , A and Qo' Furthermore, the magnitude of parameter variation could be 
altered based on its sensitivity by making use of the sensitivity analysis presented in Section 
3.2.2, resulting in further gains in the speed of the identiJication process. 
4.5.7 Data sets 
Here we discuss how the source data characteristics can affect the performance of the 
identiJied model. We know that more severe manoeuvres result in more nonlinear and 
complicated vehicle dynamiCS. If one were to discuss the accuracy of simplified models and 
compare them to higher order versions, any argument would be meaningless without prior 
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knowledge of the driving manoeuvre. Theoretically, h.igher order models should demonstra te 
better state tracking under severe manoeuvres. Therefore, in order to fully investigate the 
performance of the simple FRSTI model we must examine the full handling envelope of the 
test vehicle. For this we use the source data Test Ib which contains only high lateral 
accelerations and some circumstances of oversteer which are appropriately corrected by the 
driver. 
It is clear after comparing Test l a and Tes t Ib Source data tha t Test Ib provides significan tly 
more tyre data at the high slip values; shown by the relevant es timated normalised tyre plots, 
Figure 4.11. This additional data is naturally desirable and should enable the TEKF to identify a 
more 'complete' tyre model without sacrific ing any performance under low s lip conditions. To 
test this theory a repetition of FRST3 model identifica tion, Section 4.5.4, was cond ucted except 
using Test 1b as the source data. The comparative resu lts are provided in Table 4.7 wi th the 
overall results shown in Figure 4.12 - Figu re 4.14. 
.J -2 -1 0 1 
Front No rmaHst'd Slip 
2 r---'---~----~---r----", 
.J -2 -1 0 1 
Rut No rmali,pd Slip 
.• Tnt l b 
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Figure 4.11 : Normalised tyre plot compa rison between Test la and Test 1 b source da ta 
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Parametets Bf ,B, Cf, C, Df , D, Caf,Car Ch!' Cbr lef, le, /'/f' /,,, 
Go 0.62,0.62 1.71,1.71 1.00,1.00 l21J,l21J 7.le-',7.le-' 1.50,1.50 3.00,3.00 
0 lliK,.. Testla 0.55,0.58 1.50,1.78 139,1.57 1052,112) 26e4,11.0e-I 0.58,1.41 3.34,2<B 
GII,K!-' Test1b 0.72,0.61 1.69,1.67 1.21,1.02 13ro,1240 6.le-',33e' 1.07,0.7 3.41,325 
Dynamic RMSE 00 RMSE O'EKF RMSE Reduction (%) 
Test la Test 1b Test la Test 1b Test la Test Ib 
Lateral acceleration (m / s' ) 0.87 0.95 0.46 0.74 47 22 
Yaw rate (deg/ s) 2.73 1.92 0.68 1.59 75 17 
Lateral velocity (m / s) 0.64 0.35 0.12 0.26 81 24 
Roll an gle (deg) 0.65 0.67 0.28 0.71 57 -5 
Table 4.7: Comparison of results from FRST3 identifica tion using Test la/ 2b so urce data 
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Figure 4.12: Pa rameter and trace(R) va riation during FRST3 model identifi cation process (Test 1 b) 
We can see from Table 4.7 that although the unidentified model ha s superior p erfo rmance 
Test la. O n average, the usil1g Test lb, the identified model has far greater performance using 
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RMSE of the dynamic signals are approximately doubled. The previous model order 
discussion, Section 4.5.5, suggests that the model order is relatively insensitive if the only 
consideration is state tracking. This analysis suggests that far greater variation occurs as a 
result of more severe driving manoeuvres. However, importantly tlle vehicle is more sensitive 
to surface variation under more severe manoeuvres and the test track surface is far from 
homogenous. This is likely to cause a reduction in the performance of the model as it assumes 
a flat homogenous surface with a constant coefficient of friction. But considering tl,e 
magnitude of this drop in performance it is suggested, once again, that the quality of the test 
data is paramowlt if one were to use the IEKF and simple models to good effect. 
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Figure 4.13: FRST3 model identification fitted to source data (Test 1 b) 
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Figu re 4.14: Normalised tyre plot results from FRST3 identifica tion (Test 1 b) 
4.5.8 Validation 
Here we examine the identified models performance using the va lida tion da ta, Test 2. The test 
is lengthy con taining 416 seconds of data. Therefore, it is spli t up into 8 more consumable 
sections of 52 seconds each wi th the complete time histories included within Append ix 2. 
There is some notable low frequency «0.1 Hz) error in the roll angle bu t this is simply 
attributed to the variation in test track camber; the model assumes a level and fla t road surface 
and although a suitably large fl at area was unava ilable the errors never exceeded a remarkably 
small value of 10 and clearly the higher freq uencies match very well . Aside from this the la teral 
acceleration, yaw rate and lateral velocity signals ma tch near perfectly wlder the majori ty of 
conditions, see fo r example Figure 4.15 (see also Appendix 2) . 
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Figure 4.15: Exa mple of good quality model response for va lidation data (Test 2) 
There are two d is tinct circumstances where the model shows poor performance; the first, 
Figure 4.16, (and denoted with c::::::J in Appendix 2, Figures A9 & Ala), is where the vehicle is 
at peak lateral acceleration. This is easily explained as the identification process was conducted 
a t speeds above 24 m/s and all these sec tions are below 15 m/s; consequently to achieve peak 
tyre forces at the lower speed, the vehicle requires a higher steer angle. Therefore, the tyre is 
opera ting in a different orientation due to the vehicles non-linear suspension kinematics which 
will effect not only its force vs. slip properties but also the steering compliance due to va riation 
in tyre and suspension trail. A solution would be to identify the model at varying speeds and 
add another dimension to tlle FRT3 tyre model. However, this is beyond the scope of this work 
as the models must remain simple and considering the discrepancies still remain small it was 
deemed an unnecessary addition. 
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Figure 4.1 6: Exa m ple of poo r model response (exclud ing lateral velocity) for va Udation da ta (Test 2) 
The second area of poor performance, Figu re 4.17 (and denoted with c::::::::J in Appendix 2, 
Figures A11, A12 & A13), is du ring the tests where the vehicles lateral velocities are very low 
an d the vehicle is under high slip conditions. This is likely to be caused by the vehicles 
forwa rd velocity whose magnitude results in the neutral lateral velocity cond itions as 
described in Section 2.4.6 and defined in equation 2.4.2. Now the model param eters have been 
identilied we can calculate a more accurate estimate of this cri tica l forward velocity usin g the 
instantaneous rear ax le cornering stilfness which is a function of the dynamic la teral load 
tran sfer. Clearly, the vehicle speed remains within 1.5 rn/ s of the estimated forward speed for 
neutra l lateral velocity (now between 15.2 m/s & 16.4 m/s), Figu re 4.17, hence the low 
magni tude lateral velocities seen within the vehicle source da ta. 
Unfortunately, the identilied models lateral velocity has high error but aga in this can be 
reasoned, as before, based on the higher speeds seen within the vehicle source data used for 
the identification process. This further h.ighlights how apparently large lateral velocity 
modelling inaccuracies can occur if we do not question how the data acquisition system 
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functions and how this relates to the importance of the vehicles forward speeds and we do not 
considered the tyre model independently of s teer angle. This result is useful as it shows the 
sensitivity of the results to such phenomena and hence this knowledge will add value to any 
further developments of this model structure. 
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Figure 4.17: Example of poor model response (including lateral velocity) for va ljdation da ta (Test 2) 
4.5.9 Inclusion of roll velocity state within the IEKF 
Until now tl1e IEKF has been using only two state measurements, yaw ra te and lateral velocity. 
Here we investigate the effect of i.ncluding tl1e tllird s tate of the FRST3 model by performing 
an identical experiment to that described in Section 4.5.4 with the inclusion of roll velocity 
within the IEKF cost function. The state traces and parameter results are not included here as 
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they appear insignificantly different to tl10se presented Section 4.5.4. Instead, tl1e effect of 
including tl1e roll velocity is seen by some small improvement of the state errors coupled with 
deteriora tion of the roll an gle, Table 4.8. This is not considered a problem as the roll an gle is 
not a target for the IEKF, consequently any conclusions concerning this increased error would 
be wuounded as it is still dominated by the additional roll angle component within the source 
data as a result of road camber variation (tha t is unmodelled) . 
Dynamic RMSE 01l.X,.. RM SE 0IlX,.. 
With 2 States Wit h 3 States 
La teral acceleration (m / s' ) 0.45 0.44 
Yaw rate (deg/ s) 0.68 0.66 
Lateral velocity (m / s) 0.11 0.10 
Roll angle (deg) 0.28 0.33 
Roll Velocity (deg/s) 1.96 1.87 
Table 4.8: Results fro m FRST3 identification (Test la) 
The low order effect of including ro ll velocity s tate is a somewhat expected result as at higher 
frequency roU velocities these tyre parameter choices become insensitive compared to those 
that effect the vehicle roll resonance such as CC height, h. , roll inertia, I" , stiffness, k. , and 
damping, b. , as demonstra ted in the sensitivity ana lysis shown in Figure 3.7. Clearly we can 
see how tl1e model fails to trace the high frequency roll velocities, Figure 4.18. However, it is 
likely that significant discrepancies may remain with inclusion of tl1ese parameters as the high 
roll frequencies are likely to be caused by tl1e test tracks road roughness. However, once again 
tl1e IEKF has provided a performance gain for all 3 states. This suggests that it could be used to 
a grea ter effect if the identifica tion is carried out on a wider selection of parameters and should 
a large, level and flat proving ground become available in the future. It is possible to further 
filter the roll velocity signal in an attempt to remove those frequencies associated with the road 
roughness, but identification of the cut off freq uency is considered arbitrary without a detailed 
investigation into the track surface and consequently, is an area of potentially useful work for 
future experiments. 
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Figure 4.18: Exa mple of FRST3 model identifica tion fitted to roLl velocity source data (from Test la) 
4.6 Conclusions and discussion 
The results show the IEKF to be a versatile, stable and easily configurable process for system 
identification and that it can identify separate fron t and rear tyre models as well as a single 
tyre model, provided that compensa tion is made for the front steering (toe) compliance which 
is commonly an order of magnitude higher than the rear. The technique has been shown to be 
effective, both within the simulated enviromnent (and hence for model order reduction 
applications) and in identifica tion from test vehicle data. Moreover, the very high levels of 
error between modelled and measured lateral velocity d id not present an obstacle to success. 
The method addresses three factors which other, more common system identification 
processes lack; 
i) Any subset of parameters can be identified, within a general nonlinear form of mode. 
The only restrictions are that the model must be smoothly nonlinear, and the 
parameters must be suitably independent of each other. 
ii) The filter self-regulates and depends on just two tuning parameters, both of which can 
be set nominally within generous bounds. 
iii) By varying the filter time constant, it can be set to operate over a long or short time-
frame_ Thus it can be employed for off-line identification from a data set, or for on-line 
parameter adaptation to compensate chan ges in the vehicle environment. 
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However, with it comes a considerable restriction on model order due to the limited capacity 
of the Symbolic Maths in Matlab. As Matlab and PCs becomes more efficient and powerful this 
issue will begin to alleviate and so realisation of this methods full potential is inevitable 
through the identification of ever higher order models. 
In summary this Chapter has shown that relatively simple vehicle dynamics models can 
demonstrate high degrees of fidelity once the tyre model has been identified with nea r perfect 
latera l acceleration , yaw rate and lateral velocity state tracking. The identification p rocess has 
been proven to outperform those techniques discussed in Chap ter 3 by reducing the 
convergence speeds and increasing our confidence that the results provide an optimal 
solution. The da ta acquisition system is invaluable as it not only provides the signa ls and 
accuracy required to produce these high quality models but provides a q uick, simple and 
easily configurable solution enabling new vehicle data to be collected within one day. Finally, 
the importance of the test manoeuvre and h'ack has been examined, resulting in a usefu l set of 
guidelines for any vehicle dynamics experimentation that relies on lateral velocity 
measurements taken from an inertial and GPS Navigation System. 
This works hopes to convince researchers to follow these guidelines for modelling and build 
simple models from lessons learned here by va lidating and fully understanding every 
additiona l component of model as they are added 
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5.1 Introduction and motivation 
As discussed previously in Section 1.1, before designing any simulator experiments, the 
capabilities and limitations of the simulator should be known to assess which components of 
the simulator (motion cueing and bandwidth, graphics, sound etc.) are providing significant 
influence over the results. Therefore, this chapter eva luates the performance of the simulator 
and particularly examines the influence of the motion platform. Along with the optimised 
vehicle model, this provides a full y justified simulated environment for Chapter 6 which 
describes a driver-in-the-loop experiment. 
Presented are three sections. Firstly, the motion and steering range and bandwidth are 
validated, to establish the basic performance boundaries of the rig. Secondly, a subjective 
assessment is conducted to determine the most influential (visual, aural and motion) 
component factors, and to confirm the importance of the role that motion feedback plays in the 
emulation of a rea listic vehicle response. This motivates a more detailed study of the degrees 
of freedom in the motion that are most valuable. The simulator's motion characteristics are 
dictated by a series of high and low pass filters that are individually tuned for each degree of 
freedom, allowing each to be separately tuned, and also allowing subsets of these freedoms to 
be examined in isolation. The value of full motion an d the relative influence of the loss of 
specific degrees of freedom is explored . 
The remaining work within this Chapter and Chapter 6 was conducted using the 1400F model 
as supplied by the simula tors manufacturer and described in Section 2.1.4. As discussed 
previously in Section 1.4.2, the potential to implement the low order models (AT2, ST3 & 
FRST3) was unreaLised as they are Simulink based versions and as a result were not supported 
by the Simulator provider in time. However, it was of course, quite straight forward to app ly 
the optimised parameters supplemented by appropriate (if nominal) choices for the other 
parameters contained within the 1400F model. 
It has also been discussed tha t in Chapter 6 a race ca r based experiment will be cond ucted. 
However, the work within this Chapter was conducted in view to performing automotive 
based handling research and was ca rried ou t before the invention of the experiment conducted 
in Chapter 6. Consequently, the original racing configuration has been softened somewhat by 
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installation of a steering wheel and seat from a Jaguar XJS, and by configuration of the vehicle 
model parameters corresponding to this vehicle. 
5.2 Objective performance 
Here we establish the response of the simulator hardware and low level control, from the 
acceleration and s teering torque demands generated by the vehicle model, to the forces 
achieved by the rig. This allows us to determine the potential response separately from the 
fidelity of the vehicle model. It a lso revea ls the filteri.ng effect of the motion cueing algorithms. 
A Gaussian white noise input acceleration demand, (5.1), was first applied in order to calculate 
the frequency response of the system in each of the three transla tional modes separately. 
(5.1) 
This signal was firs t filtered using FFT, to limit the frequencies to a maximum of 20Hz and the 
magnitude then re-scaled to RMS Im/s2 Using a DSpace Input/ Output data acquisition board 
it was possible to communica te with the simulators envirolID1ental software and provide it 
with this dynamic input; this emulates how the vehicle model would provide the motion 
platform with acceleration demands during normal operation. Tlu-ee accelerometers were 
placed perpendicular to one another on the platform. This set-up was chosen over a single 
accelerometer to monitor any cross-coupling of the simulators h·anslational degrees of 
freedom. The demand and response accelerations were recorded synchrono usly for over 300s, 
and 10s Hamming windows were used to establish the response, using Welch's method, to 
provide a global transfer function between the vehicle dynamics and the simulators motion. 
The steering motor was also characterised using the same random inpu t as for the motion 
response, but with the input rescaled to provide peaks at around 13Nm. The steering wheel 
was fixed in position using ratchet straps tied to each side of the simulator frame. Torque was 
recorded from the motor current. 
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5.2.1 Results 
The translation acceleration responses are illustrated in Figure 5.1. Each mode cle31·ly has a 
minimum bandwidth of 20Hz. The Longitudinal and lateral modes have increasing gain with 
frequency. There is a phase lead at frequencies below 2Hz for all modes. A constant time delay 
of approximately 35ms was estimated using the incremental frequency range, F; F.nod data 
(5.2) could be fitted in phase to identify the constant delay term, r c ' within the response. 
(5.2) 
The steering torque frequency response, Figure 5.2, also shows a constant time delay - though 
this is lower, at approx 22ms. Again the filtering / conb·ol shows ga in modulation, here 
approximating a second order response, but again there is a minimum bandwidth of 20Hz. 
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The enhanced lateral and longitudinal accelera tion gain has been achieved by the supplier's 
motion cueing algorithms - for improved simu lation of higher frequency (e.g. collision) 
events, for entertainment purposes. This does not pose a problem for this resea rch, as the ga in 
can readily be reduced. It does demonstrate that the simula tor is capable of reproducing all the 
required frequencies for ride and handling emulation. The constant time delays are small, and 
as they are coupled with low frequency phase advance, the lag around the critical 2 - 3Hz 
handling resonance region is minimal. 
The grea ter challenge therefore is presented by the actuators displacement ran ge. We will see 
in Section 5.4 th.at this fundamental limitation, combined with the low pass motion centering 
filters presents a significant limit to the magnitude and sustainability of accelerations. Further 
work will allow some relaxa tion of the filtering, to maximise use of the displacement envelope, 
but the remainder of this section considers how much useful feedback the driver can glean 
from the rig, given its excellent frequency response, but limited motion range. 
5.3 Environmental factors 
The level of realism experienced by the simulator occupant is clearly not constrained by the 
motion alone. It is therefore valuable to determine the relative importan ce of motion, in 
relation to the quality of aural, visual and other haptic (in this case steering to rque) response. 
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A series of tests were thus performed on a set of 12 candidates, with the test drivers covering a 
range of experience with the simulator, and with driving m general. The candidates were 
asked to drive on a test (race) track, in whatever manner they fe lt most comfortable. They 
drove first with the full simulator configuration, and then with one of the component factors 
lis ted in Table 5.1 restricting the simulator. After driving again with the full configuration, 
they then rated the percentage improvement in the overall realism of the driving experience 
achieved by recovering the lost component. 
The tendency for factors to introduce or change perceived nausea is also key here - e.g. in the 
case of tes ting in the dark, a higher sense of immersion is possible, but with the risk of 
increased nausea. Four candidates were unable to continue wi th the tes t as they suffered from 
this disagreement; these are excluded from the 12 reported here. This emphasises a separate 
issue with the use of the sin1ulator - tha t only a subset of candida te drivers are sui ted to 
making use of the facili ty. We shall see in Section 5.4 tha t the grea ter va lue comes from trained 
dri vers, but duration of exposure to the simula tor, and susceptibility to na usea will also 
restrict the candidate subset. 
5.3.1 Results 
The results are summarised in Figure 5.3, where individual an d average percentages are 
plotted. The experiment clearly shows tha t lack of motion is the most influential 
en vironmental fac tor of those tested . The background lights were clearly tJ1e least important 
factor but with a higher va riance than the motion . The importance of the remaining fac tors is 
inconclusive due to their large variance but we can say that they lie in between the 
background ligh ts and motion in the rank order of priorities. 
Key 
A Backgrow1d lights on 
B Audio speakers rather than head hones 
C Peripheral screens off 
o Motion off 
E Steering feedback off 
Table 5.1: Human factors score key 
The results are valuable in maximising the performance for a given application or driver. 
Particularly encouraging is the lower cost of retaining background lights, as this can reduce 
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nausea in some d rivers. It seems that drivers can concentrate on the displayed motion, and 
block out the surrounding env ironment in a similar way to the way one ignores the rest of the 
room when watching television. It is interesting that this process still seems to work in the 
presence o f mo tion . A surprising result is that s teering feedback is not higher in the list of 
priorities - though one should remember the scope of this test, using wltrained as well as 
trained drivers . The overwhelming importance of motion is clear, and this provides 
motivation to analyse how the motion configura tion affects the simulated dri ving experience. 
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5.4 Motion configurations 
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Having established the over-riding value of motion in general, we now aim to de termine the 
benefit of motion in various directions, i.e. which of its degrees of freedom are most critica l. 
Also, we aim to establish the scope for using the simula tor for model sensitivity experiments 
by examining the extent to which drivers can use the simula tor to differentiate changes in 
vehicle model configuration. 
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5.4.1 Driver screening 
A preliminary driver sensitivity study used for driver screening was conducted by varying the 
vehicles damping characteristics and determining whether the drivers could distinguish the 
differences by assessing their driver feedback. This simple experiment provided a natural 
screening process for the drivers, again highlighting the importance of using suitably sensitive 
and skilled test drivers. The ability of each driver to learn to tell the difference between 
differing vehicles varied significantly. From early attempts at testing it became apparent that 
the unique response of the simulator is not something all candidates can easily adapt to, and 
some exposure is required before any meaningful testing within the context of this experiment 
could take place. 
The importance of visual feedback (i.e. correct orientation in the car) was highlighted early on. 
In early attempts at this experiment the camera was kept oriented with the vehicle, and the 
results were very promising, with average drivers being able to distinguish the difference 
between vehicles with ±10% damping. However, it soon became apparent that the small 
amounts of pitching and rolling of the camera, relative to the road, were supplying all the 
information the drivers reqUired. 
Without the visual rotation cues, all candidate drivers suffered a severe drop in performance, 
but with their innate capabilities and experience of driving having an influence on their 
sensitivity. On this basis the decision was made to use only two of the best drivers available; it 
was felt that numerous tests performed on average drivers would be less informative than a 
single longer test performed on just two drivers. 
5.4.2 Method 
A simple test track comprising a 1/4mile oval, with two 200 banked corners, and with a 
relatively rough (i.e. non-racing) surface is used. The driver was given freedom on the track 
allowing them to assess the vehicle characteristics by any means necessary. The only 
limitations were to avoid spinning or crashing the vehicle. Three vehicles were used, each 
being identical except that their suspension damper settings vary; these are set high, medium 
and low, Table 5.2, with either a 30% or a 70% variation being considered, to establish the 
driver sensitivity. Results for two test drivers will be presented - one who conducted all the 
tests with 30% variations, and the other with all tests based on the 70% change. 
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Dam er Settings (Nms-1 , (±%) 
-70 -30 0 +30 +70 
Front Bump 525 1225 1750 2275 2975 
Front Rebound 1275 2975 4250 5525 7225 
Rear Bump 675 1575 2250 2925 3825 
Rear Rebound 1500 3500 5000 6500 8500 
Table 5.2: Vehicle corner damper settings 
Various motion configurations are explored, Table 5.3, and to ensure assessment of mo tion 
rather than visual cues, the camera position is mounted such that no part of the vehicl e is 
visible, and with its orientation grounded to the road axis frame. This ensures that the veh icle 
does not appear to roll or pitch; without this restriction it is possible to see how the b ody 
moves relative to the ground, providing the driver with a visual cue that can be used to as sess 
the vehicles damper settings (i.e. less damping provides greater body motion). Here we are 
ensuring that simulator motion is the only source of feedback for the driver. The exceptio n is 
Test Number 7, where no motion is provided, but the visual cues are returned to normal. 
Test Number Motion degrees of freedom used 
1 Full Motion 
2 Rotations only 
3 Longitudinal & lateral translation only 
4 All except yaw rotation 
5 All except roll rotation 
6 All except pitch Rotation 
7 No motion, but with the camera oriented with the vehicle axis system 
Table 5.3: Motion configuration tests 
For each test (for each motion configuration), fifteen drives were completed. Each drive use da 
vehicle that was randomly selected from high, medium or low damping, without the driv er's 
knowledge. Comparative responses were then recorded; thus after the first test the driver g ave 
no response. After the second drive the driver was asked to comment, using only the cho ices 
in Table 5.4, on the vehicle's damping level compared to the previous vehicle. 
Much More More Similar Less Much Less 
2 1 0 -1 -2 
Table 5.4: Driver descriptive choices and corresponding number 
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Each answer was then scored, based on its accuracy, using the system summarised in Table 
5.5. This syslem is designed to reward accurate detection of changes in damping, and only 
punish incorrect results. 
Score De scription 
2 1j = ri 
1 r, '# r, & sgn( r,) = sgn(r,) 
0 Ir, -rl= I 
-1 Ir,-r 1=2 & sgn(r,) *" - sgn(r,) 
-2 'i = -'i 
-3 r = -2 x I: , , 
Table 5.5: Scoring of driver response, where r, is the subjects' response and r, is the correct response. 
Each driver's testing was restricted to one day to minimise the strain on the driver and neglect 
any effects of taking long breaks. Therefore within each drive, a maximum of 2 minutes was 
allowed before an answer must be given. (Approximately 40 seconds was required to stop the 
simulator and change the vehicles between each test.) 
The drivers were approximately normalised against each other, based on their performance in 
trial tests using full motion (Test Number 1). This was done by testing on progressively 
smaller ranges of (again random and blind) damping variations, and informally determining 
whether the driver felt he could satisfactorily differentiate the vehicles. Thus the normalisation 
is based on the driver's perception of what they could achieve, rather than what was proven 
through formal testing. 
Driver A showed more sensitivity than any other driver during this screening process. He also 
had the most exposure to the simulator and motor racing experience; he performed the tests 
with ±30% damping. Driver B was the next most sensitive driver but had no simulator or 
motor racing experience; he could perform the tests with ±70% damping. 
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5.4.3 Results 
The result of the formal test procedure outlined in Section 5.4.2 is given in terms of aggregate 
score for each test in Table 5.6. The maximum score in each test is 28. 
Aggregate score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Driver A (±30%) 20 12 3 9 8 10 26 
Driver B (±70%) 18 14 -10 17 16 28 22 
Table 5.6: Driver motion configuration case study scores 
Firstly, it is encouraging to note that the informal screening process does seem to have worked 
in terms of the driver's relative performances on Test 1, which should be similar. Also note 
that neither of the Test 1 scores is perfect, so we are assessing the drivers close to the limit of 
their capabilities. The score for Test 7 shows how much both drivers improved, getting closer 
to a perfect score when the visual cues are replaced. 
The key result is the reductions of score between Test 1 and 2, and between 2 and 3. In Test 2, 
all translation cues were removed, and the performance of Driver A is almost halved; less of a 
reduction is seen for Driver B. In Test 3 the results for longitudinal and lateral translation cues 
only are poor - Driver B apparently even being misled by the presence of these motions only 
(though we must of course concede that these are case studies, and not thoroughly statistically 
proven results). The conclusion is that loss of the rotations causes a reduction in performance, 
but loss of vertical cues leads to a more significant reduction, and with only lateral and 
longitudinal cues, neither driver could perform. 
The only difference between Tests 2 and 3 is loss of vertical motion, so ride perception is the 
most significant factor; this is a fairly obvious and expected result given the rough road used 
in the test. The more interesting result is that rotations provide the next most important 
modes, with lateral and longitudinal motion being relatively useless - at least for our drivers' 
perception of damping changes. Clearly we would expect the roll and pitch modes to provide 
good feedback about damping, but we might also have expected lateral transient (translation) 
lags to provide clues. 
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Tests 4, 5 and 6 are relatively inconclusive in their target - to determine which single rotational 
mode is most important (if we assume that the Driver B, test 6 maximum score as rather an 
outlier). Most surprisingly, loss of yaw seems to reduce the score by a similar amount to loss of 
pitch or roll. 
5.4.4 Simulation range 
The results may be largely explained by the simulator's range in each degree of freedom. The 
±15° capability in the roll and pitch degrees of freedom is ample for the expected ±5° 
experienced on typical road vehicles travelling on level surfaces. The ±O.4m deflections are 
also sufficient for the expected ±O.lm vertical displacement on typical road vehicles. The same 
±0.4m deflection limitation applies to lateral and longitudinal displacements however, and 
these are clearly not sufficient. Figure 5.4 illustrates the point further, comparing lateral 
acceleration measurements taken from a test vehicle with those from a similar vehicle on the 
simulator. The test is a double lane-change, undertaken at approximately the same speed 
(though the inputs are not identical). The lateral displacement of this manoeuvre is 
approximately 3.5m in the test vehicle. Therefore the simulator can only be expected to achieve 
approximately one eighth (0.4/3.5) of the acceleration seen in the vehicle if it attempts to 
match the lateral acceleration profile. This could be improved to approximately one quarter if 
the simulator were offset at the start of the manoeuvre, and the low pass, deflection centering 
function of the motion cueing algorithm was removed. 
Each DoF of the platforms motion has dedicated motion filters which remained unmodified 
from their original settings (as designed by the simulators manufacturer) during this 
experiment. Clearly the effect of the filters could have been examined more thoroughly to 
ensure they do not result in any undesirable motion characteristics; this work was not 
conducted as the performance limitation would still be clear due to the motion platforms 
physical boundaries as mentioned previously. Furthermore, tailoring the motion cueing 
algorithm for a given experiment is a task we investigate later in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.4: Co mparison between the late ral accelera tion of a real vehicle and that of the s imula to r 
platform during an equiva lent but separate double- lane change manoeuvre 
The considerably lower force feedback generated at these fractions makes it very difficult to 
simulate the lan e change manoeuvre. It can a lso be seen in Figure 5.4 that the response profile 
is quite different. There is an accumulation of factors that includes differences in s teer input, 
slight path differences and the effect of the motion cueing algorithms. One significant point is 
that the simulator performs a positive acceleration correction at around 10s however - this is 
to correct the position of the simula tor buck, and it is not a physically correct cue. 
One conclusion we might sensibly make is that, wha tever testing the s inlulator is required to 
undertake (and this might usefully be made very specific - e.g. in offsetting for preparation of 
a lane-chan ge), no accelerations should be apphed which are in the opposite sense to the 
driver's expectation. Achievement of this requires either very serious limitation of the 
manoeuvres, or of the accelerations induced on the platform, but the benefit of avoiding 
wrong motion is highly likely to outweigh the reduction of magnitude in correct motions. Also 
it should be borne in mind that the pitch and roll rotations induce la teral and longi tudinal 
accelerations of the driver's head whim are correct, and may be of sufficient value despi te the 
loss of gross vehicle transla tion accelera tions. 
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5.5 Concluding remarks 
This work has clearly shown that the motion is an important and influential factor for driving 
simulators, a lthough, its value is dependent on its application. U it is configured to emulate the 
entire vehicle dynamics envelope, it performs poorly; this is clearly demonstrated in Section 
5.4, where the simula tor sb'uggles to provide the driver with sufficient handling d ynamics 
information for them to distinguish between significantly different vehicles. 
Instead, the va lue of the motion is realised by helping the driver feel more inunersed in the 
simula ted envirOlunent; providing the motion cues avoid i.ncorrect or misleading driver 
feedback, the presence of simplified motion helps provide a more convincing simulated 
environment. It is also apparent from informal driver comments that the presence of motion 
increases their concentration and provides a slightly heightened sense of danger and hence 
realism w hich is why motion was clea rly dominant in the environmental results shown i.n 
Section 5.3.1. 
Furthermore, th.is chapter has investi gated the influence of motion in isolation; we must 
remember that the steering and visua l feedback can certainly be used to p rov ide the driver 
with feedback concerning the vehicles handling performance as these do not suffer from the 
same limitations as the motion pla tform. 
These discoveries are now used to help tailor the work ca rried ou t wi thin the p roceeding 
chapter where we conduct a handling based experiment that can prove the usefulness of the 
simulator by using the steering and visua l feedback as the dominant sources of info rma tion for 
the driver. Motion will be present but will have a new cueing algorithm designed to prov ide 
the driver with information which helps heighten their sense and concenh'ation without 
de tracting their ability to drive the vehicle. 
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6.1 Overview 
Chapter 5 evaluated the simulators potential to be used as a handling based vehicle d ynamics 
research tool, and provided guidance for its configuration and set-up . Within this Chapter, a 
novel experiment is carried out that assesses the s imula tors potential to be used as a tool to 
examine race car driver skill. A set of subjects a re tes ted using limit handling vehicle 
manoeuvres in bo th rea l and simulated envirorunents and the resulting data is used to 
objectively determine the correlation between their re lative performances. The co rrelation 
between the two environments is to be used to give a quantifiable measure of the simulators 
realism and fidelity. 
6.2 Motivation 
As discussed in Section 1.1, the potential to implement Loughborough University handling 
models was not realised. As a result this experiment is conducted using the ava ilable driving 
environment w ithin the 'Racer' program provided by the simulators manufacturers. 
Considering this envirorulwnt is defined as racing circuits and tha t the cockpit has been 
developed as a racing simulator there was good reason and mo tiva tion to conduct a handling 
based experiment useful for the Motorsport industry. 
The overarching motivation for this experinlent comes from the fact that the maximum 
performance of motor racing drivers is restricted by the physical limitations of the vehicle. 
Higher motorsport divisions have la rger spectator popularity and as a result offer more 
lucra tive sponsorship opportunities. Consequently, we see that professional drivin g ca reers 
are increasingly competitive resulting in more highly developed skills. It is ever more apparent 
that entire grids are becoming populated with drivers that can control the ca r eXh'emely close 
to the limits of the vehicle. Consequently, as the skill of the drivers increases, theil' 
performance becomes increasingly dependant on tile limitation of tile vehicle; if drive rs fail to 
receive the best equipment, it becomes increasing ly difficult for tIlem to prove their racing 
ability. Consequently, competition results alone can not be used as a measure of a drivers 
ability, aJld normalisation of equipment will provide a more accurate indica tor of potential. 
Naturally, one might consider using a single race ca r or several race cars tI,a t are deemed to be 
identical in order to conduct a fair comparison of drivers. However, tI,e re are two issues; 
firstly, tile grip of ti,e race b'ack will continuously change due to weatller conditions and ti,e 
number of vehicles tI,at have circulated; secondly, and more predominantly, tile performance 
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of the race tyre has inherent performance variability from condition and manufacturing 
inconsistencies and is further effec ted by driving 'sty le' and the ever changing surface 
tempera ture which is difficult to control. These conditions mean that it is difficult to conduct a 
truly fair race car experiment to compare race drivers ability in this fashion. 
If we assume that the racing simula tor provides sufficient fidelity, it is possible to allevia te the 
problem as the simu lator provides a consistent environment ensuring drivers attributes are 
compared us ing a fair experiment. This type of experiment already exists in the Aeronautica l 
sector; commercial and military aircraft pilots usually have to wldergo various aptitude tests 
using simple PC based simulators prior to proving their ability us ing motion platform 
simulators that have highly accurate cockpit replications. If successfu l at this stage they are 
allowed to wldergo h'a ining using real aircraft. Although it is common knowledge that some 
Fo rmula One simu lators are used to good effect, any rela ting informa tion is closely gua rded 
by the teams and although it is possible that simulators are being used to assess driver 
attributes in the automotive/ motorsport indush'y, the results a re certainly unpublished . 
Consequently this experiment is considered novel. 
Ultimately, the value of this experiment will be realised only if one can ensure sufficient 
simulator fidelity and after a considerable nwnber of subjects have been assessed. The success 
of the work relies on a sh'ong correla tion between how a driver performs on the simulator and 
how they perform in the real world . If one can develop a model between the real and 
simula ted environments, it is possible that one could predict how skilled a given race driver is 
using the simulator. Over time, numerous drivers could wldergo tlle experiment, giving rise to 
a driver skill index where subjects can compare their performance to all previous subjects; 
eventually, the aim would be to give young drivers an indication as to whether tlley have 
enough skill to pursue a career in Motorsport. His torica lly, only wea lthy drivers or those with 
sufficient sponsorship could be in a position to become professional race drivers as they would 
receive the best equipment helping them to become noticed by potential employers (racing 
teams/mangers). If this work is successfu l, it will help the development of all assessment 
centre where underprivileged drivers would be given a el,anee to prove themselves in a 
relati vely inexpensive and safe environment. 
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6.3 Experiment Introduction 
The experimen t does not directly assess the subject's ability to be a successful racing d river, it 
assesses whether they have the essen tial fo u11dations to do so by measuring a subset of d river 
attributes that combine with va rious add itiona l attributes examinable only in the real world 
incl ud ing; 
i) Ability to suppress any sense of da nger 
ii) How their perfo rmance is effected in the presence of other competito rs Le. their abili ty 
at over taking and defending their own posi tion and performing w hen pa rt of their 
concentration is required to predict the other competitors dynamics 
ill) Knowledge of how to optimise tl1e vehicles set-up 
iv) Abili ty to adapt driving style to sui t wea ther aJ1d tyre conditions 
v) Fib1ess, concentration and abili ty to perfo rm under p ressure 
vi) Interp retation of forces thw ugh the body to determine the vehicle s ta te an d how they 
use this to optimise lap time 
However, there are two important attribu tes that we can examine using the simulator; 
i) Ability to learn a track layout and develop speed and line stra tegies to optimise lap 
time 
ii) Interp reta tion of th e steerin g feedback and visual cues to determine tl1e veh icle state 
and how they use this to op timise lap tin1e 
It is these two a ttributes tl1at will be focussed on for tl1e assessment of driver skill as they are 
considered two of the most fund amenta l skills a race driver needs in order to produce quick 
an d consistent lap times. Although, clearly tl1e steering feedback and visual cues are simulated 
and consequen tly the success of tl1is experiment relies on the fidelity of tl1ese two aspects. This 
chap ter therefore a ims to quantify this fide li ty, as explained p reviously, by comparing two 
environments, simulated and real. 
Clearly, if the two sets of results are identical, the d rivers re.ia tive performance should 
correlate perfectly, allowing for humaJ1 i.nconsistencies; if the tests are too d issimilar we may 
see little or no correlation. Therefore, tl1e degree of correlation, w hich is quantifiable, w ill give 
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us an indication of how well the simulator performs. More specifically, how well the drivers 
perform il, each experiment will depend on the level of skill they have il, each environment; if 
the tests require different skills in order for the subjec ts to perform, there is no reason to 
suspect that the results w ill correla te. Consequently, tllis measure will be highly dependent on 
specifics of the real world experiment as this mus t emula te the simulated experiment as much 
as possible. The aim is to ensure tha t driver skill will be equally rewa rded both in the 
simulated and the rea l world. 
6.4 Simulator Experiments 
The design of this experiment is dominated by two dis tinct criteria; a la rge number of subjects 
is required to ensure tl,e correlation an alysis is sta tistica lly acceptable and the subjects have 
little or no experience of driving simula tors. The experiment specifics were la rgely influenced 
by the availabili ty of subjects; it seemed ap propria te to restrict the total simulator time to one 
day or two ha lf days. As tl,e subjec ts require some deg.·ee of simulator training before the 
experiment commenced , the actual testing time is further restricted. Due to budge t and time 
resh·ictions the number of tes t subjects recruited was limited to 19. 
The experiment uses lap/sector times as a measure of how skillful a driver is i.e. fast lap times 
implies lligh skill. Na turally, tl,e experiment should include a circuit performance exercise 
(circuit performa.nce, in the context of tl,is research, is where the subject is asked to mitlimise 
their lap/ sector times within a given number of laps of a race track) and one might consider 
this as the only necessary measure. However, the experiment has also been expanded to 
incorporate tests that reward some driving skills in isolation. The benefit of tlUs is two fold: 
Firstly, the measures act as a secondary source of informa tion tha t could be used to 
understand tl,e key a ttributes a driver needs for cit·cuit performance and secondly, tl,ey can be 
used to provide the subject witl, simulator traUling before assessing their circuit performance. 
Some training/experience on the simula tor is considered important due to one particularly 
influential simulator attribute, that tl,ere is no sense of danger. For a lmost all drivers in real 
world track driving, the characteristic pattern of how they lea rn new tracks layouts or vellicles 
(i.e. a log of their circuit performance) will follow d riving safely in the begiruling and well 
within the vehicles handling limits and increase their circuit performance as they gain more 
confidence until tl,ey begin to reach the limits of either themselves or tl,e vehicle. For 
simulator driving, subjects tend to have a far more nlixed reaction when asked to minimise 
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their lap times as a result of having little or no sense of dan ger. The majori ty of drivers exhibit 
similar characteris tics as when they control race dri ving games; consequently, we see tha t 
subjects tend to lea rn the limits of tile vehicle by going off track on numerous occasions as 
there is no significant perceived penalty. As a result we see that the subjects learning 
characteristics in tile simula ted environment a re unpredictable as tlley are usually very 
diffe rent to tlleir lea rning characteristics i.n rea l vehicles (by tlleir own admission). 
Similarly, it is important to consider that the vehicle simulator has many similarities Witll 
PC/ console gaming environments due to the visua l cues being a deriva tive of computer game 
graphics engines disp layed on fla t screen monitors. Consequently, we may find that the skills 
required to perform on the simulator may correlated more accurately w ith those required to 
perform on computer games. The simulated and rea l experiments may no t only be giv ing a 
measure of the simulators fidelity bu t more precisely give an ind ication o f how sinUla r the 
simula tor is to eitller a com puter ga me or a real vehicle. 
For this reason, the testing is separa ted i.nto two parts which can be conducted on two sepa rate 
days. A detailed d escription follows in later sections; tile firs t part consis ts of the tra ining 
exercises (Path Followin g (PF), Braking Point (BP), Apex Control (AC), Single Corner (SC) and 
Steering Torque (FF)) which have tile seconda ry purpose of assessing a subse t of driver 
attributes, as d iscussed previously. The second part comprises tile overa ll Circuit Performance 
(CP) tests tha t a re intended to be the most meaningfu l measure of tile subjects skill . 
6.4.1 Simu lator configuration 
Prior to cond ucting any testing on the subjects, the simula tor configu ration was set-u p 
specifically for this experiment. This concerns only tile motion cueing and tile vehicle 
dynamics model (including the steering model) as it was not possible to change the 
environmental cl1aracteristics. 
Based on the conclusions from Chapter 5, tile motion cueing was configu red so tllat only the 
vertical degree of freedom was used to feedback tile dynamic state of the vehicle. Essentially, 
this allows tile driver to sense the vehicle ride dynamics along Witll any high frequency 
(>O.lHz) und ulations with the road su rface. All other degrees of freedom are eliminated 
except the roll and pitch w hich are set-up to emula te the low frequency « O.1Hz) track 
gradient variation i.e. tile vehicles angular orientation relative to the Ea rtll coordinate system. 
This ensures tile driver does not receive false motion cues 0lelping reduce subjects 
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susceptibility to motion sickness) which ensures that the presence of mo tion only helps to 
heighten their senses, increasing their concentra tion and perception of rea li ty . 
As discussed in Section 6.2 the necessity to use the inbuilt Racer dynamics model had a 
significant impact on model valida tion; as the model structure was closed source code the 
parameters could not be subjec ted to the optimisa tion techniques investiga ted in Chap ters 3 
and 4. However, the pa rameter selections were appropria tely configu red for a ty pica l racing 
vehicle and the aim of this experiment deliberately avoids the requirement to match the 
dynamics model to any specific vehicle, therefore, the accuracy of the model is not considered 
an issue providing sensible parameter choices are made. Vehicle pa rameters were available 
from the simulators manufacturer that had previously been tuned using a fully trained and 
highly skilled racing driver and were used for a base line configura tion. As a result it was 
fo und tha t, fo r less experienced and skilled drivers, the vehicle was too cha llenging to control 
near to its handling limits. Using an in-house, experienced racing d river, the model set-up was 
investiga ted to find potentially beneficial mod ifications tha t can help the test subjects conduct 
the experiment without the requirement for lengthy training periods, whils t not significantly 
reducing its emula tion of a realistic race car. 
The only apparent deficiency within the model parameters lied within the ty re model. The 
model was based on the Pacejka 96' [36] formulas with parameters taken from Genta, [73]. The 
software designers were unable to gain access to ty re test da ta and consequently used these 
readily available parameters as approx imate starting values. Fortunately, race tyre da ta was 
available that was sourced from the Calspan ty re test facility in Buffa lo, New York. 
Conveniently, tI,e results from tllis facility are presented as Pacejka 96' model coefficients; as a 
result a tyre model was implemented Witllin the software improving the val idity of tile source 
data. 
However, through experimentation, it was clear that it was a formidable task to drive nea r to 
tI,e vehicles handling Jintits, even for the experienced user, as the vehicle was highly unstable. 
This discovery is important as it raises a philosophical argument in the context of simulators; 
do ' two wrongs make right'. To explain this hypotllesis one must wlderstand tha t the manner 
in which a human detects oversteer is a combina tion of visual, haptic and motion cues. We 
know that the simulator isn ' t a perfect replication of real driving, as a result, the driver relies 
more heavily on the steering force feedback to p rovide vehicle dyna mics information as tI,is 
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function of the simula tor can emulate the real vehicles characteristics particularly accurately. 
Consequently, we see that drivers have particular difficulty in reacting to oversteer and 
preventing a spin. A good solution is to modify t11e generic lateral tyre model (developed 
using Calspan tyre test facility data of race tyres), shown by the top plot in Figure 6.1; by 
modifying the rear tyre lateral force parame teJ's it is possible to change the characteristics at 
high slip angles to eliminate the peak and actually ra ise t11e tyre force slightly as slip angle 
increases resulting in t11e bottom p lot of Figure 6.1 . 
The meaning of 'two wrongs make a right' in this case is t11at t11e simulator is 'wrong' in so 
much as it lacks high quality visua l cues and handling based motion cues and tha t in order to 
make the sin1ulated experience ' right' we need to modify the tyre model making it 'wrong'. 
This would make the handling dynamics wholly wrong should it be applied to the front but as 
it is only applied to the rear the effec t is positive as the tyre model is very similar to t11e 
original shou ld the vehicle understeer and t11e vehicles slip angle remain relatively sma ll. If 
oversteer is promoted by applying excessive torque to the rea r wheels or as a result of 
va riations in t11e road surface friction, t11e yaw acceleration is dramatica lly red uced and at 
extreme slip angles there is sufficient lateral force at the real' to react the yaw momentum and 
prevent the vehicle from SpuU1ing. Naturally, one might assume that drivers can simply drive 
beyond the limits of the vehicle and perform very well. This is not the case as the model has 
been tuned ca refu lly so that it only prevents a complete loss of vehicle control; during an 
oversteer event, the vehicle experiences a rapid drop in lateral acceleration and as a resu lt the 
radius of turn decreases and forces t11e vehicle to follow a suboptimal, and hence slow, 
trajectory ensuring significan tly reduced circuit performance. This modification was deemed 
necessary otherwise the task of the simulated experin1ent would be to prevent the vehicle from 
spirming rather than achieving good circuit performance. The second major modification is to 
t11e steering force feedback whose magnitude is dominated by the trail and the lateral tyre 
force. Compared to road tyres, t11e red uction of latera l tyre force witl1 slip angle after t11e peak 
for race tyres is minin1al. As a result drivers find it difficult to detect when the tyres are 
operating at their peak performance using steeru1g feedback alone. In reality, drivers detect 
when the vehicle is at its peak from various additional cues that the simulator can not emula te 
perfectly i.e. visual cues, lateral and yaw accelerations. The solution in t1us case is to once 
again modify the generic tyre models latera l force characteristics, t1us tin1e for the front tyres 
by producin g more predonunant peaks, as shown in the centre plot of Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Exa mple of generic (top plot), modified front (centre plot) and modified rear (bottom plot) 
Pacejka 96' tyre models developed using Ca lspan tyre test facility fo r simulator ex periment 
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The effect is to give the driver a rea lisable indica tion of when the vehicle is at its handling limit 
through the steering feedback. The hypothesis is tha t more highly skilled drivers will be able 
to use the steering feedback more effec tively thus increasing the gap in circuit performance 
between them and other less skilled drivers This will increase the likelihood of the simulator 
having sufficient sensitivity to driver skill that drivers with grea ter skill, at least in terms of 
how they interpre t the steering feedback, will have a grea ter circuit performance. 
The drivers respon se to the simulator is clea rly sensitive to the vehicle dynam.ics model and in 
particular, the stability of the vehicle will have a dominant effect on the drivers circuit 
performance. Based on this, it was decided to use two vehicles during the experiment, Car A 
and Car B; Car B is more difficult to drive nea r to the vehicles handling lintits than Car A. Car 
A is set-up to have a positive Under Steer Gradient (USG), Car B has a lower USG, increased 
power, lower mass and yaw inertia ensuring that increased driver skill is required in order to 
optimise the vehicles performance. The addition of Car B was desirable as it is sensible to have 
two set-ups to explore the significance of vehicle model changes to the drive r perfo rmances. 
6.4.2 Tracks and timing 
Three tracks were used , Table 6.1, and the experiments were designed with cons ide ration of 
their topography. The tinting process is considered sensitive as it is the predominant measure 
of dri ver performance and so a precise tim.ing algorithm was developed for the purpose of tltis 
experiment. Therefore, an accurate tinting algorithm was developed for this task; it firstly 
acquires a time stamp of the vehicles position at tl,e last poin t before it crosses a defined sector 
line; then adds an amount of time calcula ted using the vehicles velocity to draw a vector 
between the pOints immediately before and after tlle sector line. 
Track Tra ck Track 
Indentifier Na me T e 
S Steer Pad Test track 
Z Zand voort Race circuit 
K Kyal ami Race circuit 
Table 6.1 Track identifie r key 
6.4.3 Test 1: Path Following (PF) 
This test analyses the drivers ability to fo llow a predetermined patll, clearly an important 
attribute for circuit performance. A track was available, Track S, that replicates a steer pad 
comprising a large flat circle with a series of concenb'ic circles at various radii marked out witll 
white lines, Figure 6.2. The test is performed well witllin the handling limits of the vehicle by 
imposing a controllable speed limit (remauting Ul a single gear and USUlg an engi.tle speed 
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limiter) . The driver is asked to follow a given white line at a fixed speed . Their performance is 
measured by their deviation from the optimal path. 
Figure 6.2: Track used for Path Following experiment 
Three tests were conducted; slow (1st gear, small radii -I;), medium (2nd gea r, medium radii-
'2) and fast (3,d gea r, large radii -ij) to establish the drivers overall path following 
performance measure, PF,w," ' which is ca lculated by taking the mean (denoted ) of the total 
standard deviations, 0" , between the desired radius, rH ' and the recorded vehicle path 
histories, 1 ~' -3 ' from the three tests, (6.1) (see Appendix 4, Figure A17, for complete set of 
results). 
(6.1) 
6.4.4 Test 2: Braking Point (BP) 
This test analyses the drivers ability to brake a t a specified loca tion. Once a driver has 
established a point on the h·ack at which they wish to commence braking, the level of precision 
at which they can pick out that point has a significant effect on their stopping distance and 
hence their circuit performance. Essentially, tllis tes t ana lyses tl1e drivers interpretation of tl1e 
visual cues as their task is to assess tl1e speed at wllich a distinguishable feature of tl1e race 
h·ack approaches and interpret this so that they commence braking when it is level w itl1 the 
vehicle. The results are generated using two tests tha t represent typical challenges for a racing 
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driver; the first asks the subject to use a 150 Yard marker on the side of the track, the second 
ask the subject to use a distinguishable mark on the surface of the track. The driver starts at the 
beginning of the pit straight with an automatic gea rbox vehicle and is asked to apply 100% 
throttle for the dura tion of the test ensuring all subjects approach the braking zone at identical 
speeds (typical of a high performance racing vehicle at approximately 250 km/ h). The two 
experiments are repea ted 12 times (to provide a sufficient amount of data whi lst ensuring the 
length of the test is not so high tha t they lose concentration) and performance is again 
generated using standa rd devia tion . The overall brake point performance measure, Bp'""", is 
calculated by generating the standard deviation of the 12 data points for each tes t, {}' (bp, ) & 
(}'(bP2) ' and taking their average, (6.2) (see Appendix 4, Figure Al S, for complete set of 
results). 
(6.2) 
6.4.5 Test 3: Apex Control (AC) 
This test analyses the drivers steering consistency and how they interpret visua l cues to 
position the vehicle correctly and fo llow a desired path. Apex Control essentially combines the 
skills required within the previous Path Following and Bra king Point tests. Performed using a 
manual gearbox vehicle, the driver is asked to apply 100% throttle and remain in 1" gear to 
ensure the vehicle speed remains constant; approp riate gea r ratios are selected to ensure the 
vehicle speed is sufficiently low that the vehicle never approaches limit handling. The driver is 
asked to negotiate a single corner 20 times (to provide a sufficient amount of data whilst 
ensuring the length of the test is not so high that they lose concentra tion). Their aim is to 
follow a path of their choosing as consistently as possible and exit the corner at a given point 
(apex point), Figure 6.3. Their performance has two measures; firstly, using the struldard 
deviation of their vehicle patll from their merul, vp, rulct secondly, using the average of the 
distances the vehicle exits away from the apex point, ad. As a measure of how the subjects 
performruKe is affected by their sensitivity to steering force feedback, this feedback is then 
removed and the test repea ted, resulting in a total of 40 section repetitions. As the magnitudes 
of the two measures are sufficiently similar across all the test subjects, tlle over all apex contro l 
measure, AC,co", , is calculated by averaging eacll subjec ts results, (6.3) (see Appendix 4, 
Figures A19 & A20, for complete set of results). 
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AC,,"," =cr(vp)+cr(ad) (6.3) 
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Figure 6.3: Exa mple of Apex Conb'ol res ults 
6.4.6 Test 4: Single Corner (SC) 
This test analyses the drivers limit handling performance and learning characteristics. A corner 
was selected tha t was sufficiently cha llenging (i.e. it could be tackled with numerous strategies 
and paths) with the test commencing at a sufficient distance that some braking was required 
before corner entry. The subjec ts are asked to complete the section (small s traight followed by 
single corner fo llowed by a small straight) as quickly as possible 20 times. They are instructed 
to optimise the corner, aiming to complete the section in the minimum amount of time 
possible. Completing the section in an unorthodox fashion i. e. attempting to 'cut' the corner, is 
punished by ensuring the vehicle will yaw excessively as a result of increasing the surfaces 
resistance on the inside of the track. The vehicle specification becomes important for this tes t 
and future tests as it inves tiga tes limit handling performance; as a result both Car A and BaTe 
used in separa te tes ts which are repea ted with and without force feedback fo r further analysis 
of the subjects sensi tiyj ty to steering feedback resulting in a total of 80 section repe titions, and 
noting that times set above a nominal threshold of 15.5s (usually as a result of an off course or 
spin) are recorded as 'NaN's' hence the appaTent gaps within the data, Figure 6.4 (see 
Appendix 4, FiguTes A21 - A30, for complete set of results) . 
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6.4.7 Test 5: Steering Torque (FF) 
This test aims to assess the subjects sensitivi ty to steering torque whilst providing a significant 
amount of training and exposure to one of the tracks and the vehicles used la ter within the 
circuit performance test. Here the subjects a re asked to complete 6 circuits of Track Z and 
optimise their circuit performance. Immediately following this they repea t the tes t without 
force feedback. Their performance is assessed using sector times genera ted by splitting Track Z 
into 7 sections which were selected based on the natural segregation of their straight sections. 
The measure is the average % time increase as a result of removing steering force feedback. In 
an idea l case, Figure 6.5, the subjects perform significantly worse when steering force feedback 
is removed, demonstrating tl1e importance of its presence as they use it to their advantage in 
achieving good circu it performance (see Appendix 4, Figures A31 - A40, for complete se t of 
results). 
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CAR A 
--- • -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
CARB 
- ---
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sector Number 
Figure 6.5: Idea l exa mp le if Steering Torque Ex periment test resu Its usi ng a tra ined test d river 
6.4.8 Test 6: Circuit Performance (CP) 
This test aims to assess the su bjects skill and produces the overall measure of their simulator 
performance, CP","""" , Table 6.3 & Equation (6.4). The subjects are asked to comple te 4 
experiments, Table 6.2. Each experiment comprises 20 laps (representing a typ ical race 
distance) w ith a 20 minute break in-between to help prevent driver fatigue. Tracks Z and K are 
sepa rated into 8 and 6 sectors respectively, again based on the natural segrega tion of their 
stra ight sec tions. As sector lengths are increased, there is a greater chance that relative 
performance of the drivers w ill be more dis tinguishable as achieving near optima l times is 
more challenging. Consequently, it was decided to use the total lap time to represent the final 
measures of tracks Z and K. As a result, the circuit performance measure has grea ter 
sensitivity to driver ability as similarly able drivers are less likely to produce similar overall 
lap times as they are over the shorter sectors. The best times of all subjects witllin the history of 
the experiment are recorded and used as the basis of the circuit performance measure; all 
scores are expressed as tl1e % of time worse tl1an the best time recorded for each sector across 
all drivers across tl1e experiment (see Appendix 4, Figure A41, overall experiment results). 
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Experiment ID Car Track 
EXP1 A Z 
EXP2 B Z 
EXP3 A K 
EXP4 B K 
Table 6.2: Car and Track combmahons for the 4 CIfCwt performance ex periments 
Symbol Description 
BIHXI' I,., Average of the bes t (lowest) time the driver achieved fo r all B 
sectors during the 1" experim ent: Car A & Track Z 
Bl /!j 'I'1 14 
Average of the bes t (lowest) time the driver achieved fo r all B 
sec tors during the 2nd expe riment: Car B & Track Z 
BI EXI'3,~ Average of the best (lowes t) time the driver achieved for all 6 
sec tors during the 3,d experiment: Car A & Track K 
El H I' 4 Average of the best (lowes t) time the driver achieved for all 6 
" 1,,(. sec tors during the 4th experiment: Car B & Track K 
B3 /:XI} I I_~ Average of the average best 3 (lowest) times the driver achieved 
fo r all B sectors during the 1" experiment: Car A & Track Z 
B 31-"x/'7 Average of the average best 3 (lowes t) times the driver achieved 
, - H for all B sectors during the 2nd experiment: Car B & Track Z 
B3 EXI'3,-" Average of the average best 3 (lowest) times the driver achieved for all 6 sectors during the 3,d experinlent: Car A & Track K 
83 1\xP41-6 
Average of the average best 3 (lowest) times the driver achieved 
for all 6 sectors during the 4th experiment: Car B & Track K 
B6 hA'I' I,., Average of the average bes t 6 (lowest) tinles the driver achieved for all B sectors during the 1" experiment: Car A & Track Z 
B6 FXI'21_~ Average of the average best 6 (lowes t) times the driver achieved for all B sectors during the 2nd experiment: Car B & Track Z 
B6 /,XI'3H , 
Average of the average best 6 (lowest) times the driver achieved 
fo r all 6 sectors d uring the 3,d experiment: Car A & Track K 
B6EXI'4,., Average of the average best 6 (lowest) times the driver achieved for all 6 sectors during the 4th experiment: Car B & Track K 
Table 6.3: Definiti on of the parameters used fo r the overall circuit perfo rmance measure (6.4) 
( BII'XI' I'" + BIEXI" ,., : BILYI'3, .. + BIEXI" ,., ) + 
(mIX!' I,., + m hXI'2, .. : m ICX!'] ,., + m EXI'4,., )+ 
(86EXI' I'., + 861;"1'2, .. : 86/,,"'3, .. + 86/':<1'4, .. ) 
3 
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It is felt that this measure encompasses the majority of the drivers skills as the drivers 
experience' easy' and 'challengmg' vehicles and tracks with a degree of familiarity (from Car A 
and B and Track Z) as well as a completely new challenge by negotiating Track K, which they 
have never seen before. This ensures that their ability to learn track layouts and adapt their 
driving style is captured. Furthermore, the na ture of the CP,,",m" measure is such that it is not 
significantly effected by potentially lucky single event performance nor regularity in makin g a 
moderate number of driving errors. This measure is initially used to assess the correla tion 
between the subject's simulated and real world performaU1ces. 
6.4.9 Test Subjects and Motion Sickness 
As this experiment assesses the skill of racing drivers, ideally we would want a complete 
spectrum of driver abilities. Unfortu nately, it is difficult to acquire large numbers of 
professional racing drivers due to budget reshictions and their personal commitments. As a 
result, driver selection was limited to a relatively small number of potential subjects. This 
number was further reduced by motion sickness, in that approximately 20% of the subjects 
reported feeling sick and could not comple te the experiment. A summary of the subjects 
experience is shown in Table 6.4 with a detai led description in Appendix 3. 
Number of Drivers Experience 
(19 in total) 
1 
4 Road car on tests tracks/ hack da s w1der limit han dlin conditions 
3 Race/Com etition ca r w1der limit handlin test conditions 
11 Circuit racin in corn etition cars/ karts 
Table 6.4: Summary of subjects driving experience 
6.5 Real Vehicle Testing 
The aim of the real world experiment is to emulate the simulated environm ent as much as 
possible. Naturally, one might consider a like for like experiment as the idea l solution i.e. 
using the real world tracks Z and K with a suitably similar race vehicle to Car A and B. 
However, as the simulator can not emulate all the aspects of full circuit racing, as discussed in 
Section 6.3, we seek a more appropriate rea l world experiment whose characteristics are 
chosen more intelligently using the fo llowing guidelines tl,at describe the simulated 
experiment; 
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1. Little! No sense of danger 
2. Identical vehicle performance 
3. New experience i.e. the drivers have no pre even t testing time 
4. Rea r wheel drive with sufficient power to promote overs teer 
5. Manual sequential gear box (No clutch actua tion required to change gear) 
Additiona lly, the experiment had a budget reshiction, limiting the options further ruld 
realistically leaving tl,ree potential scenarios. The fir st waS to use karts and a karting h ack. 
However, this was unfeasible as it is impossible to ensure simila r vehicle performru1Ce d ue to 
the large variation in subject mass. Rwmin g ba llas t is an option bu t ka rt d ynamiCS are highly 
sensitive to loca tion of the CG. Therefore, it became difficult to ensure tl,e CG loca tion was 
simila r; combining this with the fact tha t the majori ty of drivers had previous karting 
experience this option was eliminated . The second option was to use a strulda rd road vehicle 
and to se t-up a h ack on an airfield using cones. However, due to the limi ted budget only low 
power fro nt wheel drive vehicles were ava ilable fo r testing which conflicts points 3, 4 and 5 
above hence eliminating this option . The final and selected option was to use a dirt-buggy, 
Figu re 6.6; these vehicles exhibit all the properties listed above as they a re rea r w heel drive 
and comprise a sequential gearbox (wi th no requirem ent of using tl,e clutch) and a Honda 
CBR (Mo torbike) 600cc engine which has surplus power, enough to promote oversteer. 
Furthermore, they are sufficiently heavy that d river weight is ins ignifican t (at least fo r the 
subjects used with this experiment) Md the subjects have had no prior experience of driving 
such a veh icle. 
Figure 6.6: Dirt-Buggy used for Rea l World Ex periment 
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One disadvantage is that the experiment was conducted on a dirt track, Figure 6.7, which 
emulates the simulated track characteristics poorly as the surface offers a highly variable 
surface in terms of traction / grip. This issue was minimised by sweeping the track prior to the 
experiment to ensure the surface was as homogenous as possible. Furthermore, by also using 
an experienced driver as a test subject, any variation in track cond ition was monitored by 
setting lap times a t the start and the end of the day to see if the b·ack condition changes the 
results significantly. Fortunately, there was no detectable variation in the b·ack surface control 
lap times. The track offered two advantages, that it ensured the speeds were sufficiently low 
(below 40 mph) that there was no perceived sense of danger and that it offered variation in 
surface gradient which is a significant aspec t of the tracks used within the simulated 
experiment; this is considered important as it increases the difficulty of driving near the 
vehicle limit which is likely to cause a grea ter spread of the drivers performance. The idea l 
solution for future testing would be to use these buggies but on a tarmac surface; this was 
considered but becan1e unfeasible due to budget restrictions. 
Figure 6.7: Dirt-Track used for Rea l Wor ld Experiment 
In keeping with the simulated experiment, the measurement of driver performan ce was lap 
time. Again due to budget restrictions and potentia l driver fatigue, each subjects driving time 
was restricted to a maximum of 10 circuits. The track layou t consists of inner and ou ter tracks 
that are similar as they run next to one another except for a cross-over bridge. The lap times 
were measured using Infra-Red light beam timer (O.Ols resolution) comprising a s tatic 
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transmitter on the track edge and a receiver on the buggy. As only one transmitter was 
available, the times could be generated at only one point on the track. Therefore, the 
performance measures were restricted to 20, 10 from the inner circuit and 10 from the outer 
circuit. To ensure the equipment was functioning correc tly, the times were also reco rded using 
two stop watches conti·olled by two separate people and cross referenced against the lap timer 
results. 
6.5.1 Real Vehicle Results 
As the quantity of data represents a smaIJ frac tion of that available for the simulated 
experiment, the choice of performance measure was restricted; analysis suggested that 
averaging a significant number of the lap times was not a sensible option as the drivers had to 
achieve a high rate of learning due to the foreign nature of the conh·ols and track layout; 
drivers r equired a significant proportion of their time in the car to prevent spinning the vehicle 
and to produce their best times. Furthermore, the inner and outer h·acks offered significantly 
diffe rent performance as they were significantly different geometi·ica lly. Therefore, it was 
deemed more appropriate to use only the best lap times bo tl1 from the iru1er and outer circui ts 
as the performance measure. Using one llmer and one outer lap (2 data pOll1tS) was not 
considered sensible as drivers could produce quick times tl1at were umepeatable tl1rough 
chance. Alt110ugh, after comparing one lap and two lap (4 data pOll1tS) performance plots, 
Figure 6.8, it is clear tl1at there is little to differentiate between them. USll1g more than two laps 
(>4 data points) seemed inappropriate as many of the less experienced drivers could not 
produce three reasonably consistent times both arow1d the inner and outer circuits. 
Consequently, the bes t two lap (4 data points) were averaged and used as tl1e global real world 
measure for comparison with the simulated experiment. 
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Real World Score for best 1 lap (ordered) 
. •••••••••••• 11111 
RAS DBR IMC BMD RRl APN ABj NRG JAB MjC ARB TTM MTM DAB SST EJN MCBMMAMjW 
Real World Score for average of best 2 laps (ordered) 
. •••••••••• 1111111 
RAS DBR IMC BMD RRl APN ABj NRG JAB MjC ARB TTM MTM DAB SST EJN MCBMMAMjW 
Driver ID 
Figure 6.8: Real world expe riment results 
6.6 Correlation between real vehicle and simulator results 
As discussed in Section 6.4, the simulator testing program has been sp lit into a number of 
separate experiments. This was done to provide the drivers with training and to collect 
potentially valuable information about a sub-set of simulator driving skiUs that affect their 
circuit performance. H ere, the correlation between the various simulator measures and the rea l 
world will be calculated to assess the fideli ty of the simulator. The simulated environment 
requires a smaller number of attribute subsets than within the real world as it fails to replicate 
all rea l world phenomena. For convenience they have been separated into the following 
categories; 
1. Coordina tion (CO) 
2. Na tural Abili ty (NA) 
3. Sensitivity to Steering Force Feedback (FF)' 
4. Speed of Adaptation (AS) 
The hypothesis is that these four skiUs combine in some unknown fashion to provide a drivers 
overall simula tor performance. In Sections 6.4.3 - 6.4.8, tests PF, BP, AC, SC and CP produce 5 
overall performance measures; this section further processes this data to produce 32 Measures, 
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Table 6.5, that can be ca tegorised according to the attributes listed above (CO, NA, FF and AS) 
and were generated based on common sense and engineering/ motor racing knowledge 
without prior investiga tion of the results . Here we calculate the correlation between the 
subjects simulated performance measure and their real world performance from 
Table 6.5. Using this information the simulator performance is discussed along with the testing 
methods. 
Several correlation coefficients based on different s tatis tica l hypothesis are known and some of 
the most common and frequentiy used today include ti1e Pearson correlation coefficient, 
Spearman rank correlation coefficient and Kendall tau rank correlation coeffi cient. Selecting 
the Pearson correlation coeffi cient is considered unwise as the magnitude of the simulators 
measures are somewhat a rbitrary as they are based on Engineering knowledge and 
judgement. It was considered that ti1is approach may underestimate ti1e correlation coefficient; 
instead it seems sensible considering this point and the relatively low number of tes t subjects 
that a rank based correlation measure should be adopted along with furthe r considera tion of 
its significance (by testing ti1e hypoti1esis of no correlation against the alternative that ti1ere is a 
nonzero correla tion) . KendalI's tau penalises dislocations by the distance of the disloca tion, 
Spearman's rho by the square of the distance. Thus, Kenda ll's tau has an equal penalty for two 
independent swaps as two sequential swaps, but Spearman's rho gives a sb·onger penalty to 
the latter than to the fo rmer. Also consider that the Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient 
represents a probability, that is, it is ti1e difference between ti1e probability that in the observed 
data the two variables are in the same order versus the probability that ti1e two variables are in 
different order and therefore will generate a considerably higher penalty ti1an for the 
Spearman's rho for ti1is statistical test due to the low number of test subjects. Considering 
ti1ese points it was deemed more ap propriate to adopt the Spearman rank correlation 
coefficient p, (6.5), where x, is the rank order of the drivers within the rea l world experiment, 
y, is the rank order of any given simulated experiment, d, is tl1eir difference x, - y, and n is 
the number of values in tl1e da ta set (in this case the number of test subjects). 
p= 1 
6I d,' 
n(n' - I) (6.5) 
This is a dimensionless coefficient ranging between -1 and +1; -1 suggests a perfectly nega tive 
correlation, 0 suggests the variables are independent of one another and +1 suggests a 
perfectly positive correlation. The correlation between each single Measure and ti1e 21ap real 
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world performance is shown in the top plot of Figure 6.9 with the average values for each 
ca tegory presented in the bottom plot. Also, before any arguments can be constructed 
regarding the results presented in Figure 6.9 the corresponding significance of each measure 
should be considered to ensure any correlation measure is not simply a result of chance. These 
results are presented within the top plot of Figure 6.10 with the averages fo r each category 
presented within the bottom plot. The significance value represents the likelihood tha t the 
value of correlation between two measures has been generated due to a truly meaningful 
relationship rather than by chance. For the purposes of the proceeding analysis and discussion 
a cut off has been nominally selected based on common sense; Measures that have a 
significance of below 95% (indicated within Figure 6.10) have less than a 95% change of being 
meaningful and so will be neglected from any further discussion except that concerning why 
the measures significance has been compromised . 
The primary goa l of this chapter is to quantify the overall fideli ty of the simulator. The overall 
circuit performance measure, Measure 1, has been specifically chosen for this task and hence 
its score, p = 0.856, is considered as the most representative and meaningful measure 
(considering also its 99.29% significance). Therefore, the significance of this value is of 
paramount inlportance and is more easily assessed by visualising the results; the top plot of 
Figure 6.11 shows the drivers in order of their rea l world performance, the bottom plot shows 
their simulated performance in the same order and Figure 6.12 shows them plotted aga inst 
each other with the line of best fit drawn. Clea rly, the correlated performance is difficult to 
describe as it is neither extremely large nor small and the correlation criteria is somewhat 
arbitrary. Some guidelines have been established for interpretation of a correlation coefficient 
but this depends on the context and purpose of its generation. The overall approach adopted 
here to generate this number is considered sound. Given that some of the test method 
particulars are considered suboptimal; predominantly, the fidelity of the vehicle dynamics and 
track models and as discussed in Section 6.4 and 6.5, the experiment configuration was 
significantly limited due to time, resource and budge t restrictions, the resul ts shown in Figure 
6.12 are seen as high ly positive for future research as there is clearly a significant correla tion 
between the simulated and real world even thou gh the experiment specifiCS are open to 
criticism. Next we will consider all the measures and examine their significance in more detail. 
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Figure 6.9: Spearman Rank Co rrelation between all Simulator Measures and the Real World 
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Encouragingly, the correlation of measure 1 is the highes t of all measures; this measure uses 
the greatest amowlt data and has the highest test me thod variance. This provides some 
supporting evidence that the test methods are functioning well and that the performance 
measure (circuit performance) is clearly a sensible approach, at leas t, this strategy should be 
developed further within any future experiments of this na ture. Furthermore, some interesting 
observa tions can be made by comparing the m easures within their own category whilst 
recollecting the specific configuration of the tests; 
1. Observing Measures 2-5 which have an identical test format, the correlation fo r 
Measures 4 and 5 which use track K are higher than Measures 2 and 3 which use track 
Z. Before conducting Measures 2 and 3 the drivers had experienced the track in 
previous tes ts and so it is considered reasonable to suggest that the correlated 
performance increases as a result of the requirement to learn a new and more 
challenging track. Therefore, as a result of the subject's ability learn and adapt to a new 
circuit through self h'aining, their correlated performance increases. It is likely that this 
is as a result of the increased similarity between the simulated and real world 
experinlent as within the real world experiment the track was also new to all the 
subjec ts. 
2. Measures 17 and 18 which use Car A are near identical w hilst Measure 20 is 
significantly less than Measure 19 which both use Car B. Essentially, these measure the 
driver sensitivity to removing the steering force feedback. Th erefore, this suggests that 
the importance of steering feedback for circuit performance measures is exaggerated by 
the stability/limit oversteer characteristics of the vehicle; potentially Car A is so easy to 
drive that the presence of steering force feedback is relatively insignificant. This further 
amplifies the desire to have a fully validated and hence realistic vehicle m odel as a base 
platform with which to twle suitable variations in vehicle set-up so as to provide a well 
balanced vehicle that can be driven more consistently near to its handling limits. 
3. Measures 14-16 are single corner circuit performance tests tha t a re analysed in an 
identica l fashion to tlle full circuit performance tests 1-9 yet tlley clearly show a 
significantly lower circuit performall1ce. The result, tllerefore, suggests that the 
correlated performance is improved by using full race circuits rather than small 
sections. 
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Furthermore, the poor performance of those m easures within the CO and FF category should 
not go unnoticed even though their significance is so low. Considering the experiments within 
the CO ca tegory, it is difficult to explain exactly the cause of the poor correlated performance 
and low significance. However, logic suggests that these tests were likely to have low 
significance as they examine the lowest number of driver attributes in isolation; one should 
avoid overanalysing these results but rather learn from their design and incorporate any 
gleaned information within any future experinlentation. 
Considering the specific experiment of the FF ca tegory in more detail, Section 6.4.7, it becomes 
apparent that the experiment is poor as it was designed using an experienced simulator driver 
who produced the response shown in Figure 6.5, whereas the inexperienced simulator drivers 
used WithUl this experiment produced a response similar to Figme 6.14. Clearly the response 
of the inexperienced driver shows higher variance, demonstrating their performance can 
diminish as well as improve as a result of removing steering force feedback. This is likely to be 
due to the lack of experience the subject has at this stage durulg the experiment; as a result the 
majority of subjects requu·e a more extensive training period as they are still predictlllg the 
vehicle dynamics unreliably and learniJlg tile tracks. Dming this phase of their development, 
tIley are less sensitive to steerulg force feedback than once they are fully trained. As this is the 
case for all the tests within the FF ca tegory and considering tIleir average of 42% significance it 
is clearly safe to criticise the value of these experiments. However, the general value of the test 
method remains unknown; durulg future experiments of this nature it would be considered 
more appropriate to conduct this experiment last, once the driver was fully experienced. 
Therefore if we restrict om argument to tests in ep, NA and AS category, the dOmUlant 
measures 1, 19 and 31 clearly suggest that the correlation between the simulator and tile real 
world performance is increased by higher levels of driver trainulg, supplying a new circuits 
and a difficult vehicle to drive. The last two points are similar to tile real world experiment as 
the driver has to quickly adapt to the new vehicle and learn a new track; therefore also 
providing evidence that as the rea l and simulated experiments become more similar in na ture 
the correla ted performance will be u1Creased. 
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Figure 6.14: Exa mple if Steering Torque Experiment test results using an untra.ined test dri ver 
There is also further evidence to support these theories if the subject's performance is analysed 
individually by examining the ordered real world and simulated circuit performances, Figure 
6.15. Firstly consider the author, driver APN as a case study, who had a comprehensive 
training period before conducting th e experiment; his real world performance is 5 places 
worse than during the simulator test, suggesting tha t the advantage of simulator training had 
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been rea lised thus promoting his simulated performance relative to the real world. To further 
compound this evidence, APN repeated the experiment 3 times improving his score from 3.53 
(as shown in the results) to 2.24 then to 1.91 and finally to 1.77, clearly demonstrating that, for 
this individual case, driver training results in higher simulated performance. 
Secondly, consider that all the drivers excep t drivers DAB and MTM have had ex tensive 
exposure to PC/console based computer ga mes that share many parallels with the Racer 
softw are and graphical displays. After examining their behaviour during the initial stages of 
the experiment, it was clear that they had difficulty in assessing appropriate speeds for given 
radius turns relative to the other drivers. This suggests that their visual cue interpreta tion was 
somewhat less developed than the other subjects as a result of less exposure to computer 
games. As a result, we observe that DAH and MTM are 4 and 6 places higher (worse) in the 
simulated test than the rea l world respec tive ly suggesting tha t the correlated performance may 
have been improved had further simulator h'aining been available to these drivers. 
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Figure 6.15: Rea l World and Simulated Circuit Performance Scores in Respective Orders 
This observa tion provides some insight into the similarities between the simulator and 
PCI console based computer games, but Measures 18 and 20 were specifically tailored to 
provide a quantifiable indication of this similarity and so we look at the significance of their 
values in more detail as it is a point of particular interest as discussed in Section 6.4. These 
Measures are an indication of their simulated circuit performance without steering force 
feedback and motion, hence offering the greatest similarity between the simulator and a 
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PC/ console based computer game within this experiment. Their correlation values of 
approximately 0.75 are more than twice that of the Coordination (CO) category (approximately 
0.35, not to mention their significance is over 99.9% where as the CO category is 80.9%); these 
Measures aimed to assess some of the fundamental skills required to drive the simulator and 
hence perform well in the gaming environment because they assess the subjects ability to 
interpret visual cues. This result is encom aging as it suggests that higher rea l world driver 
skill is more highly rewarded on the simula tor, even when it' s emula ti.ng a computer game 
environment, than for specific hand-eye coordination tests. 
Worryingly, the correlation values of Measures 18 and 20 are near to those seen w ithin the 
Skill ca tegory (CP) suggesting there may be little added value from the force feedback and 
motion cues. However, a conclusion such as this would be nonsensical as it neglects the 
differences between the two vehicle dynamics/ environment models. We can conclude, more 
reasonably, tha t it is likely the correlated performance of the skill (CP) Measures is mainly 
attributed to the quality of the dynamics and environmental models. Conside ring that 
Measures 18 and 20 have a large dependency on the subjects ability to learn the h·acks, (as it is 
the fir st time they were asked to conduct a full circuit performance test) the fac t that the 
presence of steering force feedback and motion clea rly increases the correlation is encouraging. 
Neverthe less, this type of tes t is considered as an area of particular interes t for future 
experimentation. 
All of the previously men tioned points within this section combine to provide evidence which 
supports the following conclusions; 
1. The simulators fidelity will be increased as a result of increased model and s teering 
force feedback fidelity (in relation to the real world experiment) 
2. Circuit performance testing is a valid Measure for comparing driver skill in the real 
and simulated world 
3. The subjects should wldergo a more thorough training process before conducting the 
simulator experiment to increase correla tion potential 
Although these points may seem logical, we must consider that literature provides us with no 
supporting evidence; it is the overall result of the experiment combined with the scope for 
improvement that should encourage the creation of further projects. The experin<ent detail 
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outlined within this Chapter can easily be modified and strengthened with a larger number of 
test subjects, fully va lidated d ynamics and track models, a more efficient test method and a 
more appropriate real world experiment. 
6.7 ConclusionsfFurther work 
Ultimately, this chapter's objective was to provide a quantifiable measure of the simulators 
realism/ fidelity within its current sta te of development. In providing this measure we also see 
that a significant amowlt of knowledge has been gleaned along the way as a result of 
executing the experiment. It is hoped that this knowledge may provide guidance for any 
future experimen tation and help others W1ders tand some of the important aspects of vehicle 
simulators; here we will summarise some of the important considerations. 
One important consideration was simulator training. All drivers were selected on the premise 
that they had significant real world driving/motor sport experience and insignifican t 
simulated dri ving experience. Consequently, in general, tl,e amount of leaming and h·aining 
required to reach peak performance on tl,e vehicle simulator is likely to be grea ter tl,an to 
reach peak performance with tl1e real vehicle. This became clear after conducting this 
experiment as the variation of tl,e rate of learning for the test subjects was far grea ter in the 
simulated enviromnent. Consequently, if this type of experiment is conducted with 
inexperienced simulator drivers, their ultimate simula ted circuit performance measure will 
undesirably include a fW1ction of tl,eir learning cha racteristics. This had been considered prior 
to the experiment taking place hence its design comprised a pIe-defined amount of driver 
training. However, in retrospect it is felt tha t the amount of training was insufficient for tl1e 
skill level of these test subjects as it was clear tl1a t many of the drivers were learning 
tllTDughout and could not be considered as having reached a plateau of performan ce. 
Consequently, a clear recommendation for future experiments would be to use more highly 
skilled drivers and/ or provide a larger amount of training before conducting tl1e circuit 
performance measure. 
In a similar fashion we must also consider that tl,e test subjects inevitably suffer from fatigue 
and sickness in different ways. A significant number of test subjects were only able to flag an y 
sickness issues after a Significant amount of time on tl1e simula tor - resulting in wasted time. 
Consequently, it is recommended that future drivers are quickly vetted by conducting a 
specific motion sickness susceptibility test before conducting tl,e experiment. It was also clear 
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that many subjects had difficul ty concentrating for a sufficiently long time and as a result, tllis 
individual characteristic was unavoidably but fairly included as part of tl,e simulated results. 
Therefore, it is also recommended tIlat tltis aspect of tl,e experiment is considered more 
carefully as part of itera ting tltis experiment. 
Ultima tely tIlere are many aspects of this experiment tl,at can be improved, particularly; 
1. Using a tarmac track for tl,e buggies 
2. Identifying tile vehicle dynantics m odel specifically for the buggy and a thoroughly 
va lida ted model 
3. Reordering the simulator test program and selection of more appropriate and justified 
performance measures 
4. Provid ing tile drivers Witll a more ex tensive and sh·ucture training period 
5. Using a higher number of test subjec ts that exhibit higher skill levels 
As Witll an y simulator its value is a fWlCtion of its accuracy. Clearly, in this case, where we 
have a motor sport/ racing simulator, its fid elity will rely heavily on how well tl,e driver is 
able to sense tile velticle behaviour and consequently gain a sensa tion of conh·ol. Broadly 
speaking, race cars are set-up to be evenly balanced i. e. tlley neither understeer nor oversteer, 
at least as far as the d river believes. Therefore, it is likely that tile driver will only become 
convinced tIlat tl,e sinmlation is accura te once tlley ca.n sense tile vehicles balance. 
Unfortunately, tltis dynantic characteristic is difficult to captul"e reliably without an y rea l 
world source information; tile balance of race vehicles continuously fluctua tes as a result 
various phenomena such as ride height dependant aerodynantics loads and tyre tempera ture 
variations and will of course have an overarching effect from the road profil e and driver 
control input. Consequently, it is suggested tI,at the simula tors fidelity will inevitably be 
dominated by model validation and tulting. Ideally, before desigtting any future experiment of 
tIlis nature one should first a ttempt to acquire rea l vehicle da ta for specific racing vehicles and 
use the appropriate race drivers to twle and valida te the entire simulated experience. 
Having considered tIlese points, it is felt tl,a t tile correlation between tl,e simula to r and ti,e 
real world results was high and particularly encouraging considering tl1e simplicity of ilie 
simula tor configuration. Furtl,ermore, considering tile potential developments ltighlighted 
previously tltis author feels tIlat this work provides sufficient evidence to suggest tl1at tile 
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simulator is indeed a useful tool for vehicle limit handling based exercises and in particular 
could be used to predict race car driver skill. 
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1.1 Conclusions 
1.1.1 Phase 1 (Comprising Chapters 1 to 4) 
This section of work has investiga ted the potentia l to acquire vehicle dynamics data from a 
variety of vehicles in a short space of time without the need to significantly modify the vehicle. 
Traditionally, this has proven to be a forrnidab le task due to the lengthy installa tion and 
ca libration times associated with bespoke sensor systems comprising numerous separate 
sensors, and the usual necessity of vehicle modifica tion required to use readdy available 
automotive sensors. Fortunately, it is common for a large proportion of modern day vehicles 
to have a va riety of useful sensors installed as part of their inbuilt operating systems which 
make use of a Computer Area Network (CAN) bus system. Consequently, only a small vehicle 
modifica tion and access to the systems database file is required to make use of the on board 
vehicle senso rs. As a result, it was possible to rea lise tl1e goa ls set out for tl1e da ta acq uisition 
system by acq uiring an Lnertial and GPS Naviga tion System (OXTS RT3200) that comprises all 
the additional and necessary vehicle sensors within one unit (a long with a GPS sensor held in 
place on the roof of tl1e vehicle) and can be installed and ca librated witl1in the hOllr. Using the 
systems CAN bus it is possible to synchrOnise its sensors with those of the vehicle to record 
core vehicle dynamic behaviour. 
This pa rticular set of measurements meant that a comprehensive amount of vehicle dynamic 
behaviour could be captured, providing a good source of data for thorough model validation. 
In particular, the vehicles lateral velocity measurement was used to es timate vehicle ty re 
model parameters reliably. [n effect the vehicle was used as a measurement rig and although 
many of the subtle tyre characteris tics could no t be cap tured, it has been shown tllat relatively 
simple two, three and four Degree of Freedom models could provide high quality model 
responses. However, one must ensure that the da ta acquisition system is used appropriately in 
order to rea lise its usefulness; the vehicle manoeuvre must be tailored to ensure the vehicle 
exhibits rela tively high magnitude lateral velocities (by avoiding certain vehicle speeds as 
described in Chapter 2) as this inherently increases its accuracy and hence the identified tyre 
model. 
Model tw1ing and optimisation work has presented substantial evidence tl1at shows how 
dominant the influence of steer ratio and toe compliance is on the accW"acy of the handling 
models and that tl1is is a likely source of modelling errors. A novel identifica tion process has 
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been present with the Identifying Ex tended Kalman Filter. It has been shown possible to 
identify separate front and rear tyre models as well as a single tyre model, provided that 
compensation is made for the front steering (toe) compliance which is commonly an order of 
magnitude higher than the rear. The tecluuque has been shown to be effecti ve, both within the 
simulated environment (and hence for model order reduction applica tions) and in 
identifica tion from test vehicle data. However, it does rely on the ability to express the vehicle 
states within a single expression; although tools such as Symbolic Maths in Matlab can 
simplify the p rocess, increasing model order rapid ly requires large amow1ts of computational 
power, often beyond tl1e capacity of modern day PCs. 
This phase of work has described some techniques, tools and methodologies that can produce 
simple, well unders tood and high quality vehicle handling models within a short space of 
time; this is pa rticula rly useful in the contex t of this research as the resultant models have 
accurate vehicle emulation and can be used as a baseline configuration to help develop ones 
u.nders tanding of important factors that effect ti,e fideli ty of vehicle simulators. Furthermore, it 
is hoped that this entire model identifica tion process can be developed alongside vehicle 
models to produce fully validated model responses during every stage of a vehicle simulator 
development program. 
1.1.2 Phase 2 (Comprising Chapters 5 and 6) 
This section of work has successfully exa mined the sin1ulators performance. In particular the 
important influence of ti,e simulators platform motion has been clea rly identified . 
Interestingly, it has become clear that the platform does not have to provide the driver with a 
abundance of handling dynanlics information to add va lue to the simulated experience; even 
witll the platform emulating only the vehicles body (loca l) ride, roll and pitch degrees of 
freedom, its effect is to create a more immersive and convincing simulated experience which in 
turn appears to heighten driver sensitivity. Furthermore, we have seen that ti,e test subjects 
impression of motion fideli ty is improved by exploring quality not quanti ty - there is a 
tempta tion to use the entire motion platform excursion envelope but as ti,e platform inevitably 
has to return to the centre (under free driving conditions), any incorrect and nlisleadi.l1g cues 
cause a rapid degradation of the simulated experience often leading to motion sickness. 
Instead it appears more valuable to emula te only those velucle motions that are Witll1n the 
p la tforms capabilities and limitations. 
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A novel experiment has been ca rried out to examine the simulators potential to be used as tool 
to evaluate race car driver skill by examining the correlation between a simulated and rea l 
world experiment which also fundamentally assesses the fidelity of the simulator. The value of 
the experiment is two fold; firstly, it has been shown that despite the simulator having clear 
limitations both with the hardware and software configuration and the rea l world experiment 
suffering budget restrictions, the relative performance of the test subjects on the simulator 
correlated well with tha t in the real world; secondly, a considerable a mount of knowledge has 
been ascertained concerning the experiment itself; it would clearly benefit from using more 
highly skiLled test subjec ts (i.e. professional racing drivers) than those examined within this 
research, and they should undergo a more comprehensive training phase before they are 
assessed. Also we have seen the importance of monitoring motion sickness and driver fatigue 
and clearly demonsh·ated that each driver would require a significant amoun t testing time 
(minimum of two days so as not to sh·ain the driver) in order to produce a highly valuable and 
accurate assessment of driver skill . 
1.2 Further Work 
This research has demonstrated that the key to maximising the simulators usefulness for 
handling-based research applica tions is to ensure that its capabilities and limitations are fully 
utilised without providing the driver with misleading or disconcerting cues. Consequently it is 
suggested tha t, for this specific simulator, it may be more sensible to focus its development 
towards emulating high performance race cars rather than typical automotive passenger 
vehicles. 
The foundations of this proposal are based on the relatively high performance specification of 
the motion platform and steering system; for typical automotive passenger vehicles, where the 
body motion and hand wheel torques exhibit low magnitude and frequency responses relative 
to racing vehicles, the simulator itself is likely to under perform. Conversely, it is reasonable to 
suggest that racing vehicle configurations will exercise the simulator more effectively, 
particularly because the rapid and frequent transition between wldersteer and oversteer 
(which is less frequent and more gl·adual within ty pical passenger vehicles) can also be 
captured as part of the platforms yaw degree of freedom and hence further utilises some of the 
high performance properties of the simulator platform. 
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Therefore, this author believes that future work will yield valuable results should the 
simulator be further developed for the Motor Sport Indush-y_ This is likely to entail hardware 
modifica tion such as a sea t belt tension system (that squeezes the body to provide acceleration 
and/ or deceleration cues), pressure pads within the seat (that squeeze the body to provide 
lateral acceleration cues) and increasing the display screen size or developing a projector based 
system; also one should seek the support of racing teams as software development w ill 
inevitably benefit from accura te vehicle parameters, vehicle dynamics source data and 
experienced test! development drivers (coupled with the information required to build 
accurate h-acks should h-ack simulation become desirable)_ Furthermore, one should consider 
the importance of accurate cockpit emulation with particular emphas is on the positioning and 
rephca tion of the sea t and driver conh-ols_ 
Once these tasks have been reahsed it is likely tha t one will see a significant increase in the 
simula tors fidelity and the perception of rea lism _ Consequently, it is feasible tha t a driver skill 
assessment p rogram could be developed using a refined version of the experiment described 
in Chapter 6 and it is easy to envisage the simulator being used as a tool for driver h-aining 
and development as well as vehicle optimisation and h-ack learning_ 
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Appendix 1 
Results for Case Studies presented in (ref Section 4.5.5 IEKF) 
CASE I 
Parameter.; Bf ,B, Cf ,C, Df ,D, Ef ,E, 
0 0 0.620.62 1.711.71 1.00,1.00 -0.20, -0.20 
S IEKF 0.35,0.65 1.87,1.77 1.19,1.13 -0.33,-030 
Tab le A1 ; Identified and initial parameter va lues for Case 1 
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XI 
CASE 2 
Parameters B C D ca cb fe 
90 0.62 1.71 l.al lAX) 7.10 lEO 
91EKF 0.71 1.65 1.30 1375 4.10 0.64 
Table A2: Identified and initial parameter values for Case 2 
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CASE3 
Parameters Bf, B, Cf, C, Df, D, Caf ,CGr cbf ,cb, jcf ,jC, fdf ,jd, 
80 0.62.0.62 1.71,1.71 1.00,1.00 12Xl,12Xl 7.le-',7.le-' 13),13) 3.00,3.00 
O molll/o] O.CJ7, l .CO 130,1.35 139151 12Xl,12Xl 7.le-',7.le-' 13),13) 3.00,3.00 
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Results from validation data (ref 4.5.8 in IEKF chapter) 
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Appendix 3 
Driver experience details for Race Car Driver Skill experiment 
N. B. All male drivers 
Driver ID Age Experience 
ARB 26 UK Driving Licence 9 Yrs, Formula Student driver 2 Yrs, Karting 
ABJ 19 Kart National A License, Karting 8 Yrs (prokart endurance) 
APN 27 UK Driving Licence 10 Yrs, Kart National A License, Karting 13 Yrs 
Long/Short Circuit Gearbox, limited track day experience, Formula 
Student driver 4 Yrs 
BMD 20 UK Driving Licence 3 Yrs, Kart Nationa l A Licence, Karting TKM and Club 
100 Formula 2 Yrs BUKC 
OAH 41 UK Driving Licence 23 Yrs, UK motorbike license 17 Yrs, Extensive limit 
handling test development driving (MlR A, Millbrook, Ford Lommel level 
3, Porsche Weissach, BMW Ascheim, TRW Sweden, TRC Ohio, Smithers 
Sioux-Sainte Marie, FHI SKC (Japan), TVS India), no racing experience 
OBR 19 UK Driving Licence 2 Yrs, limited track day experience, Kart National A & 
International C Licence, Karting 10 Yrs in various national series 
EJN 29 UK Driving Licence 12 Yrs, no racing experience, limited track day 
experience 
IMC 19 UK Driving Licence 2 Yrs, Limited track day experience, Karting LUCK 
Formula 1 Yr 
JAH 20 UK Driving Licence 3 Yrs, 2 Yrs Autograss racing 
MMA 32 UK Driving Licence 14 Yrs, UK Motorbike license 6 Yrs, no racing 
experience, limited track day experience 
MCB 41 UK Driving Licence 23 Yrs/ MIRA License 8Yrs, limited test track limit 
handling experience, no racing experience 
MJC 20 UK Driving Licence 3 Yrs, Limited track day experience, Kart National A 
Licence, Karting 2 Yrs Junior TKM, 1 Yr Super 1 
MTM 47 UK Driving Licence 17 Yrs, Limited track day experience, Tarmac and 
Stage Rallying experience 5 Yrs 
MJW 27 UK Driving Licence 9 Yrs 
NRG 24 UK Driving Licence 5 Yrs, International Race & National Kart A License, 
Karting (Formula ICA) 10 Yrs, Racing (Formula Renault) 3 Yrs. 
RRL 24 UK Driving Licence 7 Yrs, Formula Student experience 4 Yrs 
RAS 20 UK Driving Licence 3 Yrs, Kart national A License, Karting (Junior Rotax 
Max series) 2 Yrs. 
SST 31 UK Driving Licence 13 Yrs/ MIRA License 6 Yrs, limited test track limit 
handling experience, no racing experience. 
TIM 26 Kart National B Licence, Karting 10 Yrs in direct drive and gearbox karts in 
numerous formulas 
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Figure A17: Sim ulated Pa th Following (PF) results 
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Figure A29: Results of se experiment for drivers MeB & MMA 
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Figure A30: Results of se experiment for driver MJW 
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Figure A31: Results of FF expe riment for drivers RAS & DBR 
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Figure A32: Resul ts of FF experiment for drivers IM C & BMD 
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Figure A33: Resu lts of FF ex periment for drivers RRL & APN 
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Figure A34: Results of FF experiment for drivers AB) & NRG 
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Figure A35: Results of FF experiment for drivers )AH & M)C 
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Figure A36: Results of FF experiment for drivers JAH & MJC 
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Figure A37: Res ults of FF ex periment for drivers MTM & DAH 
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Figu re A39: Results of FF experiment for drivers MeB & MMA 
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Figure A40: Results of FF experiment for drive r MJW 
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Figure A41: Overall Circuit Performance Score results from CP experiment 
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